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Safety Means
the World to Us

GasLog’s reputation has been earned as one of the world's leading 
owners, operators and managers of LNG Carriers.

As each ship leaves port we are keenly aware of our responsibility 
toward ensuring the safe passage of our people, our cargoes

and our environment.

Our attention to detail is a reflection of our company's values
and a demonstration of our dedication.

www.gaslogltd.com
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The clock is ticking down 
to IMO revised G8

The vast majority of the worlds ports will close to ballast water treatment 
systems installed after 28 October 2020 that don’t meet IMO revised G8 
requirements. Yet only a handful of suppliers have achieved revised G8 type 
approval – or even started the process.

When suppliers lag behind on revised G8, the one who loses business is 
you. So be alert. If selecting systems for installation in 2020 and beyond, 
choose a solution that’s ready today: Alfa Laval PureBallast 3.

Discover the solution that was fi rst with revised G8 type approval at        
www.alfalaval.com/pureballast/revisedG8

Alfa Laval PureBallast 3 is ready
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 US$300.7 bn 
the total exposure to shipping by the top 
40 Banks, according to Petrofin Research.

 1,775.0 Mt 
the global demand for steel expected  
in 2019. 

 119 
the number of piracy and armed robbery 
against ships incidents reported to the 
IMB Piracy Reporting Centre (IMB PRC) 
in 2019. 

US$19.52 bn 
the value of the Greek-owned LNG fleet.

 40% 
the percentage of electricity production 
that came from renewable sources  
of energy in the UK in Q3 of 2019. 

 US$10 bn 
the amount Japan is planning  
to invest in LNG projects.

 73 
the number of ships sent for scrapping to 
South Asian beaches in Q3 2019. 

 2.3 million sqm 
the size of the new logistics zone  
launched in Saudi Arabia. 

Maritime
Numbers
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Οn the 
seafront

European Shipping Week  
to take place in February 2020

Europe’s shipowners will once again 
join forces with the major Europe-
an Bodies and Institutions in order to 
place shipping and maritime at the top 
of the agenda during European Shipping 
Week. It has been decided to bring the 
week forward to February next year 
to coincide more closely with Brus-
sels-based activities by the European 
Parliament, Council, and the European 
Commission. 
The Croatian Government, represent-
ing a nation with a strong maritime 
heritage, will hold the Council Presi-
dency at the time of ESW2020.
Leaders in global shipping will join rep-
resentatives from maritime stakehold-
ers across Europe during the week in 
attending a multitude of events, which 
will examine both Europe’s strength on 

the global maritime stage and how reg-
ulators and industry can work hand-in-
hand to turn the forthcoming challeng-
es into opportunities for the EU.
According to the European Community 
Shipowners' Associations, the challeng-
es and opportunities posed by climate 
change and decarbonisation, the global 
competitiveness of the European ship-
ping industry, the current threats to the 
multilateral trading system, the fast pace 
of change brought about by digitalisa-
tion and innovation, as well as the social 
aspects of the industry such as the pro-
motion of diversity and gender equality 
will form the main themes of the week.
The initiative, started in 2015 by the 
European Community Shipowners’ 
Associations (ECSA), is once again 
run by a Steering Group made up of 
Europe’s main shipping organizations 
as well as the European Commission 
and Shipping Innovation. 

This month’s top news  
from naftikachronika.gr



Maritime piracy incidents down in Q3, yet Gulf of Guinea  
remains a hot spot

The International Chamber of Commerce International Maritime Bureau’s 
(IMB) report for the third quarter of 2019 demonstrates fewer incidents 
of piracy and armed robbery against ships than the first nine months of 
2018.
119 incidents of Piracy and Armed Robbery Against Ships have been reported 
to the IMB Piracy Reporting Centre (IMB PRC) in 2019, compared to 156 
incidents for the same period in 2018. Overall, the 2019 incidents include 95 
vessels boarded, 10 vessels fired upon, 10 attempted attacks, and four vessels 
hijacked. The number of crew taken hostage through the first nine months 
has declined from 112 in 2018 to 49 in 2019.
While the overall number of incidents has dropped, incidents involving 
guns and knives remain consistent. There have been 24 knife-related and 35 
gun-related incidents reported in 2019, compared to 25 and 37 for the first 
nine months of 2018. These statistics confirm IMB’s concerns over continued 
threats to the safety and security of seafarers.
The Gulf of Guinea remains a high-risk area for piracy and armed robbery. 
The region accounts for 86% of crew taken hostage, and nearly 82% of crew 
kidnappings globally.
European Community Shipowners’ Associations (ECSA) called upon the 
European policymakers to adopt a number of measures outlined in its 

recently adopted position paper so that vessels 
and crew can operate in a safe and secure envi-
ronment.
“The perilous circumstances in the Gulf of Guin-
ea raise alarm bells for the safety and security of 
seafarers sailing through that area. The threats are 
also putting at risk trade and development both 
in the region and globally. It is time EU Member 
States step up their efforts to strengthen mar-
itime security in the Gulf.”, commented Martin 
Dorsman, ECSA’s Secretary General.

Global bank finance stands at the lowest 
level of the last 12 years

Petrofin Research presented its latest Glob-
al Bank ship finance research for the 11th year 
running. According to the research, the growth 
of the global fleet continues to be funded from 
non-banking sources. For example, during 2018, 
Chinese leasing to shipping stood at $51.3bn, 
compared to $47bn in 2017.
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Another interesting finding is that $44.3bn has been knocked off the port-
folios of the top 40 banks over the last year and global bank finance stands 
at the lowest level of the last 12 years. Over the last year, the consistent 
downward trend of European banks has continued, marking a 14% drop in 
exposure, whilst the US has posted an increase of 5% to their albeit still 
modest portfolio.
Compared to 2010, the European share of the global ship finance market has 
dropped from 83% to 58.7%. Far Eastern share stood at 34.8% in 2018 com-
pared to 35.07% in 2017, still representing a significant rise since 2010 of approx. 
140%. Regarding the American banks, they now occupy 6.48% of the market.
Putting the European bank global shipfinance portfolios under the micro-
scope Petrofin research observes that Scandinavian banks also decreased 
their exposure and the German banks continue their steep fall. France 
shows a modest increase, due to BNP’s unwavering confidence in the sec-
tor. Greece is resuming ship finance with increased confidence combined 
with a reduction of non performing loans and an improved outlook for the 
Greek economy and its financial standing.
All in all, global ship lending by the top 40 shipping banks has fallen almost 
35% since 2011.  Although leasing has not replaced bank finance, it has 
gained both in popularity and volume and is often, especially for the medi-
um to small owners, the only available and affordable source of finance.
Looking into the future, Petrofin Research anticipates continued growth 
by leasing companies. The same should be said of investment and family 
offices, which have grown enormously over the last decade, most of which, 
however, focus primarily on the equity side of the business, whilst the 
remainder focus on the ship finance side.

Sulphur Cap 2020: stakeholders prepare for a sea of change  
from 1 January 2020

From 1 January 2020, sulphur oxide emissions from ships will be reduced 
considerably under a forthcoming International Maritime Organization 
(IMO) rule. This will have significant benefits for human health and the 
environment – but also represents a challenge for the industry.
The preparedness of all stakeholders for this significant change - as well 
as its challenges – were highlighted during a Symposium on IMO 2020 and 
Alternative Fuels, held at IMO, on Thursday 17 and Friday 18 October. The 
symposium brought together a range of speakers, including those from 
Member Governments, as well as from shipping, refineries, fuel oil suppli-
ers, and legal professionals.
"Collaboration among key stakeholders is essential for the smooth land-
ing of IMO 2020," IMO Secretary-General Kitack Lim said, opening the 
symposium, which was attended by over 300 delegates. He highlighted the 
tremendous amount of work undertaken to prepare for IMO 2020 by all 
stakeholders, since the 2020 date was confirmed in 2016, including a series 
of guidance and guidelines for shipowners as well as flag and port States.
From 1 January 2020, the "IMO 2020" rule means that the limit for sul-
phur in fuel oil used on board ships operating outside designated emission 
control areas will be reduced to 0.50% m/m (mass by mass) – while in 
designated emission control areas (ECAs) the limit will remain at 0.10%. 
The current limit is 3.50%, so the change is significant and - for most ships 
– will mean a switch to new types of compliant fuel oils, so-called very low 
sulphur fuel oil (VLSFO), or marine gas/diesel oil. The VLSFO blends are 
new to the market.

Member States speaking at the symposium, 
including representatives from Denmark, Japan, 
the Marshall Islands, and Singapore, said that they 
were ready as flag and port States to implement 
and enforce the sulphur 2020 limit. Stakeholder 
meetings were a feature in many countries, bring-
ing together industry and government officials to 
ensure preparedness.
In terms of supply of the new fuel oil needed to 
meet the 2020 limit, representatives from IPIECA, 
representing the oil and gas industry, and IBIA, 
representing the bunker industry, confirmed that 
supply of the low sulphur fuel oil was expected to 
be readily available in most locations and is already 
available in some. Many ships will be looking to load 
compliant fuel oil well before the end of 2019. How-
ever, there was an expectation of price volatility, and 
supply and demand would have to find a new bal-
ance that could take time – especially given that this 
involves many different actors, from refiners and 
bunker suppliers to ships and the shipping industry.
"It is all going to be about market dynamics - but 
supply and demand will get in balance. It will not 
be an easy transition, but we will get there," said 
Eddy van Bouwel, Chair, marine fuels committee, 
IPIECA.
Speakers touched on the challenges new blends 
of fuel oil might bring, including potential qual-
ity issues providing challenges, in particular to 
the ship's engineers, and the need for prepared-
ness was reiterated, including crew training and 
reviewing clauses in charter parties.
Simon Bennett, Deputy Secretary-General of 
the International Chamber of Shipping (ICS), said 
that the shipowner organisation was confident 
that IMO 2020 will be a success. "However, the 



huge enormity of such a regulatory game changer has never been attempted 
before and needs to be understood by all stakeholders."
A representative from the International Standardization Organization (ISO) 
outlined the recently-issued standard, ISO/PAS 23263:2019, which addresses 
quality considerations that apply to marine fuels in view of the implemen-
tation of the sulphur 2020 limit and the range of marine fuels that will be 
placed on the market in response.
Other speakers explained how scrubbers (which will be installed on around 
4,000 ships) and - to a lesser extent – LNG, are being used to meet the sul-
phur 2020 limit as well as the potential to reduce other emissions from ships.
Summing up the first day, IMO's Hiroyuki Yamada, Director of Marine Envi-
ronment Division, reiterated the importance of cooperation among all 
stakeholders and encouraged Member Governments, shipping, refinery, 
fuel oil supply, and relevant industries, as well as charterers, to finalize their 
preparations for IMO 2020. IMO will make every effort to support the con-
sistent implementation of IMO 2020 on the Sulphur limit.

These are the world's 10 most competitive economies

Since 1979, the World Economic Forum has been taking the temperature of 
long-term economic growth and productivity in its Global Competitiveness 
Report. What is economic competitiveness? The World Economic Forum, 
which has been measuring countries' competitiveness since 1979, defines it 
as: “the set of institutions, policies, and factors that determine the level of 
productivity of a country." Other definitions exist, but all generally include 
the word “productivity.” The 2019 edition covers 141 economies, accounting 
for 99% of the world’s GDP – and finds that a decade on from the global 
financial crisis, most economies are still stuck in a cycle of low productivity 
growth. 
The Global Competitiveness Report is a tool to help governments, the 
private sector, and civil society work together to boost productivity and 
generate prosperity. Comparative analysis between countries allows leaders 
to gauge areas that need strengthening and build a coordinated response. It 
also helps identify best practices around the world.
The Global Competitive Index forms the basis of the report. It measures per-

formance according to 114 indicators that influence 
a nation’s productivity. 
Countries’ scores are based primarily on quan-
titative findings from internationally recognized 
agencies such as the International Monetary Fund 
and  World Health Organization, with the addi-
tion of qualitative assessments from economic 
and social specialists and senior corporate exec-
utives.
Singapore tops the rankings this year, with 84.8 
out of 100. It has improved in all but two pillars 
since last year. It comes first for infrastructure, 
health, and its labour market, and second for insti-
tutions, financial system, and product market. But 
it scores 124th on the Freedom of Press Index 
and, as the report notes, “in order to become a 
global innovation hub, Singapore will need to pro-
mote entrepreneurship and further improve its 
skills base.”
The US remains the most competitive large econ-
omy in the world, coming in at second place. But 
within the product market pillar, domestic com-
petition has dropped six points since 2018, while 
trade openness is more than four points lower.
Hong Kong has climbed four places to third this 
year – and it ranks first on four pillars, the most 
of any economy. On both health and macro-eco-
nomic stability, it has near-perfect scores of 100, 
and tops the product market and financial system 
rankings. However, the report notes its “biggest 
weakness is undoubtedly its limited capability to 
innovate,” the pillar on which it comes 26th. Up 
two places from last year, the Netherlands has 
overtaken Germany as Europe’s most compet-
itive economy, scoring 82.4. It scores highly for 
macro-economic stability, infrastructure and busi-
ness dynamism, but comes 24th for ICT adoption, 
showing it has more to do to fully harness the 
opportunities afforded by the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution.
Switzerland drops one place to fifth this year, 
but performs highly in the human capital pillars 
of health (5th) and skills (1st). It’s the best in the 
world for employability of graduates and on-the-
job and vocational training. 
Japan ranks third in the East Asia and Pacific 
region, and sixth overall, down one place from 
2018. It scores highly for health (1st) and infra-
structure (5th) and benefits from large domestic 
and export markets (4th for market size). 
In part due to dropping one point on its overall 
score, Germany slips four places to rank seventh 
this year. In more than half (53) of the 103 indica-
tors, it has lost points but gained ground in 18. It’s 
still the world’s best innovator, but surprisingly, 
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it falls below the OECD average for ICT adop-
tion, with less than 1% of people subscribed to 
fibre-optic broadband.
Sweden is the fourth most competitive economy 
in Europe, and eighth overall. It has a consistently 
stable economy, a high rate of ICT adoption, and 
is innovative: scoring highly within the innovation 
ecosystem pillars of innovation capability (5th) 
and business dynamism (6th).
The UK comes ninth this year, down one space 
from last year. Like most of the top 10, its big-
gest strength is macro-economic stability. It has 
a highly educated workforce (11th for skills), but 
its rate of ICT adoption (31st) is low by OECD 
standards – and it comes 29th for digital skills 
among its workforce.

In 10th place again, Denmark has improved its 
performance this year in 10 of the 12 pillars, with 
its financial system and institutions recording the 
most progress.

Tokyo MOU accepted Panama as the 21st 
member Authority

The Port State Control Committee, the governing 
body under the Memorandum of Understanding 
on Port State Control in the Asia-Pacific Region 
(Tokyo MOU), held its 30th meeting in Majuro, 
Marshall Islands, from 14 to 17 October 2019.
Having completed a three-year term as a Co-op-
erating Member Authority, Panama applied for full 
membership of the Tokyo MOU. The Committee 
considered the application by Panama and the 
report of a fact finding mission, which confirmed 
full compliance with the qualitative membership 
criteria by Panama. In accordance with the pro-
visions of the Memorandum, the Committee 
unanimously agreed to accept Panama as the 21st 
member Authority. The Committee considered 
and adopted amendments to the Memorandum 
relating to full membership of Panama. 
The 30th meeting of the Port State Control Com-
mittee was attended by the member Authorities 
of Australia, Canada, Chile, China, Fiji, Hong Kong 
(China), Japan, Republic of  Korea, Malaysia, Mar-
shall Islands, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, 
Russian Federation, Singapore, Thailand and Viet 
Nam; a co-operating member Authority of Pana-
ma; and observers of Macao (China), the United 
States Coast Guard, the Black Sea MOU (rep-
resented by Russian Federation), the Caribbean 
MOU (represented by Cayman Islands), the Indi-
an Ocean MOU (represented by Australia), the 
Paris MoU (represented by Canada) and the Viña 
del Mar Agreement (represented by Chile). The 
member Authorities of Indonesia, Peru, Philip-
pines, Vanuatu; a co-operating member Authority 
of Mexico and observers of the Democratic Peo-
ple’s Republic of Korea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, 
Tonga, the Abuja MOU, the Riyadh MOU, ILO and 
IMO were unable to attend.
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Vessel operating costs expected to rise  
in 2019 and 2020 

International accountant and shipping adviser 
BDO says total operating costs in the shipping 
industry are expected to rise by 2.5% in 2019 and 
by 2.7% in 2020. 
Responses to the firm’s latest annual Future Oper-
ating Costs Survey revealed that insurance is the 
cost category likely to increase most significantly 
in both 2019 and 2020. In the case of protection 
and indemnity insurance, the predicted increase is 
2.0% for each of the years under review, while hull 
and machinery insurance costs are expected to 
rise by 1.9% in both 2019 and 2020. 
The cost of both dry docking and of repairs and 
maintenance is expected to increase by 1.8% in 
2019 and by 1.9% in 2020, while expenditure on 
crew wages is predicted to rise by 1.9% in 2019 
and by 1.8% in 2020. Other crew costs are expect-
ed to increase by 1.8% and 1.7% respectively. 
The predicted overall cost increases for 2019 
were highest in the container ship sector, where 
they averaged 3.7 Predicted cost increases in the 
bulk carrier market in 2019, meanwhile, were 
2.3%, as opposed to 2.5% in the tanker market 
and 2.6% in the offshore sector. 
A slightly different pictured emerges in respect of 
2020, where the highest operating cost increases 
are those amounting to 3.8% which are expected 
in the offshore sector. Operating costs for con-
tainer ships, meanwhile, are expected to rise by 
3.0% in 2020, and for bulk carriers and tankers by 
2.7% and 2.1% respectively. 

The cost of regulatory compliance was high on 
the list of concerns cited by respondents to the 
survey. One respondent said 2020 is “all about 
environmental regulations and the demand for - 
and cost of – fuel.” Elsewhere it was noted, the 
shipping market “will be dominated by the cost 
of new regulations, not least that relating to com-
pliance with the IMO Sulphur 2020 regulation”. 
Overall, 25% of respondents (up from the figure 
of 23% recorded in last year’s survey) identified 
the cost of new regulation as the most influen-
tial factor likely to affect operating costs over the 
next 12 months. 
Crew costs were the other factor uppermost in 
the minds of respondents. “Manning will continue 
to be a painful area for ship operators,” said one 
commentator. Another respondent observed that 
rising wage costs now represent a real threat to 
business models. 
The cost and availability of finance was another 
issue raised by a number of respondents, one of 
whom said, “finance – or a lack thereof – is driving 
consolidation as part of a trend towards creating 
mega-companies”. 
Richard Greiner, Partner, Shipping & Transport at 
BDO, says: “One year ago, overall expectations 
of operating cost increases for 2019 averaged 
3.1%. The fall now to an estimated 2.5% must be 
regarded at first blush as good news. But this 
must be tempered by the knowledge that some 
significant items of big-ticket expenditure – nota-
bly those relating to the cost of complying with 
new regulations - are waiting in the wings. It is 
clear that shipping is well aware of the need to 
achieve regulatory compliance on a scale not 
previously envisaged or encountered by previous 
generations of the industry. 
 “Shipping faces some major challenges over the 
next two years as it seeks to position itself as an 
environmentally-aware, technically-savvy industry. 
It must expect fluctuations in the level of oper-
ating costs caused by a variety of factors ranging 
from movements in oil prices to shifts in levels of 
manpower, from fluctuations in the value of the 
dollar to the ramifications of geopolitical devel-
opments around the world.”
He concludes: “One thing is clear. The cost of 
operating effectively and profitably in the modern 
shipping industry must be met chiefly by revenues 
generated from day-to-day operations. Shipping 
remains an optimistic industry but, if the evidence 
of the freight markets is to be believed, it may not 
be charging enough for the unique service that it 
provides.”

ΟN THE SEAFRONT
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Speed reduction is the most 
powerful and practical way  
to reduce CO2 emissions

In an interview to Naftika Chronika, Mr. George Prokopiou 
shares his views on the current challenges in the shipping 
industry, the concept of horsepower reduction and 
scrubbers, the vessel of the future, the politics behind the 
decision-making process in the shipping industry, as well as 
the recent developments and opportunities in the freight 
market.

Mr George Prokopiou,  
Chairman of Dynacom Tankers Management Ltd.,  
Sea Traders S.A. and Dynagas Ltd.  
talks to Charis Pappas  
and Giannis Theodoropoulos

INTERVIEW



According to your opinion, what is the 
single most important challenge or threat 
facing the shipping industry in the years to 
come, if you had to name just one?

There are many different changes and chal-
lenges ahead for the shipping industry, and it 
is very difficult to name just one.
Volatility and unpredictability are inherent in 
almost every business, including shipping. In 
a global industry such as shipping, you have 
to anticipate all the major changes that are 
likely to affect world trade.
Of course, I understand that with your 
question, you are referring to the technical 
evolution of ship designs and ship engines, 
but the truth is there are many unknown 
and unpredictable factors ahead. I am more 
concerned about what is feasible today, and I 
leave the rest in the hands of scientists - or 
even self-proclaimed futurologists.
What is actually important is what is hap-
pening today. There is a huge difference 
between the desirable and the feasible. Peo-
ple tend to focus on the desirable, and that 
is why we hear a lot of stories about ships 
that will operate on batteries, sails, hydro-
gen, ammonia, etc. I do not believe that my 
generation, or even your generation, will see 
these technologies implemented in deep sea 
shipping - even though, someday, they might 
become operational for coastal shipping. 
To sum up, I am mainly worried about the 
perception of the public, which expects the 
industry to turn the desirable into feasible in 
a short space of time.

Do current IMO regulations adequately 
address the root causes of climate change?

First of all, we shipowners care a lot about the envi-
ronment. It is our priority to pass on to the younger 
generation a world that is better than the one we 
found. The environment is our number one priority. 
I remember the Glyfada seafront when I was young. 

Glyfada is very dif-
ferent today, due to 
many factors, other 
than shipping. 
Of all transportation 
industries, shipping 
is the most efficient 
and the cheapest 
mode for transport-
ing goods. Today, it 

will cost you less to ship a ton of iron ore from Brazil 
to China than to transport a ton of coal from my 
office to my house, which is less than one kilometer 
away. That speaks for itself.
Of course, we, as the shipping industry, have to 
improve even more - provided, however, that technol-
ogy can deliver what is required. Installing a refinery 
on every ship is not the appropriate solution. 
Refineries should focus on finding or developing the 
best possible and most environmentally friendly fuel. 
Concerning the reduction of emissions, as I have said 
in the past, regulators cannot strike at the donkey 
(refineries), so they hit the saddle (shipping). 
Unfortunately, as shipowners, we are fragmented. I am 
always surprised to see the ignorance of shipowners on 
significant issues that affect our industry. We should not 
focus on short-sighted solutions when it would be best 
to focus on the bigger picture.
Anyway, we have to try. I am a practical person, and I 
always focus on the feasible, not on the desirable. At 
this moment, the desirable is not possible.

Slow steam, or speed optimization, if you prefer, is 
a controversial topic that has sparked off heated 
debates and conflicting opinions in the ship owning 
community. What are the main arguments of those 
who consider limiting speed as the only possible way 
to reduce GHG emissions?

Limiting speed is not a matter of taste. In math-
ematics and science, one plus one equals two. 
Slow steaming, speed optimization, or horsepower 
reduction - no matter what you call it, a ship needs 
energy to move, which it derives from the fuel it 
burns. Whether you call it a speed reduction or 
horsepower reduction, there is no real difference - 
we are talking about the same thing. To increase or 
maintain the speed of a ship, you need horsepower. 
So, it is different words, same result, and this is just 
another ego exercise. As you know, I am a propo-
nent of horsepower reduction, which in the past 
three years has sparked off heated debates in the 
shipping industry.
A big containership is designed to sail at a speed of 
21.5 knots at full cargo, and it consumes from 120 to 
130 tons of bunker fuel per day. If the same ship sails 
at 10.5 knots, it will consume 25 to 28 tons of bunker 
fuel per day. With reduced speed, to perform the same 
transport workload, the market will need two iden-
tical ships. That means that the two ships combined 
will consume about 56 tons of bunker fuel, instead of 
120 tons. You do not need to be a rocket scientist to 
understand that pollution reduction is directly pro-
portional to fuel savings.

We should focus on how we 
can save our planet, instead 
of trying to find ways to 
make more money.
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And the truth is, I cannot see a reason why the 
VLCCs should be designed for optimum perfor-
mance at 16.1 knots. The optimum speed could be 

much lower, 10 knots, 
let’s say. As an industry, 
we could overshoot all 
set targets with this 
reduction. 
I understand that slow 
steaming will cause 
delays in the delivery of 
cargoes. Normally, the 
longer the merchan-
dise stays onboard the 
ship, the more likely it 
is that the trader will 
lose interest on the 
retained capital, and 
as a result, the shipper 

may sustain losses. But profit and loss and pro-
tecting the environment are two entirely differ-
ent things. It goes without saying that we should 
focus on how we can save our planet, instead of 
trying to find ways to make more money.
We should not mix profitability with environ-
mental issues. After all, when the same rules apply 
to everybody, competition is even. 
Reducing the reliance of shipping on coal certain-
ly comes at a cost. But we have to turn to alter-
native fuels for environmental reasons.
Concerning horsepower reduction, very recently, I 
had a meeting with Hyundai, as we are one of their 
biggest clients. During our conversation, I brought 
up the issue of horsepower reduction as a solu-

tion for existing and new ships. As a follow up to 
our discussion, they sent me a three-page report 
which states that based on previous research, they 
have concluded that reducing the speed of ships 
is indeed the most effective and practical way to 
reduce CO2 emissions, with the current technolo-
gy in the market. Let us not forget that Hyundai is 
one of the biggest shipyards in the world.
Obviously, in new ships, you have to use - when 
and where available - a less polluting fuel, which 
for the moment is natural gas. After all, we have 
long experience with dual-fuel engines. With the 
combination of low polluting fuels and reduced 
speed, we might be able to achieve the 2050 
goals. But still, I cannot see any good reason why 
we should wait until 2050 when we can reduce 
emissions tomorrow. And in this way, we would 
reduce not only sulphur components, but also 
NOx, SOx, CO2, and particulates emissions.
Additionally, horsepower reduction is very easi-
ly monitored and controlled as a measure by all 
means. The engine makers can reduce the gover-
nor’s setting for maximum speed by 50% of the 
horsepower, with an option to unlock full speed 
by entering a password provided by the manufac-
turers in cases of emergency.
I really hope manufacturers will eventually manage 
to build engines that will burn ammonia, which is 
carbon-free. But from what I know, ammonia is 
also one of the most toxic and inflammable com-
pounds, and due to the lack of technology, distri-
bution networks, etc. the industry will need at 
least 30 to 40 years before it can use ammonia 
as a marine fuel. 

We have more than 120 ships 
in the water, and we have not 
ordered a single scrubber.

INTERVIEW



Why do you think speed reduction – which 
is simple and immediate- has not yet been 
implemented by all stakeholders?

As you already know, wherever there are three 
Greeks, there are four opinions. We are always 
wondering, “Whose idea was this?” Well, I am not 
in favor of such discussions. I do not really care 
who had the idea: if it is a good idea, we should 
implement it. The only thing I care about is the 
environment.  

Members of the international ship-owning 
community insist that many regulations are 
imposed due to the pressure exerted by various 
lobbies representing shipyards, manufacturers, 
and other stakeholders, whereas the voice of 
ship managers is not heard objectively by the 
international and regional legislators. Do you 
share this opinion?

I would say that people are biased because of 
their own small interests. There are certainly 
more organized lobbies than shipowners, but the 
real pressure comes from politicians. We, as ship-
owners, do not have strong electoral power, and 
politicians try to please their voters by victimizing 
shipowners who, as they say, “pollute the world.” 
Politics is quite complicated.
Additionally, we all have personal interests. Some 
shipowners claim that their new ships will be 
penalized by a universal implementation of speed 
reduction, which favours older vessels. These claims 

are wrong. By imple-
menting a horsepow-
er reduction, the new 
and modern engines 
keep their competitive 
advantage. That is why I 
emphasize horsepower 
reduction or limitation. 
In this way, everybody 
will be penalized equally. 

Are you concerned 
that scrubbers  
might create a two-
tier market?

No, I do not believe 
that scrubbers will cre-
ate a two-tier-market. 
The truth is that the 

decision on whether to fit a scrubber onboard 
a ship or not is not an environmental decision, 
but primarily a financial one. In my opinion, as in 
the official opinion of China, Germany, and other 
countries, scrubbers may harm the environment 
just as much. By fitting scrubbers, we send the 
emissions in wash water directly into the seas. 
But everyone is still keeping this issue under the 
carpet.
In my opinion, within the first few months of 
2020, there will be high volatility. But after 6 to 
10 months, it will be more difficult to find high 
sulphur fuel, as it will represent only 10% of the 
consumption of all ships. After all, refineries are 
already investing in modifying their installations 
to produce low sulphur fuel oil to serve their cli-
entele. The current barges, bunkering vessels, etc. 
will not be able to serve ships for both low and 
high sulphur fuel oil.
Today, some owners who are placing orders for 
newbuilding vessels do not include scrubbers in 
their specifications. I guess they think that low 
sulphur oil will be available, cheap, and competi-
tive, and thus, there is no need to fit a small refin-
ery onboard. 
We have more than 120 ships in the water, and 
we have not ordered a single scrubber. We have 
decided that we will go ahead with compliant fuel.

How do you envisage the vessel of the near 
future? Should we expect major innovations  
in the ocean-going fleet by 2025?

Every ship built is better than the previous one as 
technology advances. Within a period of 12 years, 
we took delivery of 123 newbuildings. I do not 
think that any other company, private or public, 
can match this record. On average, for five years, 
we had a ship delivered every 22 days. 
Before envisaging the vessel of the future, one 
must decide what kind of vessel one will order 
within the next few months. Who knows what 
ships will be like five years from now? That deci-
sion lies with the engine builders, the shipbuilders, 
and the legislative bodies.
In my opinion, it is of the 
utmost importance that 
as an industry, we set the 
allowable amount of emis-
sions per ton-mile of cargo 
transported per ship cat-
egory. Once we establish 
this index, we may ask ship 
designers and engine build-

With the combination of 
low polluting fuels and 
reduced speed, we might 
be able to achieve the 2050 
goals.
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ers to improve their 
designs to meet cer-
tain goals. 
With regards to the 
reduction of emis-
sions, the industry can 
improve itself in many 
different ways: by find-
ing alternative types 
of fuels, re-adjusting 
the standardized size 
of vessels to achieve 

economies of scale, optimizing the lines of the 
hull, the propeller, and the engine curve, etc. We 
will most probably need a combination of the 
above to meet future targets.
In any case, the most urgent priority for the ship-
ping industry should be to set specific and meas-
urable targets, just like the automobile industry, 
which sets emissions reduction targets based on 
consumed fuel over distance travelled. 

Instead of focusing 
only on improving 
consumption, we 
must also focus on 
reducing emissions, 
which boils down to 
very similar results.
However, we must 
take into account 
that in the real world, 
ship sizes are stand-
ardized for the ben-
efit of the shipping 
industry and traders. 
ULCCs and very 
large Panamaxes have 
failed in this respect. 
After their construc-
tion, their size was 
considered unsuita-
ble by all interested 
parties. That is the 
commercial reality. 
Ships were standard-
ized for ports, berths, 
storage units, etc. to 
be able to serve them. 
It takes a great deal 
of effort to change 
the already standard-
ized size of vessels. It 
is not something that 
can be done from 
one day to the next. 

What are your thoughts on the tanker freight 
rates? Are you optimistic, taking into account 
the recent hike of the market due to the US 
sanctions?

Every excess brings another excess. First of all, what 
happened in mid-October was quite spectacular. The 
market had gone from USD40,000 to USD300,000 
per day, but only theoretically. Now the market has 
bounced back to USD140,000 dollars1. 
Of course, from the charterers' side, everyone 
is happy. The truth is that during all these years, 
we have been subsidizing the transportation of 
traders. Of course, our number one priority is to 
cover our running costs and the interests of our 
loans, but then there is amortization: every day, 
your ship is getting older. It is of great importance 
for shipowners to take into account the depreci-
ation of their asset. 
Over the past 11 years, we had less than 18 months 
of profitable markets. But this is what it is. One 
has to be prepared not only for good but for bad 
markets as well. Normally, a good market is the 
exception, not the rule. Of course, headline news 
always focuses on extreme situations. When a 
dog bites a man, the story will not be in the news 
because it happens often. But if a man bites a dog, 
that becomes headline news.
Additionally, if you have a big fleet, you need at least 
six months of good markets to have a significant 
impact on the profitability of the company as a whole. 

Will traditional, small to medium-sized shipping 
companies survive in the near future?

Over the years, I have come to realize that the recipe 
for success is to be very honest towards everybody 
and to provide the best possible services. Once you 
have these two prerequisites, you will be successful in 
the end - no matter the size of your company.
There will always be good and bad markets ahead. 
We all started as small companies, and we eventu-
ally became big. Nobody started as a big company. 
Do you know how someone can make a small 
fortune? They have to start by having a big for-
tune! Look at nature; she is self-sustaining and 
does not depend on external influences. If you 
are capable of making or keeping a fortune, it 
means you have the necessary skills.
On the other hand, there is luck, which accounts 
for almost 80% of the final results. And even 
though the ability to seize opportunities also 
requires great skill, good luck is always neces-
sary.

INTERVIEW

Nature; she is self-sustaining 
and does not depend on 
external influences. If you are 
capable of making or keeping 
a fortune, it means you have 
the necessary skills.

1. The interview was conducted on Thursday, October 17, 2019.
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The current concerns 
and future aspirations 
of independent  
bulk carrier owners
In a challenging and uncertain external environment for 
the global shipping industry, INTERCARGO held its Annual 
General Meeting and Executive and Technical Committees’ 
meetings in Athens on 3 and 4 October 2019. The meetings 
were presided over by Chairman Dimitrios J. Fafalios,  
Vice Chairman Jay K Pillai, Vice Chairman Spyros Tarasis, 
Technical Committee Chairman Tom Keenan,  
and Secretary General Dr. Kostas G. Gkonis.

Once again, the IMO 2020 Sulphur Cap was 
undoubtedly the dominant topic of discussion. 
Mr. Dimitrios Fafalios re-iterated the uncertainty 
and volatility that “the workhorse of the world 
trade,” namely dry bulk shipping, is facing as only 
two months remain until the 1st of January. The 
INTERCARGO Chairman also referred to the 
necessity of bringing all these uncertainties over 
the availability and safety of compliant fuels to 
the attention of the regulators, “who are essen-
tially regulating the owners and not the bunker 
suppliers, the charterers and the refineries.” He 

added that “Our job is to enable reg-
ulators to better understand how 
the industry functions as we are not 
regulated in the most effective way.” 
Asked about the necessity of coop-
eration between the shipping indus-
try and the aviation industry so as to 

make the transport sector more proactive,  Mr. 
Fafalios argued that while at Brussels level this 
collaboration is possible and essential, collabora-
tion with an industry that stands back is difficult 
and that there has to be respect towards each 
other. ΙΝΤΕRCARGO’s Executive and Technical 
Committees also discussed proposing certain 
short-term measures relating to the IMO’s 2030 
GHG reduction target, to ensure that whatever 
solutions are found are practical for the dry bulk 
sector and that they do not create a two-tier 
market or market distortions.

ΙΝΤERNATIONAL FORA



Mr. Jay K Pillai stressed that “as we move towards 
IMO 2020, which is the biggest regulatory chal-
lenge of the 21st century, the greatest risk is con-
sistent availability of the compliant low sulphur 
fuel oil.” Mr. Pillai also noted that besides the price 
of LSFO, which is still unknown for the majority 
of ports, the two greatest concerns for the users 
are the stability and compatibility of the new fuels. 
“IMO has pushed the industry to innovate, and 
shipowners are ready to invest provided that the 
technology, the engine designs, and the fuels are 
available,” he stated.
From his side, Mr. Spyros Tarasis noted that “ship-
ping is responsible for 2.5% of global sulphur emis-
sions, but due to the new regulations, it is respon-
sible for $12 billion worth of business which is built 
around it as well.” Mr. Tarasis stressed that shipping 
has changed, and has been transformed into an asset 
game, and added that “we are the regulated parties, 

but we have not been helped by the classification 
societies, the engine manufacturers, the shipbuild-
ers.”
The safe carriage of cargoes and the investigation of 
bulk carrier casualties were both broached by Mr. 
Tom Keenan, who noted that the shipping industry 
was actually working together with other industries 
and added that there had been a lot of progress on 
the ship owning community side regarding the ships’ 
design. Fuel availability is also an area of deep concern 
because, as he commented, “when we plan voyages, 
we have to confirm that ports supply LSFO.” 
Secretary General Dr Kostas G. Gkonis said, “The 
Association’s Membership has practically doubled over 
the last three years. INTERCARGO now represents 
at least a quarter of the global dry bulk fleet offering a 
quality badge widely recognized by the industry.”
INTERCARGO will be holding its next semi-annual 
meetings in Singapore in March 2020.
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Shipping  
   and the  
Environment

The considerations  
and concerns of the Greek 
shipping community

Environmental regulations as a means 
of reducing the shipping industry's 
contribution to climate change are 
currently monopolizing the interest of 
the shipping community.

With the implementation of the 2020 
Sulphur Cap just around the corner, 
we asked distinguished members of 
the Greek shipping industry with 
professional experience in marine 
technology to share their thoughts 
on issues such as the contribution 
of global shipping to climate change, 
speed restrictions and/or a carbon tax 
on ships as measures to reduce GHG 
emissions, the commercial viability 
of alternative fuels such as batteries, 
hydrogen, and ammonia as a way 
to decarbonize the sector by 2050, 
and the requirements for creating a 
sustainable, “green shipping” industry 
going forward.

*The views and opinions of the interviewees are presented 
in two sections in alphabetical order, according to the 
company name.

Edited by  
Charis Pappas
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I believe zero emissions  
will be legislated shortly after 2050

Stavros Hatzigrigoris,
Chairman, MARTECMA
Managing Director, Maran 
Gas Maritime Inc.

MARINE TECHNOLOGY - GENERAL MANAGERS

Shipping experts claim that only by 
implementing speed reduction measures will 
the shipping industry be effective in reducing 
GHG emissions. Do you agree with this view?

IMO has already proposed a package of short-
term measures to reduce greenhouse gases. 
Speed or, to put it correctly, power reduction is 
only one of the measures that have been pro-
posed. The two main issues related to speed or 
power reduction are:

a. It may prove difficult to police the speed or 
power reduction.
b. Charterers and shippers may not be willing 
to accept a longer delivery time or to expose 
a valuable cargo to a longer time at sea. 

On the other hand, speed or power reduction 
is easy to apply and can stay as a measure for as 
long as we need it. 

You have mentioned in the past that achieving 
the 2030 and 2050 objectives requires a radical 
redesign of ships. How do you envisage the 
vessels of tomorrow? In your view, when can 
we expect to see a commercially viable, zero-
emissions ship design?

I expect to see larger ships with dimensions that 
will allow an improvement of the current hull forms 
say by a maximum of 10%. At the same time, larg-
er deadweight means lower carbon intensity. The 
use of hydrogen as a zero-emissions fuel is already 
being discussed. I think zero emissions will be leg-
islated shortly after 2050, provided that no new 
theory related to the climate change is developed. 

Some specialists claim the shipping industry is 
experiencing a period of intense political and 
technological turbulence. New environmental 
regulations and the resultant breakthrough 
technologies create uncertainty -if not frustration- 

among the more conservative players of the 
industry. In this turbulent environment, which 
shipping companies will succeed in meeting the 
challenges ahead? In which areas of knowledge 
and technology should they invest?

The issue is not to be more or less conservative 
than somebody else. It is a fact that the cost of 
building new technology ships will be much high-
er than what we see today. At the same time, the 
cost of fuel will go up. Shipowners should not be 
asked to bear the cost of zero-GHG emissions 
alone. Governments, financial institutions, fuel 
suppliers, and charterers should be asked to par-
ticipate in a discussion that will determine the 
final allocation of additional costs. 

There is an ongoing debate regarding best 
practices in attracting and retaining talent in the 
shipping industry. Do you believe the shipping 
industry has made the necessary effort to 
improve the public image of shipping and thus 
attract talented youths?

Shipping is the leading industry in our country 
in terms of technology and rewards. It is a diffi-
cult job, but it provides great job satisfaction. No 
day is the same as the previous one. I feel that a 
campaign should be organized to promote what 
shipping has to offer to young people.

What are the main reasons that lead major 
Greek shipping companies like Maran Gas 
Maritime Inc. to invest heavily in Greek officers 
today?

Young and well-educated Greek officers are valu-
able assets to the Greek shipping companies. We 
could not have achieved what has been achieved 
by Maran Gas Maritime Inc. so far if we had not 
invested in our Greek manpower. 

I expect to 
see larger 
ships with 
dimensions that 
will allow an 
improvement of 
the current hull 
forms. 
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Pushing ahead with regulations  
can be constructive 

Basil Sakellis,  
Managing Director,  
Alassia NewShips Management, Inc

The desulphurization of marine fuels or ship exhausts is monopolizing the 
interest of the maritime media today, and for good reason. One month 
ahead of January 2020, what are your thoughts and expectations given the 
most recent data and information available? 

Contrary to the view shared by many people that regulation should follow 
technological evolution, I believe that pushing ahead with regulations can be 
constructive, as regulations create the impetus in the market to develop techni-
cally, operationally, but also financially and commercially viable ways for adhering 
to such worthy (for example, environmental) regulations. However, for this to 
be the case, firstly all the stakeholders should shoulder their fair share of the 
responsibility in each case, and secondly, the review/design/ consultation period 
needs to be long and broad enough to ensure that all aspects are considered 
and all voices heard so that once a decision is made, it can be final. 
In the case of IMO 2020, since the options are either to burn compliant fuel 
or to install scrubbers, the available compliant fuels need to be technically 
and operationally safe and available worldwide, while the choice of some to 
install scrubbers should be respected.
Now, while all of us are sensitive to environmental regulations and in princi-
ple agree that they are in the right direction, I believe that decisions on how 
to adhere to such regulations are driven more by technical and commercial 
considerations and less so by environmental considerations. As regards the 
IMO 2020 regulation, those of us who have chosen to invest in scrubbers did 
so because we believe we can make a return by burning cheaper fuels and 
because we think that the technical risks with scrubbers (e.g. pipe corrosion 
caused by sea wash water) are lower than those of compliant fuel (e.g. sta-
bility of blended fuels, compatibility between different fuels, compatibility of 
compliant fuels with existing main engines).
Having said that, our vessels fitted with Alfa Laval scrubbers can achieve 

0.025% sulphur content in exhaust 
gases (or even less), in other words, 
more than 20 times better than the 
0.5% limit set by the IMO. In addition, 
since heavy fuel oil is a by-product of 
oil refining, scrubber fitted ships that 
are allowed to continue burning this 
fuel will be contributing positively to 

MARINE TECHNOLOGY - GENERAL MANAGERS

the environment as, otherwise, this fuel would have 
no other significant use and would, therefore, need 
to be disposed of somehow. Therefore, whether 
intentionally or inadvertently, we are doing our bit 
for the environment.

Some specialists claim that at an IMO level, 
carbon could be taxed but not banned until 
there is an alternative option. Do you agree with 
this idea? 

I think the 2030 and 2050 decarbonization targets 
are correct. But I do not think taxing carbon emis-
sions in the interim is correct. This is because: (1) 
shipping relies solely on its own means, whereas 
land-based businesses can sometimes also rely on 
subsidies, (2) shipping, in general, has become very 
regulated and this trend is only expected to con-
tinue, (3) ships are oftentimes chartered for long 
periods of time, therefore, their carbon footprint 
is dictated by charterers and not owners, and 
(4) medium-sized private companies which are 
mostly family businesses are the backbone of the 
ship-owning part of the value chain. These compa-
nies have traditionally been very nimble and adapt-
able, but long-term, if regulations continue to apply 
not only to newbuildings but also to existing ships, 
then adhering to new regulations may become 
too onerous for such independent companies to 
cope with. Therefore, I think that such regulations 
should apply to new building vessels only and that 
a long enough period of time should be given 
before existing vessels are banned. 
Furthermore, I believe educating public opinion 
about shipping is necessary. More people are 
alive today than have ever lived in the world in 
the history of mankind, and urbanisation and 
the proliferation of the use of technology in 
our daily lives have increased dramatically. These 
are major factors which have led to the current 
state the environment is in, while shipping con-
tributes only marginally to this state, as it con-
tributes 2-3% of GHG emissions (the same as 
Germany) while it represents more than 90% 
of the global commercial transportation sector, 
with the remainder of the transportation sector 
contributing in excess of 10% of GHG emissions. 
Therefore, the public needs to be told that the 
shipping industry, which has facilitated globali-
zation and thus the advancement of mankind’s 
everyday life (the transportation cost is minimal 
in the entire supply chain) without depending 
on subsidies, is willing to reduce its carbon foot-
print even though such footprint is relatively not 
so high, for now at least. 

I believe that decisions on 
how to adhere to regulations 
are driven more by 
technical and commercial 
considerations.
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Stamatis Bourboulis, 
General Manager, 
Euronav Ship Management (Hellas) Ltd.

Some specialists claim that at an IMO level, 
carbon could be taxed but not banned until 
there is an alternative option. Do you agree with 
this idea?

In order to achieve the goal of the IMO strategy, 
which is to reduce the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) 
emissions of shipping by 50% by 2050 compared 
to 2008, it is undoubtedly necessary to urge for 
research and development in alternative fuels 
that would complement and eventually replace 
fossil fuels. 
There are, of course, a number of ways for this to 
happen, and one of these would be to set some 
targets for banning the use of fossil fuels (carbon 
fuels such as biofuels could still exist). However, 
this would create a great deal of uncertainty as to 
whether the alternative solutions would be ready 
in all respects at the time of change, creating con-
fusion on a much bigger scale than what we are 
currently facing with the IMO 2020 ban of high 

sulphur fuels.  
Imposing a carbon tax, 
on the other hand, will 
increase the competitive-
ness of the alternative 
options and incentivize 
relevant investments 
while at the same time it 
will allow the use of fossil 
fuels to continue since, as 

it emerges from many studies, they will be nec-
essary for covering the global energy needs for a 
considerable time.

The funds collected by taxing carbon may also be 
directed towards developing alternative fuels and 
means of propulsion.
Furthermore, by not banning the use of fossil 
fuels, the development of carbon capture and 
storage or reuse technologies can also be stimu-
lated by offering another path to GHG reduction.  
For the above reasons, I believe that banning fos-
sil fuels is not the appropriate solution for going 
forward. 

A quick method to reduce or lock in current 
GHG reduced emissions is to apply speed 
restrictions to ships, but some have proposed 
main engine power restrictions instead.  Which 
method do you believe is more appropriate?

According to a recent report by Clarksons, 
despite a 60% increase in world fleet capacity, 
the GHG emissions from shipping are now 18% 
less than in 2008. Several factors have contribut-
ed to this, including the building of more efficient 
ships, but the main factor, as you point out in the 
question, is speed reduction. This proved to be 
quite effective in reducing GHG emissions when 
it happened primarily for commercial reasons 
mainly after 2011, and it may definitely be one of 
the so-called short-term measures for reaching 
the IMO target of reducing carbon intensity by 
40% in 2030.  
It will be unfair, however, to introduce absolute 
speed limits to ships, as the more efficient ships 
will be unnecessarily penalized because they will 
emit much less CO2 when sailing at the same 
speed as the others.
When it comes to encouraging efficiency 
improvement, instead of a speed limit, an emis-
sions index for existing ships (as is the case with 
the Energy Efficiency Design Index for ships built 
after 2013) would be more effective in reducing 
the main engine’s power and thus the ship’s speed 
only when the target needs to be achieved.
This restriction will be necessary to a greater 
extent for the less efficient ships, making this 
measure more effective and fairer as an approach. 

Banning fossil fuels is not the appropriate 
solution for going forward
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It is undoubtedly necessary 
to urge for research and 
development in alternative 
fuels that would complement 
and eventually replace fossil 
fuels. 
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Kostas Vlachos, 
Chief Operating Officer, 
LATSCO Marine Management Inc. 

Planning further ahead, which fuel do you 
believe will provide a realistic option for ships 
towards 2050, batteries or hydrogen and 
ammonia?

The shipping industry is called upon to achieve 
the IMO targets for 2030 and 2050 with a 40% 
and 50% reduction in carbon intensity, respective-
ly, compared to the 2008 limit. It is obvious that 
these targets cannot be achieved through the con-
ventional methods of ship-design and the use of 
fossil fuels. 
For this purpose, it is necessary to use alter-
native fuels with reduced or zero-carbon. The 
first priority for the first decade until 2030 will 
be the use of LNG and LPG as alternative fuels 
since the M/Es that use this type of alterna-
tive fuels have been tested for approximate-
ly 2.5 million hours. However, by using these 
alternative fuels only, the shipping industry 
cannot even achieve the first phase target of 
2030, namely the reduction of GHG emissions 
by 40%. Therefore, it is necessary to support 
the development of zero-carbon fuels such as 
ammonia, hydrogen or fuel cells.
Unfortunately, R&D on these fuels is still at an 
infant stage. The first ammonia M/E is expected 
to be tested after three years. The main prob-
lem with this alternative fuel is it produces a 
high percentage of NOx, and therefore special 
selective catalytic reduction units are required. 

On the other hand, the 
low energy efficiency 
of the specific alterna-
tive fuel compared to 
MGO, along with the 
toxicity of the product, 
make its use less attractive at the present stage. Hydrogen, even though it 
has excellent energy efficiency, requires a huge storage volume, which makes 
its use inefficient. The same is true for fuel cells as far as the required storage 
volume is concerned. It is estimated that ammonia will represent 25% of the 
maritime fuel mix by 2050, while hydrogen will represent 1%.

A quick method to reduce or lock in current GHG reduced emissions 
is to apply speed restrictions to ships, but some have proposed main 
engine power restrictions instead.  Which method do you believe is more 
appropriate?

Restricting the mechanical power of the M/E either with a mechanical cut 
device or electronic control on the governor of the M/E is the best way to 
control the speed at which a vessel can operate. 
I believe that the operational profile of each shipping sector can be identified 
based on statistical data that will be collected for the previous five years. In 
this way, the optimum speed for the vessels of a specific sector can be identi-
fied. Upon identification of the optimum speed, we can determine the power 
that each vessel needs to achieve this speed. This is an objective way to min-
imize emissions. On the one hand, we specify the optimum speed by using 
statistical data, but on the other hand, the vessel is given the opportunity to 
increase the power when needed in emergency situations. 
Restricting the mechanical power of the M/E using either a mechanical cut 
device or electronic control on the governor of the M/E is the best way to 
control the speed at which a vessel can operate. 
Applying a power reduction along with the use of an alternative fuel like LNG 
is expected to help towards achieving the 40% reduction in carbon intensity 
by 2030. It is our belief that if the mechanical power reduction is applied in 
the context of an Energy Efficiency Index to all existing vessels, then chances 
are the target of reducing GHG emissions by 40% will be met.
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Applying power reduction 
along with the use of an 
alternative fuel like LNG 
is expected to help towards 
achieving the 40% reduction in 
carbon intensity by 2030.

Targets cannot be achieved through  
conventional methods of ship design  
and with the use of carbon fossil oil
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Nuclear energy, already 
used in military ves-
sels and icebreakers, 
is a zero-carbon solu-
tion but unfortunately 
comes with high envi-
ronmental disaster 
risk. It is impossible to predict today which alternative fuels will be realistic 
options in 30 years. The only safe prediction is that the life cycle of a vessel 
ordered today may be cut short due to the uncompetitiveness of its pro-
pulsion and machinery energy profile.
Concurrently, efforts are being made to increase the overall energy efficiency 
of the industry by adopting various measures. There are a variety of potential 
solutions under discussion and development, such as optimized hydrodynamic 
design, advanced waste heat recovery technologies, and optimized logistics to 
increase vessel utilization, including the latest proposal backed by the Union 
of Greek Shipowners to limit the main engine power of ships. This proposal, 
although short term in nature, will help reduce GHG emissions. Energy effi-
ciency improvements have contributed to the reduction in energy usage per 
tonne-mile and will continue to play an important role in the industry’s effort 
to reach the IMO’s ambitious targets.
The challenge for the shipping industry is steep, but it must be addressed. It 
will take a concerted and organized effort, coordinated by the IMO, by all 
parties involved, ship and engine designers, engine manufacturers, shipyards, 
refineries, and investors, assisted and supported by international institutions 
to meet the IMO’s targets in a sustainable and cost-effective way. Shipping 
is committed to the effort to stop climate change, but it is not alone. As of 
2012, shipping was responsible for only 2.4% of global GHG emissions. Other 
sectors, such as the power generation, aviation, and car industries, should also 
contribute to the effort by developing solutions suitable to their require-
ments.
However, the shipping community must be mindful not to put the cart 
ahead of the horse. The required changes are structural and need prop-
er planning and time. Incentive mechanisms are necessary to support and 
boost the adoption of new technologies, but not before these technologies 
are developed and tested. Carbon cannot be banned as long as there is no 
alternative. It could be taxed to fund the necessary research, as is the case 
in the car industry and under consideration for the aviation industry, but in 
the end, the cost will be passed on to the consumer.
We cannot predict what the world will look like in 2050. It is not unlikely 
that in 30 years, unlimited clean energy generated by nuclear fusion, the 
Holy Grail of energy, will be a reality. However, right now, shipping must 
contribute to the international goal of stopping climate change so that our 
children can inherit a cleaner home.

Dimitrios K. Alexopoulos, 
Managing Director, 
Orpheus Marine Transport Corp.

Planning further ahead, which fuel do you believe 
will provide a realistic option for ships towards 
2050, batteries, or hydrogen and ammonia?

The “Paris Agreement” as signed by 197 countries 
in 2015, set the ambitious but necessary targets of 
holding the increase of average global tempera-
ture this century to well below 2°C, and pursuing 
efforts to limit the rise in temperature to 1.5°C.
The IMO’s contribution to achieving these tar-
gets was to set the maritime industry the yet 
more ambitious target of reducing greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions to 50% of 2008 levels, by 
2050. To meet this target, the shipping industry 
should start adopting zero-emission technologies 
for deep-sea vessels (which account for 80% of 
the world fleet emissions) as soon as possible. 
The share of carbon-neutral fuels needs to be 
30%-40% by 2050, in addition to an overall ener-
gy efficiency increase. Unfortunately, there are 
currently no commercially viable alternatives to 
fossil fuels available, and even if there were, their 
widespread adoption would require enormous 
developments in capacity production and infra-
structure.
A number of alternatives are under considera-
tion, such as Liquified Natural Gas (LNG), biofu-
els, electricity produced from renewable sources, 
ammonia, hydrogen, etc. For the time being, these 
are still neither technically feasible nor cost-effec-
tive for deep-sea vessels. With around 2.7% of the 
order book and rapidly expanding bunkering hubs, 
even LNG has recently come under fire from cer-
tain environmental groups contesting the claimed 
carbon savings compared to current marine fuels. 

There are currently no 
commercially viable 
alternatives to fossil fuels 
available, and even if there 
were, their widespread 
adoption would require 
enormous developments in 
capacity production and 
infrastructure.
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The most transparent option  
for the enforcement of carbon tax  
is a simple add-on charge to the cost 
of fuel

Dimitris N. Monioudis, 
General Manager, 
Rethymnis & Kulukundis Ltd.

Some specialists claim that at an IMO level, carbon could be taxed but not 
banned until there is an alternative option. Do you agree with this idea? 

At present, for the majority of the global fleet, there is no practical alterna-
tive to carbon-based fuels being consumed at sea and, therefore, banning is 
a non-starter assuming that humanity wishes to maintain economic growth 
and not regress to the Dark Ages.
IMO’s GHG targets are a positive step towards incentivising innovation within 
the industry, but a clearly prescribed regulatory framework is required.
A carbon tax may potentially become an inevitable step to encourage the 

industry to address climate change. It is essential 
that any such tax be applied to all players for the 
industry to remain competitive and fair for all.
It is also important for the industry to invest in 
the future, and one way to do this is to channel 
revenues from any such tax into R&D to address 
decarbonisation in shipping.
Consumers ashore must also fully understand 
that they will bear the cost of any future carbon 
tax proposed to reduce GHG emissions, as ship-
ping companies, importers, and retailers will even-
tually pass down the increases. 
An equally important question is who should 
be responsible for paying the tax/levy. In theo-
ry, this could be done “upstream” at the point 
of fuel suppliers, or “downstream” at the point 
of the shipping company/operator. I strongly sug-
gest that the most transparent/less-bureaucratic 
option is to enforce any such levy as a simple add-
on charge to the cost of fuel (rather than creat-
ing artificial emission trading-scheme markets or 
developing purpose-built offsetting projects with 
questionable results).
The carbon tax could be set high enough to 
ensure an incentive to take emission-reducing 
operational measures in the short term and make 
zero-carbon technologies increasingly competi-
tive in the long run. The price level at which a levy 
would be effective partially depends on cost dif-
ferences between renewable options for marine 
fuels and prices for incumbent fossil fuels.
Revenues from the tax could go towards a special 
purpose fund promoting further R&D to improve 

the best available technologies 
and operational practices and 
bringing them into the main-
stream for all the stakeholders’ 
benefit. The IMO has already set a 
precedent for a multilateral fund 
with the International Oil Pollu-
tion Compensation Funds. 

A fast method to reduce or 
lock in current GHG emissions 
is to apply speed restrictions 
on ships. Others have proposed 
main engine power restrictions 
instead. Which method do you 
believe is more appropriate?

In 2018, IMO adopted an initial 
strategy on the reduction of 
GHG emissions from ships, set-
ting out a vision that confirms 
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IMO’s commitment to reducing 
emissions and to phasing them out 
as soon as possible.
The initial GHG strategy adopted 
by IMO includes a range of candi-
date short-term measures includ-
ing: “consider and analyse the use 
of speed optimization and speed 
reduction as a measure, taking into 
account safety issues, distance trav-
elled, distortion of the market or to 

trade and that such measure does not impact on shipping's capability to 
serve remote geographic areas”.
Slow steaming has already resulted in a significant reduction in GHGs emis-
sions and air pollution since the start of the economic crisis in 2010.
Speed restriction in the road and rail sectors is commonplace – mainly for 
safety but also for environmental reasons (atmospheric and noise pollution). 
Moreover, it is clearly demonstrated that regulated slow steaming reduces 
not only CO2 but also SOx, NOx, Particulate Matter emissions, and even 
underwater radiated noise pollution dramatically. 
Certain studies indicate that a 10% reduction in average fleet speed would 
result in approximately 20% true GHG emission savings.
The two current options to achieve consistently lower speeds are either 
to apply maximum sector-specific speed limits or to set main engine power 
restrictions (as a proportion of maximum engine rating).
Both options would reduce overall GHG and could be policed adequately 
(e.g., by AIS tracking) to ensure a level playing field globally. However, I am 
more in favour of limiting main engine power due to it being easily achiev-
able (by simply limiting the engine governor performance) and allowing 
for more energy-efficient vessel designs to maintain their advantage over 

other vessels. In practice, a 30% limitation of the 
maximum engine power could result in average 
speeds dropping by around 2 knots and propor-
tionate emission reductions.
Of course, safeguards should be put in place, 
allowing the temporary suspension of any such 
limits (e.g., trading in pirate risk areas, assisting 
in Search and Rescue operations, avoiding critical 
weather conditions, etc.).
When the issue of regulated slow steaming was 
raised at the IMO in 2010, the idea was dismissed 
with very little discussion. Yet slow steaming has 
proven itself to be the ONLY effective measure 
that has actually delivered significant in-sector 
emission reductions over the past decade. 
It is not my intention to suggest that regulated 
slow steaming is the silver bullet for addressing 
shipping’s long-term climate impact. However, 
until technological developments (e.g., carbon-free 
fuels, etc.) have identified a permanent solution, a 
range of readily available practical efficiency and 
market-based initiatives can easily be adopted 
(e.g., improved port logistics, acceptance of virtual 
notice of arrival, etc.). Therefore, I suggest that this 
most simple and obvious of measures for reducing 
emissions should be given immediate, proper, and 
detailed consideration at the IMO MEPC delib-
erations in March 2020. Time is of the essence 
before forces outside of shipping take knee-jerk 
decisions solely for short-term political benefit.

A carbon tax may 
potentially become 
an inevitable step 
to encourage the 
industry to address 
climate change. 
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We cannot compare  
a car with an ocean-going vessel

Diamantis Andriotis, 
CEO, 
Stealth Maritime Corporation SA.

Planning further ahead, which fuel do you believe will provide a realistic 
option for ships towards 2050, batteries, or hydrogen and ammonia?

I would say that my ability to predict the future is no better than anyone 
else’s. Having said that, about 40 years ago, there were science-fiction mov-
ies showing flying cars, teletransportation and space colonization in our 
time. Yet we are still relying on traditional technologies, and as far as shipping 
is concerned, the vast majority of ocean-going vessels are equipped with 
diesel engines which although optimized over the years, have the same fun-
damental features as they did 100 years ago.
When considering the fuel or technology of the future, one should keep in 
mind what the ultimate goal is. It is acknowledged that recent developments 
are focusing on reducing emissions. However, the reduction of emissions 
produced by vessels is only one side of the coin. If a new fuel or technolo-
gy reduces or even eliminates ship-side emissions but increases shore-side 
emissions, is it acceptable?
Moreover, although the environmental footprint is agreed to be the primary 
concern, one should also consider cost and efficiency.
In the last ten years, we have seen a revolution towards purely electric 
cars that offer remarkable performance and decent range. However, can 
we compare a car with an ocean-going vessel? I would say no. Taking the 
most efficient battery used by the most well-known electric car maker, it is 
estimated that its energy density is 24 times smaller than HFO. Moreover, 
the cost of batteries is extremely high, and my rough estimate is that for an 

Aframax to make a 30-day voyage, the bat-
teries to store the energy would cost about 
1.5-2 billion dollars!
Even if one could afford the enormous cost 
of batteries and assuming that the environ-
mental footprint to manufacture these bat-
teries would not be prohibitive, we have to 
consider how they would be charged. So far, 
for a small ferry making a 20-minute passage, 
the charging time is about 10 minutes. Does 
this mean that for a 30-day voyage, a charging 
time of 15 days will be needed? I don’t really 
know what progress will be made and how 

fast-charging will be improved, but I guess that over 
the next 30 years technology will improve. How-
ever, will it possible to achieve a 90% improvement 
so that we can have them recharged within a typi-
cal port stay? Who knows…
For hydrogen and ammonia, the considerations are 
similar; carrying and handling them onboard carries 
an added risk, whereas batteries and electric pow-
er are considered of lower risk and complexity.
To summarize, I believe that, in 30 years from 
now, we may see fully electric medium-range 
commercial vessels if we can manage: to produce 
electric power with low environmental footprint; 
considerably to improve battery energy density; 
and drastically to reduce both battery production 
and land-based electricity unit cost.

The EU is spending billions of euros in financing 
innovation in the maritime industry to achieve 
sustainable, “green growth.”  Towards which 
maritime and ship technologies will the new 
European Commission direct research and 
innovation funding?

The shipping industry handles about 90% of world 
trade but produces a smaller percentage of the 
total GHG emissions released world-wide com-
pared to other forms of transport. Over the last 
two decades, there have been significant improve-
ments in engine efficiency and hull design, as well 
as an increase in the carrying capacity of vessels, 
which have boosted their overall efficiency. In our 
era, shipping continues to be the most efficient 
form of commercial transport, having the lowest 
CO2 emissions per tonne/mile.
As far as I am concerned, the EU has to direct 
R&D funding towards the improvement of the full 
shipping cycle. Ships and their engines are already 
efficient enough, but what is the total environ-
mental footprint of a vessel from construction to 
operation and finally demolition?
My personal view is that we have to find ways to 
extend the useful life of vessels by making their 
design modular and easier to modify. This way, you 
can have a ship whose efficiency can continuously 
be improved, while “green growth” will be more 
sustainable since you will not be required to build 
a new vessel and to demolish an old one.
Materials technology should enable us to have bet-
ter corrosion protection, and advanced structure 
analytics should enable us to build vessels with an 
even longer fatigue life. Then it will be up to us 
to improve and change auxiliary equipment and 
engines in order to always keep the ship efficient.

Although the 
environmental 
footprint is agreed 
to be the primary 
concern, one should 
also consider cost 
and efficiency.
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Konstantinos Karathanos, 
Innovation & Technology Manager, 
GasLog LNG Services Ltd.

Planning further ahead, which fuel do you believe 
will provide a realistic option for ships towards 
2050, batteries, or hydrogen and ammonia?

At this point, it is hard to predict 
what the predominant fuel will be 
in 2050, mainly because what we 
know today will not be the case in 
20 or 30 years from now.
The world is facing two contra-
dictory needs; the need for econ-
omies to grow and the need to 
reduce GHG emissions. 

The road to 2050 will see new technologies find-
ing their way into ships, often combined with 
each other or with existing solutions. What we 
envisage is that there will not be a disruption 
through a technological breakthrough but more 
of a controlled transition to the new technolo-
gies and fuel options.
LNG, for example, will be a facilitator to this transi-
tion. Natural gas is gaining ground as a fuel supported 
by broad-based demand, plentiful low-cost supplies, 
and the increasing availability of gas globally, aided by 
the growing supplies of liquefied natural gas.
The technology for producing propulsion and elec-

trical power from LNG has changed dramatically in 
the last ten years, and today the efficiency and the 
emissions of Internal Combustion Engines are sec-
ond to none. In the past five years, we have seen 
the leading shipyards developing designs for LNG 
fuel on conventional ships and securing orders 
from the early adopters. 2019 is a record year 
with 75 deliveries of LNG fueled vessels (LNGCs 
excluded) while another 130 vessels have already 
been ordered for deliveries spreading until 2026.
Ammonia is also gaining increasing attention as a 
green future fuel since:
• it can be produced from 100% renewable 

sources of energy
• it produces zero CO2 emissions when 

burned
• has a high Technology Readiness Level 

(TRL) and can be used as fuel for existing 
internal combustion engines with some 
limited modifications

• it is easy to store (-33°C or 20°C at 9 bar) 
compared with -163°C for LNG and -253°C 
for Hydrogen

• there is industrial experience with ammonia 
(world production at 180m Tons) as it is 
used in ships already as a refrigerant.

The main challenges with ammonia are that its 
toxic nature necessitates the development of 
failproof storage and handling systems before it 
can be widely used and that when ammonia is 
combusted, the combustion produces a flame 
with a relatively low propagation speed. This low 
combustion rate of ammonia causes combustion 
to be inconsistent under low engine load and/or 
high engine speed operating conditions. Most pro-
totype engines that use ammonia as engine fuel 
typically require a combustion promoter (i.e., a 
second fuel such as gasoline, hydrogen, diesel, etc.) 
for ignition, operation at low engine loads and/or 
high engine speed. In addition, it has a lower energy 
density value (MJ/L) than LNG, LPG Ethanol, and 
Methanol, requiring larger storage space.
Batteries as a prime energy source have made 
significant headway in the automotive industry as 
against alternative fuels; however, marine require-
ments are very different, and the technology of 
batteries is just not there yet to offer a viable 
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possible now and will 
not be for a few more 
decades.

Nobody should be able to buy the 
right to harm the environment in the 
long run



solution for deep-sea vessels. The main challenge 
with batteries is their very low energy density. 
The leading manufacturers of marine batteries 
can reach 0.33 MJ/L compared to 35 MJ/L for 
HFO and 22 MJ/L for LNG. In practice, this means 
that to replace a 1000m3 HFO tank, it would take 
100,000m3 of batteries. Even if one could afford 
to install the Tesla Model 3 batteries, one would 
need to find 14,000m3 of storage space.
In conclusion, we expect that for another decade 
at least, LSFO and MGO will be the fuel of choice 
with LNG and ammonia leading the way up to 2050. 

Some specialists claim that at an IMO level, 
carbon could be taxed but not banned until 
there is an alternative option. Do you agree with 
this idea? 

There is a lot of debate globally on the best way 
to incentivize the reduction of carbon and GHG. 
A straight-out ban on carbon is simply not possi-
ble now and will not be for a few more decades.
Tax or cap and trade systems, if carefully designed, 
can be powerful tools for governments to drive 
carbon emissions reduction. A successful regime 
should be designed so as to continually incentivize 
the shipping industry to pursue the utilization of 
greener technologies and fuels. If this is combined 
with a policy to promote the use of cleaner fuels 
and abatement or capture technologies through 
R&D programs and subsidizing the industries pro-
ducing green solutions, it is very likely to succeed. 
The combination shall be such that the option 
to keep polluting will be the most expensive one 
and set barriers to prevent the rollover of the 
cost down the supply chain. Nobody should be 
able to buy the right to harm the environment 
in the long run as this will work in favor of big 
companies that can afford the carbon tax, and will 
push smaller owners to extinction.
Experts around the globe support putting a 
price on carbon to achieve the required emis-
sion reductions. There will undoubtedly be strong 
opposition from large corporations, which will 
take a big hit in their P&L by the introduction of 
such a tax. It will take a steel will and meticulous 
planning to make it work.

At present, there is no clear scientific 
path to zero emissions

Panos Kourkountis, 
Τechnical Director, 
SEA Traders S.A.

The EU is spending billions of euros in financing innovation in the maritime 
industry to achieve sustainable, “green growth.”  Towards which maritime 
and ship technologies will the new European Commission direct research 
and innovation funding?

Environmental issues are a priority for EU policymakers. They address the 
concerns of Europeans but also consider business opportunities that may 
assist different economies.
The impact of shipping on the environment has attracted the attention and 
become a priority for industries outside shipping as well. Nowadays, even 
financial institutions and banks express opinions on the environmental reg-
ulations of shipping.
The plan of the EU to tax ship emissions in order to finance R&D has a clear 
financial impact but ambiguous and unknown environmental benefits.  
At present, there is no clear scientific path to zero emissions, and the EU 
has no right to exclude different ideas from its choice of technological direc-
tion.  It is uncertain that the technology financed by taxing ships will be 
applicable to new ships.  It is also uncertain whether it will produce the 
desired environmental results. 
Financing R&D through the taxation of shipping will certainly be good for other 
industries, including builders and makers who will have access to these funds 
and will harvest earnings from the commercial application of the developed 
technologies.
Zero emissions in shipping may be achieved only by revolutionary technology 
beyond the existing concepts. Unfortunately, we cannot finance the invention of 
something we do not even know exists.
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A fast method to 
reduce or lock 
in current GHG 
emissions is to apply 
speed restrictions to 
ships, but some have 
proposed main engine 
power restrictions 
instead. Which method 
do you believe is more 
appropriate?

Slow steaming is by far the most effective meas-
ure to reduce CO2 and all other emissions from 
ships. It can be achieved by imposing a limit on 
speed, power, or consumption.
Limiting speed is the simplest method. It does 
not require any modification on board and can 
be implemented immediately.  Policing is easy and 

may be done through AIS. This is a fair method 
because all ships of the same type will have the 
same maximum speed and operational restric-
tions. ECO designs have an advantage as their hull 
and engine are optimized for lower speeds, and 
they consume less fuel than older ships.
A power limit can be imposed either as a per-
centage of installed power or as an absolute 
power cap related to DWT. A power limit cannot 
be imposed immediately, as it requires further 
research to determine the limit for each engine, 
the modifications for installing limiters and over-
ride devices, class approval, and surveys. Policing 
is not easy as the available power will be below 
the minimum power requirements, and the use of 
override devices will be at the master’s discretion.
The major issue with a power limit is that it impos-
es different maximum speeds and operational 
restrictions on ships of the same type and size.
If the power limit is a percentage of the maximum 
power, older ships with excessive power and high 
maximum speed will still have enough power to 
continue business as usual, while the eco designs 
with marginal power as per EEDI requirements 
will have insufficient power and face a serious 
competitive disadvantage. Applying a 50% power 
limit on a VLCC built in 2010 with installed power 
of 31,640Kw means the remaining power will be 
15,820Kw, and it will be able to operate at 13.2kn, 
while a VLCC built in 2020 in compliance with 
EEDI with installed power of 22,710Kw will have 
available only 11,355Kw and a maximum speed of 
12.0kn after the power limit is imposed. This is 
unfair for a modern ECO ship. 
If the power limit is an absolute cap related to 
DWTs, then the eco designs will have a negligi-
ble power reduction while older ships will suffer 
a major power reduction and consequently will 
only operate at very low speed. 
In conclusion, a power limit as a percentage of 
installed power is advantageous to older ships 
and penalizes eco designs. On the other hand, a 
power limit as an absolute cap gives a significant 
advantage to ECO designs and penalizes older 
ships. In this respect, slow steaming by imposing a 
speed limit is fair and, therefore, preferable.
Regardless of the method proposed for slow steam-
ing, the environmental benefits are similar and very 
efficient. It is very encouraging that slow steaming 
by one or the other method is gaining popularity 
and has been accepted by those who just a few 
months ago were strongly against the idea. 
It remains to be seen whether IMO flag states 
will appreciate the significant environmental ben-
efits and agree to a fair implementation of slow 
steaming.

The plan of the EU to tax ship 
emissions in order to finance 
R&D has a clear financial 
impact but ambiguous and 
unknown environmental 
benefits.  
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Evangelos Sfakiotakis, 
Technical Manager, 
TMS Tankers Ltd.

The desulphurization of marine fuels or ship 
exhausts is monopolizing the interest of the 
maritime media today, and for good reason. 
One month ahead of January 2020, what are 
your thoughts and expectations given the most 
recent data and information available? 

As the date of entry into force of the new global 
sulphur cap is fast approaching, shipping compa-
nies are taking all the actions included in their 
implementation plan based on the alternative 
compliance method chosen by their owners.

For various reasons unrelated to this discussion, 
the majority of owners have already chosen to 
comply by switching to compliant fuel grades of 
0.5% sulphur content.
Although concerns about the limited availability 
of compliant fuel were expressed even within 
the IMO in the previous months, this seems not 
to be the case anymore. From November 2019 
already, very low sulphur fuel oil (VLSFO) is wide-
ly available in all major ports of Northern Europe, 
the Mediterranean, Middle East & Africa, Far East, 
South Pacific, and America. Only two key ports, 
serving vessels in long transit voyages, name-
ly Cape Town and Suez, have not yet confirmed 
availability. 
Having secured VLSFO availability, the operators 
are focusing on preparing the bunker tanks to 
receive the compliant fuel. Manual tank cleaning 
was initially considered as the best method, now 
the use of chemical additives is selected as well, 
especially for deep bunker tanks. Lately, many 
Technical Departments choose not to proceed 
to any action other than properly draining the 
tanks, following the findings in the tanks cleaned 
so far. In any case, this procedure is part of the 
ship-specific implementation plan set for each 
vessel.  
While tank preparation is progressing, tank seg-
regation is equally essential. With the multitude 
of fuels being launched, which have a wide range 
of density and viscosity, the risk of compatibility 
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Very low sulphur fuel oil is widely 
available in most ports of the world



after March 1st becomes critical. IMO 
deferred the decision on practical 
matters such as the permission to 
carry onboard a grade such as needed 
for commissioning immediately after 
installation and prior to certification, 
etc., to the next PPR meeting, sched-
uled for February 2020. Many owners 
are indeed nervous because of the 
uncertainties caused by the lack of a 
detailed legislation framework, but the 
same happened with all similar break-
throughs in the past, too. 
Moreover, up to now, operating the 
installed scrubbers, on many occasions, 
has not been trouble-free. Apart from 
the numerous instrumentation fail-
ures reported, many systems failed to satisfy the imposed air and/or efflu-
ent water limitations for prolonged periods, due to either inherent design 
issues, insufficient engineering studies, or wrong installation practices.
It should be admitted that the boom in demand for scrubbing systems led to 
a situation where many manufacturers grabbed the opportunity to market 
systems at competitive prices, which, however, were not adequately tested. 
In the same way, the work-load for the engineering companies increased 
geometrically, and systemic design errors were reported in many repeated 
projects, while the yards gained the necessary experience only after com-
pleting a significant number of installations.
Once the installation and operational issues related to scrubbers are dealt 
with, the main challenges in the near future are considered to be training 
crews to operate and troubleshoot the multi-failures reported and, definite-
ly, training the Port State Control Officers, who are responsible for ensur-

ing that the legislation is properly 
implemented.
As expected, the authorities in 
Northern Europe and the US 
Coast Guard have taken the lead 
and are preparing for the new era. 
Within the shipping community, 
however, there is skepticism about 
whether the authorities in the rest 
of the world will be adequately 
informed and prepared to inspect 
and verify vessel compliance by 
January 1st, 2020.
With the above thoughts in mind, 
it becomes obvious that the coor-
dination and synergies between all 
the stakeholders involved, i.e., the 
shipping companies, administra-
tions, Port State Controls, and the 
IMO need to be intensified. The 
Greek Shipping community can 
definitely take the lead.

The majority of 
owners have already 
chosen to comply 
by switching to 
compliant fuel 
grades of 0.5% 
sulphur content.

issues is expected to be greater. Although many 
operators trading between North European 
ports have previous experience in handling and 
consuming hybrid/unstable grades, as long as the 
VLSFO properties are not standardized, the chal-
lenge will still be to keep the fuels segregated to 
the maximum extent possible.
For the owners who have chosen to retrofit 
scrubbers, this is a really demanding period, as 
various issues related to the installation sched-
ule, certification, fuel carriage onboard, equip-
ment performance, and many others, remain to 
be addressed.
Starting from the second quarter of this year 
already, the ship repair yards have been real-
ly congested due to the great number of “last 
minute” decisions for scrubber and ballast water 
treatment retrofits. Gradually, the duration of 
each project is extended significantly, derailing 
the master retrofit plans of various operators.  
The same bottle-neck is reported on the certi-
fication process of the installed scrubbers, which 
is vastly delayed as the Class Societies were not 
adequately prepared to undertake such a vol-
ume of approvals in such a short period of time. 
As a counter-measure, the Flag Administrations 
had no other option but to allow the issuance of 
short-term certificates.
Inevitably, scrubber retrofits will continue 
throughout 2020, and for those vessels the issue 
of carrying high sulphur heavy fuel oil on board 
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Lately, in the marine press, con-
cerns are being raised regarding 
the safety of the intended new 
fuels, while the President of the 
Union of Greek shipowners has 
been engaged for some time 
now in an awareness crusade 
for the industry. Unfortunately, 
the concerns are very valid, and 
the reasons for concern are sev-
eral. IMO can only legislate with 
regard to ships.  However, this 
is a regulation that should be 
directed primarily to fuel suppli-
ers and refineries (over which, 

unfortunately, IMO has no jurisdiction).  So, for 
these entities, IMO can only issue non-mandatory 
guidelines, in the hope that all stakeholders will 
abide by them.
For the new fuels, there is no suitable ISO stand-
ard. The organization has issued a public advisory 
notice, but this is too general and, certainly, not 
a standard.  Until a new suitable ISO standard is 
issued (which may be years away), only the latest 
ISO 8217:2017 edition should be used and not any 
prior to 2017 edition.  The reason is that the 2017 
edition includes several useful requirements, such 
as the minimum acceptable viscosity, cold flow 
properties, inappropriate contaminants, etc.  
The previous studies that were submitted to IMO 
on the subject of 2020 regulation were divided, but 
in general two main problems were highlighted: a) 
the strong possibility that not enough compliant 
fuel will be available by the 2020 deadline, due to 
the many years and huge investment required by 
refineries to adjust their production and b) the qual-
ity of the compliant fuels may be problematic. Nev-

ertheless, IMO’s decision was purely political and 
did not consider the realities of the data (like some 
other prior IMO decisions). Plagued by the Ballast 
Water Management delays, IMO wanted to show 
that it can act decisively and without time delays.  
And, thus, the industry will be faced with new fuels 
of questionable safety and quality and with no ISO 
Standard, at least in the first years of application.

Let us examine the two main expected problems 
(availability and quality) in some more detail.

The issue of insufficient availability is simple: If at 
the intended bunkering port there is no compli-
ant fuel, the ship can bunker non-compliant fuel 
(with sulphur content over 0.5%) and use it until 
the next intended port. There, on arrival, it must 
bunker and use compliant fuel and deliver to 
shore any non-compliant fuel remaining onboard. 
All this, provided of course that the next port 
can offer compliant fuel and has reception service 
for the non-compliant fuel. If there is compliant 
fuel but no reception service, the vessel must 
keep the non-compliant fuel onboard until the 
next opportunity to deliver it ashore but is not 
allowed to consume it.  IMO has issued detailed 
guidelines for the procedures and paperwork to 
be followed in case of non-availability (FONAR - 
Fuel Oil Non-Availability Report).  IMO has also 
issued relevant detailed guidelines to the Port 
Authorities, making avoidance of the regulation 
nearly impossible. Advice: In case of non- availabil-
ity of compliant fuel, the ship should bunker only 
enough quantity of non-compliant fuel to reach 
the next port; otherwise, any remaining quantity 
will stay onboard until a suitable reception ser-
vice is found.  In other words, as long as in a given 

The expected problems 
with the new 2020 fuels
(and Practical Advice for their shipboard use and handling)

TOWARDS 2020

Almost everyone related to 
shipping knows by now that 
come January 2020, ships must 
consume only fuel oil with a 
maximum sulphur content of 
0.5% (unless they are equipped 
with scrubbers).  This sulphur 
content of 0.5% is for fuels 
consumed in the open sea, while 
the limit for ECAs remains at 
0.1% (namely, mandatory use 
of Marine Gas Oil – MGO or 
ULSFO within the ECAs).

By Panos Zachariadis,
Technical Director,  
Atlantic Bulk Carriers 
Management Ltd.



port, there is availability of compliant fuel, the ship cannot consume any 
prior non-compliant fuel, even if it was bunkered using FONAR at a previ-
ous port.
The problem with possible bad quality is more composite since there are 
many different ways that a fuel supplier can “make” compliant fuel.  The 
safest way for the ship would be to order and bunker MDO (Marine Die-
sel Oil) of max 0.5% sulphur which is a fuel grade well known and tested.  
However, after the formation of the various ECAs around the world, MDO 
is not available in the market, having been replaced by the ECA-compliant 
MGO (Marine Gas Oil). It is doubtful that sufficient MDO will re-appear in 
the marine fuel market, but that would be the safest form of compliant fuel. 
The second safest -but more expensive- compliant solution is the use of 
MGO (of 0.1% sulphur), which, however, requires care due to its low viscosi-
ty causing wear of the fuel pumps, as well as stuck pumps due to running dry.
It is expected that despite the higher price, MGO demand will be high, 
especially in the first months of application of the new rule, and thus MGO 
shortages are a real possibility. And so, the majority of ships will be required 
to consume compliant fuels -other than MGO.  These VLSFO (Very Low 
Sulphur Fuel Oils) will be basically of two types: a) blends of MGO or other 
distillates and heavy fuel oil to reach the 0.5% sulphur limit and b) de-sul-
phurized heavy fuel oil. Both above types of compliant fuels are problematic. 
Blends with a high distillate ratio may be unstable, separating or stratifying 
into muddy compounds. This instability can be triggered by various factors 
such as comingling with (even very small) quantities of other fuels (e.g., tank 
unpumpables) or storing them at the “wrong” temperature.  There is also 
concern not only about the quantity of distillate to be used in the blend 
but also that the type of distillate used by some smaller traders will not be 
suitable (e.g., naphtha, kerosene, etc.)
For the second type of compliant fuels (the de-sulphurized fuel oils), the 
prior experience of the early ULSFO (Ultra Low Sulphur Fuel Oils), when 
the ECAs were first enacted, was not very positive leading many companies 
to specify only MGO use within ECAs. ULSF oils were often unstable, and 
their mixing was not allowed even with the same USFO of the same suppli-
er at the same port but bunkered with a few days difference! It is, however, 
claimed that, at least the oil majors, have improved the stability and quality 
of their ULSFO’s and so it is expected that their new VLSF oils will be safe.  
Nevertheless, the first months of their use in 2020 will reveal any issues.

Practical Problems and Recommendations.

Up to now, Chief Engineers and engine-room personnel were familiar with 
two basic fuel grades: MGO or MDO and IFO-380 or IFO-180, where their 
handling (e.g., storage, purifying, injection temperatures) was always same 
and known. Unfortunately, things will now be totally different. Table 1 shows 
various available compliant VLSFO having huge viscosity differences and 
counter-intuitive pour point degrees and temperature requirements.  What 
used to be logical or common knowledge for engineers, i.e., that high vis-
cosity means high temperature requirements and vice-versa, IS NOT VALID 
anymore!  For example, we see at the table a near IFO-380 fuel (Singapore 
337.7) having a pour point of 9 degrees C and “thin” fuels of viscosity 35 
(Russia, Houston) having a pour point of 24 C, i.e., probably requiring heat-
ing at the storage tanks.  Viscosity is no longer an indication of proper han-
dling temperatures.  Instead, the supplier must provide beforehand or during 
the bunkering stem (order) the required handling temperatures (storage 

– transfer – purifying - injection) as well as the 
pour point and the cold filter plugging point.  This 
supplier’s information should be for the specific 
fuel batch that the ship will receive – not just 
from a generic prior analysis.  And, as we already 
mentioned, it can now be understood why the 
fuel should comply with ALL the requirements 
of the 2017 edition of ISO 8217 and not prior to 
2017 editions, which among others, do not pro-
vide cold flow properties. Unfortunately, at the 
time of this writing, only one fuel oil major has 
confirmed that its 2020 compliant fuels will con-
form to ISO 8217:2017 edition.  All other majors 
and big local suppliers continue to remain silent 
and avoid the subject.
Table 2 is another example of “viscosity means 
nothing.”  The rule of thumb used to say that fuels 
should be stored at a temperature of about 10 
degrees C above their pour point. This is not valid 
for samples C, D, and E, and it could be problematic 
if the rule was applied to these fuels. Instead, sam-
ple C requires 26 degrees above pour point, and 
E requires 20 degrees. In addition, we note that 
for Sample D, the purifying entrance temperature 
should be 40 C, but the injection temperature 28 
C! In other words, for this fuel to be consumed 
safely, the ship must be equipped with fuel coolers!
It is doubtful that most VLSFO suppliers will be 
providing true and accurate fuel handling temper-
atures well ahead of time so that the crew can be 
properly prepared.  Thus, reliance on a fuel testing 
service becomes important, meaning any newly 
bunkered fuel should not be used until the results 
of the fuel sample analysis are known, including 
cold flow properties. This further requires the 
taking of a truly representative drip sample at the 
ship’s manifold, something that may seem like sci-
ence fiction in the era of delivered sealed Marpol 
samples by most suppliers.
However, both suppliers and crews’ practices 
must change for safe transition into this new 
regulation. In the absence of any reliable infor-
mation, the received fuel should be stored at 
a temperature at least as high as the delivered 
(bunkered) temperature.  It should be noted that 
even “distillate” fuels may be paraffinic in nature 
and thus may become “wax” if left to cool in the 
storage tanks below a certain threshold temper-
ature (which may be unknown and may be quite 
high).  Thus, the rule “I store the fuel at least at 
the temperature I received it” should be followed 
in all cases until the results of sample analy-
sis are known.  Once the fuel becomes “waxy,” 
no amount of heating can return it to a liquid 
state. Most fuel oil testing services have already 
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announced that their analysis results will include 
the key handling temperatures (storage, purifying, 
and injection); however, for many fuels, especial-
ly paraffinic ones, the information will come too 
late. The supplier must advise the recommended 
storage temperature beforehand.
With the increased use of MGO and “thin” VLSFO, 
the use of fuel coolers (not necessarily freon chill-
ers) becomes necessary to avoid heated distillates 
resulting in dry running and freezing of high-pres-
sure pumps.  After 2020 some fuels will require 
heating, some not, and some both heating (e.g., 
for purifying) and cooling (e.g., for injection).  Table 
3 shows indicative temperatures as a temporary 
guide until the actual analysis results are known. 
With the sulphur content reduction in the fuel, 
the cylinder oil type must change to a lower TBN 
(Total Base Number) 
grade.  For ships being in 
ECAs only occasionally, a 
40 TBN grade is recom-
mended by most engine 
makers (with 20 TBN main 
engine crankcase oil and 
diesel generators’ oil).  For 
exclusive use of MGO, 25 
TBN cylinder oil is rec-
ommended; however, con-
sidering the possibility of 
reduced MGO availability 
due to high demand, it may 
be preferable to operate 
on 40 TBN anyway.  It is 
preferable to have excess 
alkalinity in the cylinder 
rather than excess acidity. 
In addition, the cylinder 
oil feed rate must also be 
adjusted.  With lower TBN, 
in general, the feed rate 
should increase; howev-
er, this is specific for each 
engine depending not only on its type but also its 
age and prior maintenance -or lack thereof.  Engine 
makers urge that for proper cylinder oil TBN and 
feed rate determination, the under piston-cylinder 
oil leaks should be analysed on a regular basis (twice 
weekly at the start of the oil type switch) so that 
a) the remaining TBN is determined (i.e., after com-
bustion) and b) the iron content in the oil is found 
(indicative of excessive cylinder wear).  Based on 
these two values, the engine should operate within 
the maker’s acceptable region. Otherwise (e.g., with 
too much or too little leftover TBN), undue wear 
and, eventually, engine damage will occur.

Unfortunately, the new 2020 regulation, in addi-
tion to increased fuel costs, entails many addition-
al costs for the ship's operator, such as fuel and 
lubricant analyzes, in an effort to prevent disrup-
tions and damage. In addition, retrofitting may be 
required to install new equipment such as fuel 
coolers and additional steam condensers to handle 
excessive steam when the fuel is not to be heated.
It is everyone’s hope that the concerns may 
prove excessive; however, ship operators from 
their side should do what is possible and fore-
seeable to keep operating safely. Importantly, 
however, the fuel suppliers should also face their 
obligations and supply stable and safe fuels, ISO 
8217:2017 compliant, as well as provide their fuel’s 
pertinent and accurate handling information to 
the ship operators. 

 

 

TOWARDS 2020

 

* The article was 
originally published in 
the Greek language in 
the newsletter of the 
Panhellenic Union of Ship 
Engineers of Internal 
Combustion Engines 
(PEMMEKEN). Although 
primarily intended for 
ship engineers, it is 
useful to shore side ship 
management and, we 
believe, provides a broad 
picture of the expected 
problems to all interested 
readers

TABLE 2
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TABLE 3
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Innovation has made D. KORONAKIS S.A.  
one of the leading rope manufacturers 
worldwide

Mr. Konstantinos Koronakis lists the critical factors that 
have led D. KORONAKIS S.A. to become one of the 
leading rope manufacturers worldwide, and talks about the 
challenges and opportunities ahead for a 100% family-owned 
manufacturer of marine equipment. He also describes the 
role of innovation in the management and development of 
products and thus, in the success of the company.

Mr. Konstantinos Koronakis,  
CEO & Managing Director of D. KORONAKIS S.A.,  
talks to Naftika Chronika

D. KORONAKIS S.A. is a thriving family concern. 
Can traditional family-owned companies 
such as yours survive in this era of fierce 
competition from international conglomerates 
and non-European subsidized technology and 
manufacturing giants?

D. KORONAKIS S.A. was founded in 1967 by 
Dimitris Koronakis and Eleni Koronakis. Today, 
52 years later, the company continues to be 100% 
family-owned and to serve the needs of the glob-
al shipping industry within a very competitive and 

INTERVIEW



demanding business environment. Keeping an inno-
vative approach in construction, combined with con-
tinuous investments in top raw materials and latest 
technology machinery, has made the company one of 
the leading rope manufacturers worldwide. Our ropes 
have proven their top quality and technical superiority. 
Customer satisfaction is the key to our success.

What are the most important advantages (and 
drawbacks) for a Greek company that manufactures 
products for the international shipping industry 
today? Do Greek shipping companies support your 
commitment to quality and innovation?

The company’s expansion was based on three main pillars:
• A conservative financial strategy
• An aggressive export-oriented sales strategy
• A commitment to Research & Development 

investments
The financial policy of the company includes owner’s 
equity-financed investments, a zero-debt policy, cash 
payments to suppliers guaranteeing the lowest prices, 
and finally, tight cost control.
From the very beginning, our international orientation 
has helped us in developing a strong network of stock 
points all over the world. Serving company clients on 
short notice in most major ports of the world has 
been critical to the success of the company. It helped 
D. KORONAKIS S.A. to develop from a product-ori-
ented supplier to a customer service provider by 
building an effective team of after-sales people.
Greek Shipping companies have traditionally sup-
ported our effort to expand in the global market and 
establish our brands universally. We have worked on 
this for more than 50 years, and our long-lasting rela-
tionship with these companies has mutual benefits for 
both sides.

How can Europe 
address the issue 
of unfair trading 
practices, especially 
by Asian companies, 
reported nowadays?

We are traditionally 
focused on quality products and support our custom-
ers by providing them with intensive after-sales service. 
We conduct educational sessions for our clients, which 
include the handling, treatment, and maintenance of 
ropes. Additionally, we perform a sequent update with 
new market standards and trends. We are considered 
universally among the most reliable suppliers, offering 

premium products worldwide. Our strong name and 
the trust placed in us by our clients are our main assets 
in coping with the unfair market trading practices 
reported nowadays. We have the authorities' support 
in this direction, but usually their reaction is short-
termed and of limited efficiency.

Which D. Koronakis SA’s projects are you most 
proud of?

D. KORONAKIS has focused its marketing strategy 
on top quality materials and cutting-edge technology 
products that meet the most demanding safety stand-
ards, ensure maximum service life, and comply with all 
environmental requirements.

Greek Shipping companies 
have traditionally supported
our effort to expand in the
global market and establish 
our brands universally. 
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Responding to market 
needs, our business, in 
addition to its existing 
test bench of 500 T, has 
installed in its factory in 
Thiva a new horizontal 
test bench of up to 600 
T pulling capacity and 40 
meters net length, which 
is fully compliant with 
the new OCIMF MEG4 
recommendations.
This new test bench 
not only upscales exist-
ing testing capacity but 

further to its conventional use, has the poten-
tial to be simulated in extreme real-life working 
conditions due to its innovative construction and 
assembling. This feature makes this testing bench 

one a of a kind and is in line 
with our consistent effort to 
support and fulfill our custom-
ers’ needs in the best manner 
by offering them outstanding, 
high-quality ropes.
D. KORONAKIS S.A. is focus-
ing intently on green energy 
as it considers it crucial for 
the industry’s sustainability. A 
new innovative environmental 
project between D. KORO-
NAKIS S.A. and MYTILINEOS 
GROUP is already in place and 
being developed further.
We are also very proud of 
the green energy upgrade of 
the D. KORONAKIS SA site 
infrastructure in Thiva, i.e., its 
electrification by two photo-
voltaic sites (of 1 MWp total 
capacity). 
For the time being, 3,378 pho-
tovoltaic panels have been 
installed and have covered 
a roof area of 5,600 m2. The 
execution of the project and 
park electrification were com-
pleted in less than 40 days. 
As such, 20% of the total ener-
gy of the D. KORONAKIS S.A. 
plant is currently covered by 
solar power with zero environ-
mental footprint, and an annual 
energy saving of 1.3 GWh.
D. KORONAKIS S.A. contin-

ues to support its environmental practices by 
expanding the photovoltaic site through a net 
metering process and doubling the capacity of 
the photovoltaic system in the next two months.
We believe that green energy and commitment 
to environmental issues will have a major effect 
on our industry and the environment.
Last but not least, we recently proceeded with 
the acquisition of the “Xanthi Cables” plant and 
incorporated its production under the name of 
“D. KORONAKIS S.A.” launching a new business 
activity. We plan to focus on all commercial build-
ing wires, which the factory produced for many 
years, as well as utilities’ cables of low and medi-
um voltage such as telecommunication cables, 
on which the company had extensive expertise. 
Additionally, we will be providing aerial conduc-
tors of up to 400 kV for covering all transmis-
sion-line needs.
Finally, considering the existence of a well-devel-
oped network of stock points worldwide, our 
business plans to design and produce marine 
cables.
The production of cables is estimated to begin 
within the first month of next year.

D. KORONAKIS has focused 
its marketing strategy on 
top quality materials and 
cutting-edge technology 
products that meet the most 
demanding safety standards, 
ensure maximum service 
life, and comply with all 
environmental requirements.

INTERVIEW
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For a shipping company’s technical engineer to 
lead this project successfully, he needs to be pre-
pared well in advance, starting with a solid spec-
ification of the works to be done. And if there 
is one phrase that captures the essence of dry 
docking, it would be “plan, plan, plan, and plan 
some more!”
As safety comes first, he needs to ensure that the 
dry-dock takes place in a safe environment for all 
stakeholders involved, by coordinating different 

repair teams with different backgrounds working 
in different areas of the vessel to make sure that 
safety procedures are constantly followed and 
that no individual is in danger.
Last but not least, he ought to ensure that stake-
holders strictly follow the environmental legis-
lation, which includes both managing waste and 
avoiding every possible pollution threat.

ME-C/B Electro-Hydraulic components

During the dry dock, there are many concerns. 
For example, when it comes to ME-C/B Elec-
tro-Hydraulic components, MAN Energy Solu-
tions recommends giving special attention to the 
following precautions:
To have a clear picture of the pre-dismantling 
condition and operation functionality of the 
equipment, a functionality test of each com-
ponent through the ECS is recommended. This 
takes place before the dismantling, and while the 
engine’s main LO pumps are still running. 

Hydraulic system enemies

Dirt is the greatest enemy of hydraulic systems 

A Guide for Overhauling Main 
Engines During Dry Docking

As most shipping companies will admit, dry-docking is one 
of the most challenging procedures as it is an orchestrated 
project involving numerous stakeholders such as the ship 
manager, classification society, flag state, shipyard, repair 
teams, various subcontractors, specialists, consultants, and 
others! Managing the time and costs associated with such 
a project can cause a headache, as both factors need to be 
considered in relation to the quality of the end result.

INSIGHT

An article by  
Vassiliki Lagonika, 
Dry Dock Engineer 
and Technical 
Instructor at  
MAN Energy Solutions 
Hellas 



since, depending on its 
nature and composi-
tion, it generates wear 
and thus shortens ser-
vice life. Where does 
the dirt come from? We distinguish between two 
essential sources of dirt:
• contamination occurring during assembly  

– assembly dirt 
• contamination occurring during operation 

 – operating dirt
Fluid cleanliness is of primary importance to 
hydraulic systems because the risks associated 
with contaminants vary: from parts malfunction 
and wear and tear in components, to longer 
response times of the system’s key parts, valves 
to cite an example, among many others.
Therefore, before any other engine components 
are dismantled, it is recommended to first dis-
mantle the hydraulic components (i.e., FIVAs, FO 
Pressure Boosters, Accumulators, Exhaust Actua-
tors, and Lubricators). Particular attention must 
be given to the wrapping protection of this equip-
ment (non-raw material clean clothing & nylon 
end wrapping) for both the equipment itself and 
the hydraulic blocks and pumps. 

It is also recommended that all the components be opened for overhaul 
overboard in the clean environment of a workshop. Special attention must 
be given to the boxing transportation of the hydraulic equipment since 
dry-vibration can be fatal for the hydraulic parts.
After positioning the components on their working position and before 
the engine is in a ready-to-test position, it is essential to confirm the high 
level of the LO in the sump tank (at least 90% of the total level) in order to 
avoid an air-pocket. When all flow lines are available again, all the lines must 
be air bled.
Air bubbles in working fluids greatly influence the performance of hydraulic 
systems and may cause major problems, such as bulk modulus change, cavi-
tation and aeration, degradation of lubrication, noise generation, oil temper-
ature rise, and deterioration of fluid quality. Thus, it is vital to eliminate the 
bubbles from the fluid, which occasionally end up in hydraulic pack seizures, 
to preserve quality system performance.
Upon completion of the project, sea trials are carried out to confirm the 
operation of all ship’s machinery. The typical trials and measurements con-
ducted during the sea trials are balancing the engine, testing on different 
loads, performing adjustments & evaluation, and finally TDC calibration with 
at least 50% of MCR load. On completion of the sea trials, the vessel is 
commissioned back into service.

Photo:  MAN Energy Solutions
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Although the shipping market historically follows 
the classic economic theory (i.e. that demand and 
supply codetermine the activity of the industry), 
the profitability of global shipping is prescribed by 
freight rates pressured by the supply of vessels. 
The plunge of freight rates across all segments 
in the past years was the outcome of the over-
capacity of newly acquired vessels ordered previ-
ously in the days of prosperity. Ironically, despite 
the warnings of those with better knowledge of 
the fundamentals behind market collapses, some 
ship-owners failed to limit themselves and fol-
lowed their instinct instead, thus ordering new-

buildings when the market was up. Whether the 
lessons were learned remains to be seen. The 
supply of vessels in the coming years is of par-
amount importance in all future forecasts in this 
analysis.
In this context, SEA Europe’s  “Market Forecast 
Report 2019,” which focusses on newbuilding and 
vessel scrapping activity projections, sheds more 
light on this much-discussed yet foggy area of 
shipping forecasts and projections.
All forecasts below refer to newbuilding require-
ments. and not to demand growth, and take into 
consideration the average age of a segment’s fleet 
and the rate of vessel scrapping. 

Bulk Carriers

2019 started off on a weaker note for the bulk 
carrier sector, and as the full impact of the Vale 
tailings dam collapse has yet to become clear, the 
short-term outlook is uncertain, although some 
improvement from the current seasonal lows is 
expected.  In its report, SEA Europe estimates 
that global seaborne dry bulk trade is projected 
to grow by 2.2% in terms of tonnes and by 2.5% 
in tonne-miles this year. While bulker fleet capac-
ity is projected to grow by less than 2.0% in 2019, 
active supply growth could be limited by vessel 
time-out-of-service for scrubber retrofit, which 

Growth, stability,  
or caution?
SEA Europe’s 2020 projections 
on the supply of vessels

.

MARKET OUTLOOK



is currently estimated to absorb 0.5% of bulker fleet capacity 
throughout 2019. 
Looking at 2020, dry bulk trade is projected to grow by 2.2% 
(3.2% in tonne-miles).With fleet growth expected to be limited 
to below 1%, an improvement in the market balance is possible, 
while ‘wildcards’ relating to the IMO 2020 sulphur cap could 
have a positive impact, by increasing new contracts to replace 
obsolete unprofitable units, including time-out-of-service for 
retrofitting modern units to be able to continue using FO, slow-
er operating speeds, and increased recycling.
Regarding the issue of gas emissions, there are indeed some 
other uncertainties. Shipowners are waiting to see what will 
happen in 2020, so they will initially use low sulphur content 
fuel (assuming that there will be enough low-sulfur fuel in 2020 
to meet demand). On the other hand, there is a growing num-
ber of shipowners that may employ slow steaming or speed 
optimization, reducing the speed by a few knots to compen-
sate for the higher fuel costs. This will result in a reduction in 
the available bulk carrier tonne-mile capacity, according to the 
report. Another factor to consider is that by 2020, almost 20% 
of the existing fleet will be over 15 years of age and will become 
likely candidates for scrapping due to the expensive regulatory 
environment, the evolution of the BDI, and higher scrap prices.

Containerships

While supply growth outpaced that of demand in 2018, the 
outlook for 2019-20 remains cautiously positive in the ‘base 
case.’ With fleet growth expected to moderate significantly 
in 2019-20, and ‘base case’ trade growth set to remain fairly 
healthy, the sector fundamentals are set to return to a period 
of rebalancing, and there is the potential for progress in the 
freight and charter markets. However, significant demand-side 
risks continue to build up. These include the trends in Chi-
na, the ongoing US-China trade tension, and the challenges in 
some emerging economies.
In 2019 and 2020 trade growth on the Asia-Europe route is 
projected to remain relatively moderate at 2.8% each year, 
with economic risks building up in a number of European econ-
omies, including the UK, German, and Italian economies. Box 
trade growth on the Transpacific is expected to slow to 2.2% 
in 2019 and 2.8% in 2020 in the ‘base case,’ although significant 
uncertainty remains over the outcome of the US-China trade 
negotiations, with a clear potential for a ‘low case’ outcome. 
Meanwhile, the delivery of large containerships is set to con-
tinue in 2019 and 2020 (albeit at a slightly slower pace than in 
2018), with fleet capacity in the 12,000+TEU sector projected 
to expand by 12% and 13% respectively in this period.
In full-year 2019 and 2020, SEA Europe projects that deliveries 
are set to moderate while recycling activity will accelerate. The 
fleet capacity increase is projected to slow to 2.8% in 2019 and 
3.3% in 2020. In its long-term forecast, SEA Europe projected 
an average 3% increase.

Oil and chemical tankers

According to the SEA Europe “Market Forecast Report 2019,” 
the oil- tanker fleet requirement is expected to expand at a 
rate of 1.0% per year in terms of dwt - in contrast to the pre-
vious decade when the tanker fleet grew at a rate of close to 
5% per year in terms of dwt. According to this forecast, in the 
period 2018-2040, the requirement for oil-tanker newbuildings 
will average 222 units per year, 27 dwt per annum, and 7.8 mil-
lion CGT per annum. 

LNG & LPG Carriers

Until 2040, the forecast estimates a 5.2% growth per annum 
in seaborne LNG trade. Between 2012-2016, the LNG carri-
er fleet grew more than the seaborne gas trade, generating 
fleet overcapacity. The 2040 projection shows that due to this 
overcapacity, the LNG tanker fleet will grow less than sea-
borne LNG trade. But the report’s forecast predicts a dramat-
ic increase in the growth of the LNG tanker fleet after 2020.
In the period 2018-2040, LNG carrier newbuilding require-
ments, according to SEA Europe’s projections, have a mean 
of 39 units p.a., 3.5 million dwt p.a., and 1.9 million of CGT p.a.

Summary

The speed of change, the convergence of sciences, and 
advanced robotics on the one hand, and on the other, strin-
gent environmental rules driven by societal and policy expec-
tations that shipping will reduce its environmental footprint in 
the coming years and decades will continue to be key drivers 
for fleet replacement investments.
The unstable geopolitical situation, the slowing pace of overall 
seaborne trade growth, and general global economic uncer-
tainties are also impacting the forecasts.
Looking at the individual segments, the above forecast results 
can be summarized as follows:
The outlook for the container market remains cautiously 
positive in a “base case” scenario. However, demand-side risks 
continue to build up. These include the trends in China, the 
ongoing US-China trade tension, and the challenges in some 
emerging economies. For bulk carriers, the outlook for sea-
borne trade growth remains difficult, and newbuilding inter-
est is expected to remain subdued in the short term, hence 
this market segment is likely to remain under pressure for 
some time yet. Regarding tankers, the report notes that due to 
persisting overcapacity, the fleet will grow less than seaborne 
trade up to 2040. A dramatic increase in the growth of the 
LNG tanker fleet is expected after 2020.
The above projections are based on Sea Europe's “Market 
Forecast Report 2019”

Source: SEA Europe
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Sovcomflot cautiously optimistic for 2020

Sovcomflot (SCF Group) reported a signifi-
cant turnaround in first-half performance, which 
according to the company, reflects the success of 
its industrial projects and the improved market 
conditions. On 23 May 2019, the Board of Direc-
tors approved the company's strategy up to 2025, 
aimed at further consolidating the company’s 
position in tech-intensive business segments and 
increasing its fleet’s share in servicing large-scale 
energy projects. 
Commenting on the results, Sergey Frank, Presi-
dent and CEO of PAO Sovcomflot, said: 
“The company achieved significant growth in the 
first half of 2019 compared to the same period in 
2018, exceeding our budget plans. The successful 
operation of SCF’s vessels serving industrial oil 
and gas projects, together with the growth of rev-
enues from fleet operations in the convention-
al tanker market segments (oil and petroleum 
products), reflected certain improvements in the 
freight market, although spot rates did not reach 

their historical averages.
Based on the supply-demand ratio forecasts for tanker tonnage, and taking 
into account the seasonality factor, we remain cautiously optimistic about 
the results for the second half of the year, as well as the prospects for 2020”.
Nikolay Kolesnikov, Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer of 
PAO Sovcomflot, also commented, noting that:
“In the first half of 2019, Sovcomflot achieved steady financial results across 
all business segments, reflecting the underlying strength of our business 
model and the improved operating conditions in the conventional tanker 
markets during the period. The liquidity position remains strong, and the 
contracted capex program has been fully funded. Future contracted reve-
nues at the end of the period totaled USD 8.1 billion, providing good visibil-
ity and stability of future earnings and cash flows. In May, the international 
ratings agency Fitch upgraded the Group’s corporate credit rating to BB+, 
with a stable outlook, reflecting its confidence in our business and strength-
ening of Sovcomflot’s credit metrics, Moody’s and Standard and Poor’s also 
affirmed their credit ratings”.
Sovcomflot’s fleet includes 146 vessels with a total deadweight of over 12.8 
million tonnes. More than 80 vessels have an ice class. Sovcomflot is involved 
in servicing large oil and gas projects in Russia and around the world: 
Sakhalin-1; Sakhalin-2; Varandey; Prirazlomnoye; Novy Port; Yamal LNG, and 
Tangguh (Indonesia). 

Edited by: 
Giannis Theodoropoulos,
Michalis Nikolaou

News from the 
seas of the world



Panama Canal Closes 2019 Fiscal Year with Record 
Tonnage

The Panama Canal has closed the 2019 fiscal year (FY19) with a 
record tonnage of 469 million Panama Canal tons (PC/UMS), a 
6.2 percent increase compared to FY2018. With this figure, the 
waterway exceeds the 450.7 million PC/UMS tons projection 
for FY2019, as well as the record tonnage of 442 million PC/
UMS tons registered in the previous fiscal year.
During FY19, transits for the liquefied natural gas (LNG) and 
liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) segments rose by 37.6 and 
6.9 percent, respectively, representing the largest gain across 
all segments. Additional segments with significant transit 
increased included crude product tankers with a 5.6 percent 
increase and vehicle carrier/RoRo with a 5.5 percent increase, 
compared to the previous fiscal year.
In terms of tonnage, the container segment continued to dom-
inate with 164.87 million PC/UMS tons during FY 2019, of which 
126.2 million PC/UMS tons transited through the Neopanamax 
Locks. Leading segments also include bulk carriers at 76.5 million 
PC/UMS tons, vehicle carrier Ro/Ro at 53.1 million PC/UMS tons, 
chemical tankers at 44.3 million PC/UMS tons, LNG vessels at 
43 million PC/UMS tons, LPG vessels at 37.8 million PC/UMS 
tons, crude product tankers at 22.6 million PC/UMS tons and 
passenger vessels at 9.9 million PC/UMS tons.
The main routes using the Panama Canal by cargo tonnage in 
FY19 include between the U.S. East Coast and Asia, followed 
by the U.S. East Coast and the West Coast of South America, 

Europe and the West Coast of South America, the U.S. East 
Coast and the West Coast of Central America, and the U.S. 
intercoastal route.
The main users of the waterway during FY19 were the United 
States, China, Japan, Chile and Mexico.

IBM Boards the Mayflower Autonomous Ship Project

IBM announced on October 16 that it has joined a global con-
sortium of partners, led by marine research organization Pro-
Mare, that are building an unmanned, fully-autonomous ship 
that will cross the Atlantic on the fourth centenary of the orig-
inal Mayflower voyage in September 2020.
The Mayflower Autonomous Ship (MAS) will use IBM's Power 
servers, AI, cloud, and edge computing technologies to navi-
gate autonomously and avoid ocean hazards as it makes its 
way from Plymouth, England to Plymouth, Massachusetts. If 
successful, it will be one of the first self-navigating, full-sized 
vessels to cross the Atlantic Ocean and will open the door on 
a new era of autonomous research ships.
"Putting a research ship to sea can cost tens of thousands of 
dollars or pounds a day and is limited by how much time people 
can spend onboard – a prohibitive factor for many of today's 
marine scientific missions," said Brett Phaneuf, a Founding 
Board Member of ProMare and Co-Director of the Mayflower 
Autonomous Ship project (together with fellow Board Mem-
ber Fredrik Soreide). "With this project, we are pioneering a 

Better Data,
Bigger Impact

Tres Vessel Analytics (TVA) is among 
the fastest growing performance 
improvement systems in the market.

Notable shipping companies trust 
us because we focus on getting 
the basics right, which underpins 
efficiency efforts.

Our savings as a service approach 
leverages high quality data to drive 
performance-focused initiatives for 
your fleet.

Visit tressolutions.com to see why 
technical, operational and commercial 
stakeholders choose TVA.

Houston – Copenhagen – Mumbai      connect@tressolutions.com      tressolutions.com
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cost-effective and flexible platform for gathering 
data that will help safeguard the health of the 
ocean and the industries it supports."
Andy Stanford-Clark, Chief Technology Officer, 
IBM UK & Ireland, added: "IBM helped put man on 
the moon and is excited by the challenge of using 
advanced technologies to cross and research our 
deepest oceans. By providing the brains for the 
Mayflower Autonomous Ship, we are pushing the 
boundaries of science and autonomous technolo-
gies to address critical environmental issues."
The vessel will carry three research pods contain-

INTERNATIONAL WATERS - MARITIME ENTERPRENEURSHIP

ing an array of sensors and scientific instrumentation that scientists will use 
to advance understanding in a number of vital areas such as maritime cyber-
security, marine mammal monitoring, sea level mapping, and ocean plastics. 
The work will be coordinated by the University of Plymouth, UK, who are 
at the forefront of marine and maritime research, with support from IBM 
and ProMare.

Low Sulfur Marine Fuel Market on the rise

Total has signed a shareholders’ agreement with Chinese state-owned Zhe-
jiang Energy Group (ZEG), to create a joint venture company dedicated to 
the supply and delivery of marine fuels in the region of Zhoushan, China. 
The agreement,  signed on the side-lines of the IPEC conference in Zhoushan, 
follows a Memorandum of Understanding concluded by Total and ZEG in 
April 2019 to explore opportunities in the supply and distribution of energy 
in China. Total China Investment (TCI) will hold a 49% share in the new com-
pany, while Zhejiang Zheneng Petroleum New Energy (ZZPNE) will hold the 
remaining.
Zhoushan region covers both Ningbo and Shanghai ports, the busiest ship-
ping hub in the world in terms of cargo tonnage.
By combining ZEG’s historical anchoring in the energy business in the region 
and Total’s longstanding expertise in the trading and marketing of interna-
tional bunkers, the new company aims to actively contribute to the devel-
opment of this fast-growing market.
“This new partnership is fully aligned with our strategy to support and sup-
ply our shipping customers wherever they go.” declared Philippe Charleux, 
Senior Vice-President Lubricants & Specialties of Total. “Providing them with 
low sulphur fuels fully compliant with IMO regulation in China will further 
contribute to the transition towards a sustainable shipping industry.”
The creation of the new company ensures the continuity of Total’s business 
development strategy initiated almost 40 years ago in China.

Successful outcome for the biggest initial public offering (IPO) ever

Saudi Aramco’s initial public offering (IPO), which, according to many, is the 
largest in history, had a successful outcome. As reported on the Saudi Ara-
bian television network Al Arabiya and Bloomberg Channel, the oil giant 
will start trading its shares on the Saudi stock exchange on December 11th.
Saudi Arabia’s Capital Markets Authority and the company itself announced 
that Saudi Aramco officially launched its initial public offering (IPO) on Sun-
day, November 3rd. "Today is a profoundly important day for the kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia," Aramco Chairman Yasir al-Rumayyan said at a press con-
ference.
Saudi Aramco, the most profitable company in the world, has had its eyes 
fixed on entering the stock exchange for almost four years now to raise sig-
nificant funds to end the reliance of the kingdom on oil exports. The Saudi 
Kingdom’s goal is to raise $ 100bn by offering 5% of Aramco's shares on the 
stock exchange. 
It is noted that Saudi Aramco's entry into the Saudi capital market could be 
the first step in a two-stage IPO, including an offering on a bigger market, 
such as the London or New York stock exchanges.
In any case, Saudi Aramco's controversial increase in capital share is coming 
to an end.



Seagoing vessels of any tonnage engaged in foreign trade and vessels  

under construction are eligible for registration in the Republic of the  

Marshall Islands (RMI). Applications for vessels of 15 years of age or 

older should be submitted with a Status Report of the vessel’s Statutory 

Survey and Certification and a copy of its latest intermediary or Special 

Survey Report. Ownership of RMI registered vessels must be through an  

RMI business entity, however foreign entities can also be accepted,  

as long as they are registered as foreign maritime entities in the RMI.

The benefits of vessel registration under the RMI flag do not stop once 

the registration process is completed. The RMI Registry’s decentralized 

network of 28 worldwide offices ensures a high level of responsiveness 

to clients and industry stakeholders.

 

The backbone of the RMI Registry is truly the experienced maritime 

personnel who provide a range of maritime services to shipowners 

and operators wherever they are based and/or trading. The RMI 

maintains its White List status on the Paris and Tokyo Memorandums 

of Understanding (MoUs) and has been included on the United 
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years, which is unprecedented.
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Detention Trends
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Sources: USCG 2018 Report to the IMO’s Subcommittee on Flag State 
Implementation, Paris MoU 2018 Annual Report, and Tokyo MoU 2018 
Annual Report.
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GEOPOLITICS 
-

Ankara is not afraid of the US  
(when discussing its relations with Iran)

Speaking to reporters, Turkish President Tayyip 
Erdogan stated that it was impossible for Turkey to 
stop buying oil and natural gas from Iran, despite the 
threat of US sanctions, and added that trade between 
the two countries would continue. Erdogan implied 
that Turkey was not afraid of possible US sanctions 
over its trade with Iran, and added that Ankara did 
not want to sever its cooperation with Tehran.

The Iranian News Agency Tasnim reports that 
under the terms of the long-term supply con-
tracts signed by Ankara and Tehran before the 
new round of US sanctions against Tehran, Turkey 
was set to buy 9.5 billion cubic meters of gas over 
the period up to 2026.
According to a press statement made last Sep-
tember, the 27th Iran-Turkey Joint Economic 
Commission (JEC) meeting, which took place in 
Ankara, highlighted the extensive talks between 
the two sides on ways to strengthen the East-
West transit route.
During these meetings, much emphasis was 
placed on establishing and strengthening the 
Afghanistan-Iran-Turkey transit corridor, the pos-
sibility of establishing a Turkey-Iran-Qatar transit 
corridor, and implementing the agreement on the 
Islamabad-Tehran-Istanbul (ITI) corridor. Iran and 
Turkey have also agreed to launch direct train 
services between Tehran and Ankara. Iran’s Dep-
uty Minister of Roads and Urban Development 
Saeed Rasooli announced in early June that in 
addition to the Tehran-Ankara and Tehran-Van 
trains, tourist trains would operate between the 
two neighboring countries.
According to Tasnim News Agency, Tehran and 
Ankara have set a $30-billion annual trade target, 
signing several agreements to enhance coopera-
tion in various areas. Turkey is one of Iran’s major 
trading partners in the region, which, due to a 
fresh wave of US anti-Iran sanctions, has come 
under pressure from Washington to stop work-
ing with Tehran.

New US sanctions against Cuba

On Friday, 18th October, the United States inten-
sified its pressure on Cuba by imposing sanctions 
against Cuba's vital tourism sector, which restrict 
Cuba's access to commercial aircraft. The US 
Commerce Department announced it will revoke 
existing licenses for aircraft leases to Cuban air-
lines and reject future applications for aircraft 
leases.
This measure may make it difficult for Cuba 
to meet the growing demand due to the rapid 
growth of its tourism sector, which is a major 
source of revenue for the country. Washington, 
which has imposed a financial embargo on Cuba 
since 1962, is doing everything it can to force 
Havana to withdraw its support for the govern-
ment of Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro, 
whom the United States wants to see removed 
from power. "This action by the Commerce 
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Department sends another clear message to 
the Cuban regime – that they must immediate-
ly cease their destructive behavior at home and 
abroad," U.S. Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross 
said in a statement.
Washington also announced it will expand sanc-
tions to include more foreign goods containing 
U.S. content and impose additional sanctions on 
exports to Cuba. Cuban President Miguel Diaz 
Canel has denounced the new sanctions on Twit-
ter, describing them as "additional economic block-
ade measures evidencing moral bankruptcy of an 
internationally isolated policy promoted by a cor-
rupted government." In June, US President Donald 
Trump, who has tightened sanctions against Cuba 
since coming to power, announced a ban on Amer-
ican cruise ships stopping in the country.

Narendra Modi - Xi Jinping meet to patch-
up differences

China and India are seeking to bridge the gap 
between them in an attempt to implement a 
"win-win" plan.
An article on Asia Times reports that Indian Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi and Chinese President 
Xi Jinping held informal talks in mid-October to 
revive relations between the two countries, set-
ting the stage for a "new era."
An Indian government official recently noted that 
his country would welcome an alliance with the 
US, but first and foremost it had to protect its 
interests, thus making an indirect reference to 
the criticism of the Modi - Jinping meeting by the 
US government. Furthermore, Delhi has doubts 
about the purity of the US ‘s motives in reproach-
ing India and suspects it was is due to the trade 
war raging between Washington and Beijing.
The US government hopes to sell weapon sys-
tems to India to counter the "Chinese threat." 
However, such a move will automatically mean 
that India will be spending significant sums on its 
defense rather than on supporting the country's 
economic growth, which has slowed to 5% this 
year from 7% in 2018.
China was not India's first choice, but the reluc-
tance of "western countries" to expand trade is 
pushing Delhi to work with the "Chinese com-
munist regime."

Ιran discovers new oilfield with 53 billion 
barrels

According to the Iranian News Agency Shana, 
Iranian President Hassan Rouhani announced the 
discovery of a new oilfield in the south-western 
province of Khuzestan.
Speaking in the southern province of Yazd, Dr. 
Rouhani said that the field’s reserves were esti-
mated to contain 53 billion barrels of oil in place.
The Iranian President added that the field will 
generate 53 billion barrels of crude oil and could 
boost the country's 150 billion barrel reserves 
by a third. Iran currently possesses the earth’s 
fourth-largest proven deposits of crude oil and 
the world's second-largest deposits of natural gas. 
The new oil field, which is close to the borders 
with Iraq and in close proximity to the Gulf, could 
eventually become Iran's second-largest produc-
ing field.

INTERNATIONAL WATERS - GEOPOLITICS



Mylaki Shipping Agency Ltd
Ship Agency • Ship-to-Ship Transfers • Protecting Agency • Canal and Straits Transits
Electronic Customs Clearances • Ship Supply • Husbandry Services • Ship Lay-Up
Change of Management / Ownership • Technical Support • Ship Repairs 

Greece

Ag. Theodoroi: 1, Spirou Meleti St., 200 03 Ag. Theodoroi 
T: +30 27410 62301 / F: +30 210 422 3356

Alexandroupolis: 6, M. Botsari St., 681 00 Alexandroupolis
T: +30 21670 05952 / F: +30 23102 23932

Aliveri (Mylaki Port): 18, A. Nika St., 345 00 Aliveri
T: +30 22230 23692 / F: +30 22230 23789

Chalkis: 10-12, Voudouri Ave., 341 00 Chalkis
T: +30 22210 74810 / F: +30 22210 76760

Eleusis: 19, Kanellopoulou St., 192 00 Eleusis
T: +30 210 556 1654 / F: +30 210 556 1655

Kavala: 1, Er. Stavrou St., 654 03 Kavala
T: +30 2310 230577 / F: +30 2310 240391

Lavrion: Lavriou Sq., 195 00 Lavrion
T: +30 21670 05953 / F: +30 210 422 8096 

Patras: 124, Ag. Andrea St., 262 21 Patras
T: +30 2610 422102 / F: +30 2610 434297

Thessaloniki: 7, Karatasou St., 546 26 Thessaloniki

T: +30 2310 283375 / F: +30 2310 223932

Volos: 32, Argonafton St., 382 21 Volos
T: +30 24210 23496, / F: +30 24210 39361

Yali ( Island): Yali-Nissiros, 853 03 Dodecanese
T: +30 22420 92086 / F: +30 22420 92086

Cyprus

7, Klimentos & Kleomenous St., CY 1061, Nicosia
T: +357 22452080 / F: +357 22754801

43, Iroon Polytechniou Ave.
185 35 Piraeus, Greece
T: +30 210 422 3355
F: +30 210 422 3356
ops@mylakiltd.gr
www.mylakiltd.gr

Besides the ports/locations that we cover via our offices appearing on the relevant list, Mylaki Shipping Agency
covers all Greek ports through our local correspondence.
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BLUE ECONOMY
-

EU investment budget for 2020 must focus 
on the Europe of tomorrow  

Budget MEPs want the EU to rise to the climate 
challenge, help the young, and strengthen the 
economy, in a vote last September on their posi-
tion on the 2020 EU budget.
The Budgets Committee has boosted many pro-
grams and projects which contribute to fighting cli-
mate change, such as the Connecting Europe Facil-
ity (investments into transport and energy infra-
structure), climate-related research in the Horizon 
2020 program, environmental programs, as well as 
those that benefit non-EU countries. The aim is to 
deliver on the pledge of 20% of EU investment for 
climate change action in the 2014-2020 Multiannu-
al Financial Framework (MFF). The Committee’s 
other major additions to the Commission’s draft 
budget concern the Youth Employment Initiative 
(+€363.3 million, raising the total for 2020 to 
€480 million), support for Erasmus+, for SMEs, for 
research and innovation in areas such as digital and 
health, and for future-oriented technologies.
Rapporteur Monika Hohlmeier, a German MEP, 
said: “Two billion Euro for climate on top - today’s 
vote has shown that the European Parliament 

managed to put the climate at the heart of the 
EU 2020 budget negotiations. We are committed 
to delivering on what heads of states promised 
at the climate conference in New York: action 
to mitigate global warming and to protect our 
environment by pushing investments for green 
technologies and environmentally-friendly inno-
vation.”
On Tuesday 1 October, the Budgets Committee vot-
ed through a budget totaling €171.3 billion in com-
mitments, which is €3 billion more than the original 
European Commission proposal (€168.3 billion in 
commitments). About 93% of the EU budget funds 
real activities on the ground in EU countries and 
beyond. It goes to citizens, regions, cities, farmers, 
researchers, students, NGOs, and businesses. The 
EU budget is unique. Unlike national budgets, which 
are used in large part for providing public services 
and funding social security systems, the EU budget is 
primarily an investment budget, and, unlike national 
budgets, the EU Budget cannot run a deficit.

Oil and Gas Climate Initiative sets sights 
on carbon capture

The Oil and Gas Climate Initiative (OGCI), a 
group of leading energy companies, recently 
introduced new measures to address climate 
challenges at its fifth annual conference in New 
York and said it was making progress curbing 
methane emissions.
Among the new efforts is one to spur large-scale 
investments in carbon capture use and storage 
(CCUS) systems, with an early goal of doubling 
the amount of carbon currently stored globally 
before 2030. CCUS is a central part of efforts to 
achieve net zero emissions.
“We are committed to helping to meet socie-
ty’s lower carbon goals while reliably meeting the 
energy needs of billions of people for decades to 
come and leading at the cutting edge of technol-
ogy,” said Saudi Aramco chief technology officer 
Ahmad O. Al-Khowaiter, who participated in 
working sessions at the event. “Our involvement 
with the OGCI demonstrates this commitment.”
OGCI also reported that its members are com-
mitted to reducing the amount of methane and 
carbon emissions in their upstream oil and gas 
operations, and supporting appropriate govern-
mental policies that assign a value to carbon as 
a way to lower emissions. Members have already 
reduced their collective methane intensity by 
9% and are on track to meet a cumulative 20% 
reduction by 2025, the group said. OGCI is now 
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working on a target to reduce its collective average carbon 
intensity as well.
Reducing carbon intensity involves actions such as improving 
energy efficiency, minimizing flaring, upgrading facilities, and 
co-generation. OGCI members have set up a venture capital 
fund with more than $1 billion that has invested in startup 
companies that are developing, scaling, and deploying technol-
ogies that reduce greenhouse gas emissions. It has made seven 
new investments in the past year in companies with impactful 
technologies that span the energy value chain. Fifteen compa-
nies are in the portfolio.
OGCI is also starting a Kickstarter crowdfunding program to 
facilitate putting CCUS technologies into operation in indus-
trial hubs in the U.S., U.K., Norway, the Netherlands, and China. 
More broadly, OGCI is working with 11 countries supporting 
the Clean Energy Ministerial CCUS initiative to create a global 
commercial carbon storage industry at the scale needed to 
meet the goal of the Paris Agreement. OGCI has also joined 
the Natural Climate Solutions Vision Initiative convened by the 
World Economic Forum and the World Business Council for 
Sustainable Development.

Cargill, Maersk Tankers and Mitsui & Co. collaborate to 
bring cost-effective global GHG reductions

Cargill, Maersk Tankers and Mitsui & Co. have established a 
strategic collaboration to accelerate the reduction of global 

greenhouse gases (GHGs) within shipping. All three parties 
recognize the urgency required to tackle the global issue of 
climate change and are continually driving progress in their 
respective lines of business. Today, they are joining forces to 
accelerate these efforts and propel the maritime industry 
towards a more sustainable future.
Together, the companies will work towards lowering maritime 
GHG emissions by fully exploiting existing fuel-saving tech-
nologies and exploring new technical solutions. The aim is to 
prove that it can make economic sense for both owners and 
charterers if they work more closely together to make vessels 
more fuel-efficient, thus demonstrating that sustainable ship-
ping can also be commercially viable.
The collaboration, which is closely aligned with the Interna-
tional Maritime Organization’s target for international shipping 
to cut annual GHG emissions by 50% by 2050, has a long-term 
objective of providing “over-the-shelf” solutions for maritime 
industry actors looking to explore new technologies to reduce 
their emissions.

The environmental priorities of European ports

Οn October 17, ESPO presented its annual Environmental 
Report for 2019 at the GreenPort Congress in Oslo. The ESPO 
Environmental Report includes more than 60 different envi-
ronmental performance benchmarks, including figures on the 
green services to shipping (shore-side electricity, LNG, and 

luboilorder@lukoil.com
www.lukoilmarine.com
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environmentally differentiated port dues) and the 
Top 10 Environmental Priorities of the European 
ports.
Air quality continues as the top environmental 
priority, followed by energy consumption. Air 
quality has become a key determinant of pub-
lic “acceptance” of port activity in the years to 
come. Climate change, included in the Top 10 of 
the environmental priorities for the first time 
two years ago, is this year the third top priority 
after air quality and energy consumption. Almost 
eight out of ten European ports take climate 
change into consideration when they develop 
new infrastructure projects. Furthermore, 62% of 
ports strengthen the climate resilience of exist-
ing infrastructure, and 47% of them have already 
dealt with operational challenges due to climate 
change. The relationship with the local communi-
ty, which is of utmost importance for ports, is in 
position five this year. The 2019 citizen is strong-
er, better informed, and more engaged. The local 
community is the new influencer, and this is also 
an important reality for ports.
Transparency is clearly a high priority, with 87% 
of the ports communicating their environmen-
tal policy to the stakeholders and 82% of them 
making it publicly available on their website. 
With regard to the green services to shipping, 
more than half of the ports are offering shore-
side electricity for ships at berth (OPS), 48% of 
them providing high voltage electricity for seago-
ing vessels. One-third of them have made LNG 
bunkering available, LNG being mainly provided 
by trucks (90%), and by barges (20%). In parallel, 
56% of ports provide environmentally differen-
tiated fees for ships that go beyond regulatory 
standards, with air emissions, waste, and climate 
change being the main targets of these discounts.
In addition, 71% of the ports are certified with 
an environmental standard (ISO, EMAS, EcoPorts’ 
PERS) increased by 17% since 2013. 82% of ports 
have set up an environmental monitoring pro-
gram, waste being the most monitored issue.
Aiming to further increase the transparency and 
accountability of the European port sector and to 
enhance the relationship of ports with their local 
communities, ESPO decided to publish the annu-
al Environmental Report of the European port 
sector as from 2016. The report provides quality 
data on ports’ environmental performance and is 
becoming a point of reference for policy-makers 
and stakeholders, including local communities, 
civil society, researchers, and industry. 94 ports 
have been participating in this year’s report.

PASSENGER SHIPPING
-

Homeporting increased by 18% at the port of Piraeus 

One more newly built cruise ship, the "SKY PRINCESS," recently called 
at the port of Piraeus and was welcomed by representatives of the PPA 
Management. 
"SKY PRINCESS," the newest cruise ship in the world (October 2019), 
is 330 meters long, weighs 143,000 tons, has a capacity of 3,660 passen-
gers, and has the most modern and innovative facilities in technology and 
entertainment.
According to statistics for the first nine months of 2019, the cruise sector 
of the port of Piraeus had an increase of approximately 14.6% compared to 
2018, and homeporting (arrivals-departures from the Piraeus port), which 
has the greatest benefits for the national economy, has also increased by 
18.2%. As regards the 2020 and 2021 reservations, it is noted that this posi-
tive trend is expected to continue for the Piraeus port.
It is noteworthy that recently (July 2019), the port of Piraeus was awarded 
by the Mare Nostrum Awards (Medcruise) as the best cruise port for the 
Eastern Mediterranean region.
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Port of Kiel: New cruise passenger record

The visit of the cruise ship "AIDAPRIMA" on Saturday, 12th Octo-
ber, marks the conclusion of the ocean-going cruise liner season 
in Kiel 2019. The port has been visited this year on 174 separate 
occasions (2018: 169) by 32 different cruise ships with a total ton-
nage of 15 million GT. For the first time ever and exceeding the 
port’s expectations, about 800,000 cruise passengers embarked 
or left a ship at the terminals in Kiel (+ 33.6 %). The cruise and 
ferry passengers, as well as the crews, generated a total consumer 
spending of more than 75 million Euros in Kiel and the region. Dr 
Dirk Claus, Managing Director at the PORT OF KIEL said: “The 
Cruise Season 2019 went very well for the port of Kiel. The ship-
ping companies and the port cooperated excellently.” This was 
all the more important as the new construction of the second 
terminal building, as well as the festivities marking the Anniversa-
ry of German Unification required a temporary adaption of han-
dling processes at the northern Ostseekai berth. Furthermore, 
the expanded cruise terminal in the Ostuferhafen area which had 
been inaugurated last April proved successful in increasing the 
capacity and flexibility of the port. Dirk Claus stated: “Very big 
ships with more than 4,000 passengers can be handled smoothly 
at the Ostuferhafen Terminal. Customer satisfaction confirms the 
facility’s high quality and efficiency.”

“Blue charter”: A joint 
commitment by cruise 
companies

On 17th October, 2019, on the 
occasion of the Blue Maritime 
Summit Marseille Provence 
– Cruise Initiatives organized 
in Marseille by the Marseille 
Provence Cruise Club, the 
Costa Cruises, MSC Cruises, 
Royal Caribbean Cruises Lim-
ited and Ponant companies, the 
Ministry of the Environment, 
Provence- Alpes- Côte d’Az-
ur Regional Council and the 
Aix- Marseille-Provence Met-
ropolitan Authority signed the 
“Blue Charter” for a significant 
reduction of air pollutants, ini-
tiated by the Cruise Club and 
the Port of Marseille Fos.
With the growing awareness 
at local level regarding air pol-
lutant emissions linked to the 

shipping industry, cruise companies are undertaking jointly 
with the major institutions to preserve the quality of the air 
for Marseille’s inhabitants!
Thanks to the signing of the Blue Charter, a new, key step has 
been taken in the “Zero-Smoke Port Calls” plan for Marseille, put 
in place by the Port of Marseille- Fos, Marseille Provence Cruise 
Club and Provence- Alpes- Côte d’Azur Regional Council.
The plan, to be applied at all three of the region’s commercial 
ports, will see almost €9M invested at Marseille by the Region 
and the Grand Port Maritime de Marseille with a view to pro-
viding shore-to-ship power for vessels at berth by 2024, a first 
in the Mediterranean. This unique and particularly ambitious ini-
tiative has the political backing of the City of Marseille and the 
Bouches-du-Rhône Departmental Council, as well as support 
from elected representatives on all political sides.
Four signatory companies central to the development of the 
cruise business in Marseille, namely Costa Cruises, MSC Cruis-
es, Royal Caribbean Cruises Limited, and Ponant, made firm 
commitments.
Their businesses represent almost 83% of the cruise port calls 
made at the Port of Marseille’s harbours and 95% of cruise 
passenger throughput, a figure that testifies to the stated will-
ingness of all stakeholders to work towards a significant reduc-
tion of air pollutants.
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The team started by sharing the statistics of Cyp-
riot seafarers:
Cyprus has currently 1923 seafarers but more 
than 90% of them are above 50 years of age. 
There are only 33 active seafarers below 30 years 
of age and 96 seafarers between the age of 30 – 
40. Out of this, there are only 4 female seafarers.
The team suggests that a target of tripling these 
numbers at all levels within the next 3 years is a 
good target to aim for. Accordingly, the sugges-
tions presented were as follows:

1. Continue to spread awareness  
about shipping.

The team lauded the work of the Deputy Ministry 
of Shipping (DMS), the Cyprus Shipping Chamber 
(CSC) and the local industry for their efforts to 
raise awareness. The team recommended contin-
uing this work, with the following additions:

a) Include success stories of Cypriot and 
Greek seafarers in middle-school history or 
literature. This will inspire young school stu-
dents through the availability of role-models.
b) The shipping ministry to conduct work-
shops for school counsellors, school children 
and parents to educate them about the ship-
ping industry.
c) Continue to inform the public on the 
attractive wages, tax benefits, labour and 
rights protection.
d) Government schemes to enable access to 
students for water-sports at discounted offers 
so they develop a love for sea & boats early on.
e) Encourage women seafarers.

Choosing a seafaring career: 
What are the incentives  
and new skills required?
This was one of the topics discussed at the Young Executives 
session during Maritime Cyprus 2019. The format involved 
a team of about 20 shipping professionals with diverse 
experience, discussing the topic for about 45 minutes, 
facilitated by a mentor, and then presenting their findings 
to the audience. Significantly, the team also consisted of a 
number of seafarers, current and ex, and female seafarers.

SEAFARING CAREER OUTLOOK
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INFORMATIONS ET RESERVATONS :

01 40 21 11 02
RESERVATIONS@CELESTYALCRUISES.FR

A cruise with Celestyal Cruises is an unforgettable experience. Because it takes you 
not only to all the must-see destinations but also to all the hidden gems of Greece, 

while enjoying overnight stays in Mykonos and Santorini on selected itineraries.

Awarded by the world-renowned Cruise Critic platform with Best Service & Best 
Value awards for the excellent services on board and the more intimate experience 
of our mid-sized vessels, the Celestyal All-Inclusive Experience is certified to offer 

you the best Greece has to offer in one single price, with no extra charges.

celestyalcruises.com
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2. Improve success rate of seafarers

The current graduation rate of deck and engineering cadets in the 
last 10 years is 50%. However, the percentage of cadets achieving 
Master-Mariner or Chief Engineer license is below 20%. This is a 
big waste of time and resources for the government, the shipping 
company and the candidates. The team suggested that:

a) That the DMS and the industry commission a study on 
the reasons for the dropout rate, and solutions. One of 
the potential solutions may be enhanced aptitude tests 
and counselling before entry into maritime academies.
b) Bureaucracy for issuance of certificates to be reduced, 
such as by digitization.
c) Improve wages for cadets, covering the full sea-time up 
until watchkeeper’s license.
d) All STCW courses up until watchkeeper’s license to be 
sponsored by the Government. This could be either a full 
or part scholarship, or a student-loan.

3. Improve desirability of seafaring

The idea is that greater the desirability of seafaring, greater will 
be the ability of candidates to overcome the initial challenges 
of a career at sea.

a) The DMS and industry bodies should continue to lend 
their voice against career-deterrents such as criminaliza-
tion of seafarers, piracy and abuse. 
b) The industry must avoid ‘dry-ships’ (where alcohol con-
sumption is prohibited) and look at providing ‘family-car-
riage’ (allowing relatives to travel with crew onboard) for 
certain ranks.
c) Sea-time on Cyprus flagged ships should serve at least 
as part-substitute for service in the National Guard.
d) DMS to work with the industry for assured employ-
ment schemes.
e) Cadets should not be obliged to pay 9000 euros to be 
paid to the Greek Government for social security payment.
f) Keep wage and tax structures attractive for seafarers to 
continue their career path.

4. Sea-Mentor

A serving or ex-seafarer should be appointed as a Mentor for 
all Cypriot seafarers. The Mentor should have access to the 
DMS and the CSC. They can provide career guidance, as well as 
arrange for counselling on certain mental health issues. 
The Mentor can act as a bridge between seafarers and the 
industry. The can help seafarers attend seminars when on leave, 
integration with the society, provide career options in new 
technologies such as renewable energy and fuel efficiency. They 
may also be able to assist with job placements.
The Mentor should be available through web, phone and email 
24x7x365.

5. Invest in Maritime Education & Training

a) Provide attractive wages to trainers and professors in 
both academies and in corporate settings. This way, the 
industry can attract trainers with suitable aptitudes who 
can inspire seafarers to succeed in their seafaring careers.
b) The DMS/ industry should consider the possibility of 
Cadetships. When a group of cadets complete their first 
sea-time together, the company and peer-support help 
them overcome initial anxieties about their careers.
c) Also look at skills-training, especially for positions such 
as electro-technical officer and welders. They could be 
also provided career growth options to become officers.
d) Invest in research and training for autonomous ships 
and ships propelled by renewable energy.

6. Increase focus on cruise, yacht, river,  
ferries hotel crew

Besides careers as navigating, engineering and electrical officers, 
there is a big demand for positions in the cruise, yacht and lei-
sure industry. Many river-cruise management companies have 
local crewing offices in Cyprus which employ staff on Cyprus 
contracts with paid social insurance which enables claiming 
unemployment benefits during the winter season when most 
ships are laid off.
Employment on European river cruises is regulated by EU laws 
which determine the allocated vacation time per month worked 
and employees receive vacation regularly during contract. This 
enables staff to travel home more frequently than on cruise 
ships – on an average 8 months’ season, crew can receive holiday 
twice and this is usually paid for by the employer.
Hotel staff, security, medical staff, entertainers- all of these can 
provide a steady source of employment. This should be pro-
moted through:

a) Career fairs and counselling- as earlier recommended, 
should also include highlighting the positions in the leisure 
industry. 
b) All hospitality schools and colleges should introduce 
passenger ship modules. These modules are to be taught 
by industry professionals and aligned with transparent 
career placement services and job fairs where students 
can obtain direct feedback from ex or current seafarers.
c) Transparent and organized job placement.
d) Informing the general public on career options for hotel 
staff, security staff and entertainers.

The above suggestions implemented in tandem can help 
increase the number of seafarers in Cyprus, and by the same 
token, the availability of experienced maritime professionals 
for supporting the Cyprus maritime hub.

The above reported conclusions were provided by the "Pink 
Team" coached by Captain VS Parani. The "Pink Team" was part 
of the Young Executives session during Maritime Cyprus 2019.

SEAFARING CAREER OUTLOOK



C.V. E X P R E S S

Σημαία:
Mήκος:
Πλάτος:

Eλληνική  
79μέτρα
11,7μέτρα

Iπποδύναμη:   1.500 ίπποι
Tαχύτητα: 12κόμβοι
• 1.500 Τόνοι

Σημαία:
Mήκος:
Πλάτος:

Eλληνική  
157μέτρα
25μέτρα

Iπποδύναμη:   12.000 ίπποι
Tαχύτητα: 18κόμβοι
• 956 Eμπορευματοκιβώτια

Ένα από τα 6 αδελφά πλοία

Σημαία:
Mήκος:
Πλάτος:

Eλληνική  
304 μέτρα
40μέτρα

Iπποδύναμη:   78.000 ίπποι
Tαχύτητα: 25,6κόμβοι
• 6.420 Eμπορευματοκιβώτια

Ένα από τα 8 αδελφά πλοία

Σημαία:
Mήκος:
Πλάτος:

Eλληνική  
351μέτρα
43μέτρα

Iπποδύναμη:   102.000 ίπποι
Tαχύτητα: 25,5κόμβοι
• 9.500 Eμπορευματοκιβώτια

Ένα από τα 5 αδελφά πλοία

Στο  ξεκίνημα 1975 1985

2000 2006

C.V. S   E  A  L  A  N  D     N  E  W    Y  O  R  K C.V. C O S C O H E L L A S

M.V. K R I T O N

Ξεκίνησε από ναυτικό, την εξέλιξη και την προκοπή της  
την οφείλει στους συνεργάτες της έλληνες ναυτικούς,  

στη θάλασσα και στη στεριά.

Eίναι η εταιρεία που αυτό δεν το ξέχασε ποτέ και  
το αποδεικνύει με τις ενέργειές της.

Πάντα χρειαζόμαστε ικανούς νέους συνεργάτες  
για να συνεχίσουμε

μαζί το έργο των παλαιοτέρων.

Eάν ενδιαφέρεστε να είστε ένας από αυτούς,  
επικοινωνήστε μαζί μας στο τηλέφωνο 210 94.90.180 ή  

στείλτε το βιογραφικό σας στο Fax: 210 94.09.051-2,  
στο e-mail: info@costamare.com,

στη διεύθυνση: Zεφύρου 60 &  Λ. Συγγρού, 175 64 Π. Φάληρο, Aθήνα.

2013

C.V. M S C  A J A C CI O

Σημαία:
Mήκος:
Πλάτος:
Iπποδύναμη:   64.505 ίπποι
Tαχύτητα: 22,5κόμβοι
• 8.827 Eμπορευματοκιβώτια

Ένα από τα 7 αδελφά πλοία

Μάλτας
300 μέτρα
48μέτρα

Σημαία:
Mήκος:
Πλάτος:
Iπποδύναμη:   66.893 ίπποι
Tαχύτητα: 23,0κόμβοι
• 14.524 Eμπορευματοκιβώτια

Ένα από τα 5 αδελφά πλοία

Μάλτας
369 μέτρα
51μέτρα

Σήμερα

C.V. V  A   L   O   R C.V. T   I   T   A   N 

COSTAMARE SHIPPING COMPANY S.A.
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Technology
and Shipbuilding

DNV GL awards AIPs to DSME for new 
ethylene carrier cargo tank designs

At the Gastech trade fair in Houston, DNV GL 
presented South Korea’s Daewoo Shipbuild-
ing & Marine Engineering Co. Ltd. (DSME) with 
Approval in Principle (AIPs) certificates for two 
new 98,000 cubic meter (CBM) ethylene carrier 
cargo tank designs. In a hand-over ceremony at 
the DSME booth, Odin Kwon, Chief Technology 
Officer (CTO) of DSME, received the AIP cer-
tificates from Johan Petter Tutturen, DNV GL – 
Maritime’s Business Director Gas Carriers.
“This is another great milestone in our long-
standing relationship with DNV GL, demonstrat-
ing DSME's strong design and innovation capabili-
ties,” said Odin Kwon.
The AIPs were granted for two type-B prismatic 
cargo tank designs, one made of high manganese 
steel, the other constructed with 5 percent nickel 
steel. During the review, DNV GL experts assessed 

the cargo containment systems, machinery spaces, 
and accommodation arrangements, as well as the 
hull girder strength and local scantling amidships. 
Onboard lifesaving and firefighting systems were 
also part of the assessment. It was found that the 
general concepts of both tank designs comply with 
the DNV GL rules for the classification of ships 
and that they are in accordance with SOLAS and 
the IGvC Code (2016 edition).
“We are delighted to have been able to use our 
extensive experience with gas carriers to sup-
port DSME in delivering safe, efficient, and envi-
ronmentally friendly tank designs for the new 
generation of VLECs,” said Johan Petter Tuttur-
en. “Increasing oil and gas production from shale 
deposits is making more ethylene available across 
the globe, and an increasing number of ship oper-
ators are interested in the gas as cargo for gas 
carriers. DSME’s innovative designs will give the 
industry new options as it looks to expand this 
market,” added Tutturen.

Edited by:
Nikos Vergounis



OGCI Climate investments leads  
€8 million investment in 
Norsepower

Norsepower Oy Ltd., provider of low 
maintenance, software operated, data ver-
ified auxiliary renewable wind energy pro-
pulsion systems announced recently that 
OGCI Climate Investments had led an €8 
million investment round in Norsepower, 
along with current investors, to accelerate 
Norsepower’s growth on global markets. 
The investment enables Norsepow-
er to scale up production at its man-
ufacturing facilities as part of the next 
phase of commercialization triggered by 
demand for its renewable wind energy 
propulsion systems. The increased take-
up comes at a time when the interna-
tional shipping industry looks to offset 
expensive fuel costs - that are likely to 
increase following the IMO’s 2020 global 
sulphur cap - and prepare for IMO GHG 
emissions targets for 2030 and 2050. 
Commenting on the announcement, 
Tuomas Riski, CEO, Norsepower, said: 
“We are very excited to be partnering 
with OGCI Climate Investments on this 
initiative, which will leverage the exper-
tise and capabilities of both organiza-
tions to scale our Rotor Sail Solution. 
Importantly, this partnership will also 
allow Norsepower to deliver cleaner 
solutions for the oil tanker market as 
it strives to increase sustainability and 
decarbonize in its role as a critical vehi-
cle for the world economy.”

NYK Conducts World’s First 
Maritime Autonomous Surface 
Ships Trial

Iris Leader, a large NYK-operated PCTC 
having a gross tonnage of 70,826 tons, 
was navigated day and night using the 
Sherpa System for Real ship (SSR) naviga-
tion system during the period from 14 to 
17 September from Xinsha, China, to the 
port of Nagoya, Japan, and then from the 
port of Nagoya to the port of Yokoha-
ma, Japan, from 19 to 20 September. The 
ship’s crew performed routine duties 
during the navigations, which included 
Japan’s coastal regions but excluded bays.
During the trial, the SSR’s performance 

in actual sea conditions was monitored 
as it collected information on environ-
mental conditions around the ship from 
existing navigational devices, calculated 
collision risk, automatically determined 
optimal routes and speeds that were 
safe and economical, and then automat-
ically navigated the ship. Using data and 
experience gained through this trial but 
not obtainable through onshore simula-
tors, NYK was able to ensure the feasi-
bility of the SSR and its benefit for safe 
and optimal operations. This trial was 
a step toward realizing NYK’s goal of 
manned autonomous ships.

The world's first Aframax crude oil 
tankers (COTs) which apply fuel cells

Samsung Heavy Industries has become 
the first shipbuilder to develop the 
world's first Aframax crude oil tankers 
(COTs) applying fuel cells to respond to 
the IMO regulations strictly limiting CO2 
emissions, bringing it one step closer to 
the eco-friendly vessels market.
SHI announced that it had acquired 
Approval in Principle (AiP) by DNV GL 
for its fuel cell-powered A-max COT.
AiP, a process that verifies technological 
features of basic marine designs, enables 
shipbuilders to receive orders by official-
ly approving their technologies and ships.
The newly developed fuel cell-powered 
COTs, which are environmentally friend-
ly as they replace oil-based power gener-
ators with solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) 
using LNG as fuel, have improved ener-
gy efficiency and significantly reduced 
greenhouse gas emissions.
If fuel cells are applied to an A-max COT 
which traditionally uses 3MW genera-
tor engines, GHG emissions decrease 
by more than 45%, as much as removing 
about 10,000 combustion-powered cars 
from the roads worldwide.
Thanks to cooperation with Bloom 
Energy of the US, which commercial-
ized SOFCs for the first time, the ves-
sels boast high stability. Samsung Heavy 
Industries developed the core manu-
facturing processes, including the fuel-
ling system and power control system 
for the fuel cells. It has also become 
the first shipbuilder to achieve AiP for 

COTs powered by fuel cells, which have 
higher volumes compared to tradition-
al engines, by optimally deploying them 
without changing vessel designs.
Meanwhile, as SOFCs can use hydro-
gen as a fuel for fuel cells in addition to 
LNG, it is anticipated that zero-emission 
hydrogen vessels will be built based on 
the approved technology. 
"As regulations to reduce GHG emissions 
take effect step by step, the introduction 
of fuel cells to vessels is inevitable. This 
approval and being the first shipbuilder 
to secure this marine fuel cell technology 
illustrates that Samsung Heavy is highly 
likely to lead the market," said Kyunghee 
Kim, Vice President of SHI.

UECC goes for third battery hybrid 
LNG PCTC

Close on the heels of their call for two 
new battery hybrid LNG PCTCs, UECC 
has confirmed an option with China Ship 
Building Trading Co. Ltd. and Jiangnan 
Shipyard Group Co. Ltd. for a third bat-
tery hybrid LNG vessel, this time slated 
for UECC’s Atlantic short sea trade.
“This order is another step in our com-
mitment to cleaner shipping,” says Glenn 
Edvardsen, CEO of UECC. “Our expe-
rience with LNG dual-fuel vessels has 
been good, and we want to keep moving 
forward to expand our sustainable fleet.” 
Already winners, UECC’s two first 
ECO-class vessels grabbed first and sec-
ond place in Bremenports’ Greenports 
Award 2018 for being the cleanest ships 
calling at one of Europe's busiest ports. 
With the addition of battery hybrid 
technology, the three new ships raise 
the environmental protection bar even 
further. 
The new orders will push the UECC 
dual-fuel LNG fleet to five vessels. “When 
our third battery hybrid LNG PCTC is 
delivered in 2022, it will usher in a new 
era for UECC and short sea shipping in 
Europe,” says Edvardsen. “That will give 
us a total of five eco-friendly vessels in 
our fleet. This represents more than 50% 
of the UECC owned fleet, and no other 
short sea company, or deep sea for that 
matter, can demonstrate such a sustain-
able fleet.”
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NEWBUILDINGS

Atlantic 
Bulk 
Carriers 
Management 
Ltd. (abcml): 
“M/V Desert 
Grace”

As part of its newbuilding 
program, Atlantic Bulk Carriers 
Management Ltd. has recently 
added one more newly-built bulk 
carrier vessel to its fleet.



M/V Desert Grace: 
ABCML’s Ultramax 
newbuilding

The newbuilt “M/V Desert Grace” was built by 
Imabari Shipbuilding Co. Ltd, Japan in 2019 and 
is the second delivery out of 4 sister Ultramax 
vessels. The vessel has a capacity of 63.553 DWT 
and is registered under the Marshall Islands flag. 

Name
Desert Grace

Vessel Type
Bulk Carrier / Ultramax

Year Built
2019

Shipyard                      
Imabari Shipbuilding 
Co. Ltd.

IMO Number
9849502

DWT
63,553 MT

Total Length
199.98 m

Breadth
199.98 m

Flag
Marshall Islands

Classification
American Bureau  
of Shipping (ABS)
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NEWBUILDINGS

Sealink Navigation Ltd:  
“M/V EVGENIA K”



M/V EVGENIA K:  
The latest acquisition
of Sealink Navigation

Continuing its newbuilding program, Sealink 
Navigation LTD.  has recently added to its fleet 
one more newly built bulk carrier vessel.

The new ECO Ultramax “M/V EVGENIA K” was 
built by Imabari Shipbuilding Co. Ltd. (Shin Kasa-
do dockyard in Japan), has a capacity of 64,000 
DWT and is registered under the Marshall 
Islands flag.

Name
EVGENIA K

Year Built
2019

Delivery date     
17/07/2019

Flag                      
Marshall Islands

REGISTRY
Class NK

DWT                    
64,000 MT

NET TONNAGE
20,839 MT

Vessel Type
Bulk Carrier
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News

ClassNK sets new standards

New initiatives from ClassNK to protect 
safety and the marine environment 

In order to reduce atmospheric pollution caused 
by sulphur oxides (SOx) and particle matter (PM) 
found in vessel emissions, enforcement of ship-
ping’s environmental regulations is becoming ever 
stronger. 
However, with Greenhouse Gases now also within 
the sights of regulators, LNG’s ability to reduce CO2 
emissions by 10% to 20% compared to conventional 
oil fuels bring a new dimension to the future viability 
of a marine fuel that is already Sulphur-free. 
Recently, ClassNK granted Approval in Principle 
(AIP) based on its Rule Part GF which adopts IGF 
Code (regulation for ships using low-flashpoint 
fuels). The development supports various joint pro-
jects on the concept design of LNG-fuelled bulk 
carriers led by companies such as NYK Line/Japan 
Marine United and Kawasaki Heavy Industries.
But perhaps ClassNK’s most remarkable recent 
safety initiative, especially for dry cargo ships, is 
the establishment of ClassNK Archive Center 
(NKAC). As international regulations are requir-
ing the industry to enhance the safety of highly 
sensitive design and construction information, 
ClassNK’s world-first and only viable onshore 
Archive Center provides an essential service, ena-
bling both shipowners and shipbuilders to com-
ply with new IMO Global Based Standards (GBS) 
- Ship Construction Files (SCF) and the related 
industry standard. 
The SCF provides the vessel design and construc-
tion information needed to ensure the safety of the 
ship throughout its operational life. According to 

the SCF guidelines, this information must be stored 
on board. Other information, including the high-level 
intellectual property (IP) drawings belonging to the 
shipyards such as the yard plan, lines and detailed 
structural calculations, is kept confidential and does 
not need to be carried on board. 
To supplement the regulation, the Industry Stand-
ard was also developed by a cross-industry group 
including the Shipbuilders’ Association of Japan 
(SAJ) and other organizations such as CAN-
SI, CESA, KOSHIPA, SCA, ICS, INTERCARGO, 
INTERTANKO, BIMCO, OCIMF and IACS.
As of June 2019, no service other than NKAC has 
announced the storage of GBS-SCF. Although the 
necessity to have SCF onboard to improve the 
safety of ships is unquestionable, at the same time 
SCF is an intellectual property developed by Ship-
builders. In order to tackle this conflict between 
the players, ClassNK has utilized innovative and 
secure cloud-based technology to develop NKAC 
for the storage and management of SCF and oth-
er electronic documents.

ERMA FIRST invests in METIS Cyberspace 
Technology

ERMA FIRST, the maritime-focused environmen-
tal engineering group, announced on October 17 
the acquisition of a controlling interest in MET-
IS Cyberspace Technology that was previously 
owned by the Germanos – led Olympia Group.
The innovative METIS platform uses Cloud-based 
Virtual Personal Assistants that work ceaselessly 
to provide in-time information, diagnosis and pre-
diction to company personnel through a conversa-
tional user interface focused on the requirements 



of shipping companies. In a very short period of time, METIS has attracted an 
exceptional client list of prominent international shipowners and managers. 
The team will remain the same as before.
With technology playing an increasingly critical role in every aspect of the 
industry, both companies recognize that they need to accelerate the devel-
opment of green digital solutions to ensure they remain in the competitive 
vanguard.
“We are extremely excited to be joining forces with METIS. We have been 
admirers of the company since its inception,” said Managing Director of 
ERMA FIRST Konstantinos Stampedakis and he added, “Our vision for 
METIS is to allow its team to continue doing what it does so well and 
to strengthen the company’s ability to provide solutions for smarter, safer, 
greener and more efficient solutions for the maritime industry”.
“Together, we will produce new products and services, extending the coverage 
of the ship’s operation towards a more sustainable future. METIS already offers 
a unique product but has unlimited capabilities that go well beyond perfor-
mance monitoring. 
Our interest in METIS definitely has an eye on the future,” said Eleni Polychro-
nopoulou, Executive Vice President of Environmental Protection Engineering 
SA. For METIS, Mike Konstantinidis commented “We are delighted to receive 
the endorsement of ERMA FIRST and become a valuable member of the com-
pany. Shipping is on the brink of a new era and, as exciting possibilities arise, 
we now have a stronger base to explore them together.” 

Orolia Maritime collaborates with SRH MARINE SAIT on a new 
enavigation security solution

Orolia Maritime announces it is working in close collaboration with SRH 
Marine to integrate Orolia Maritime’s M-SecureSync cyber security capabili-
ties into its new automated digital services distribution platform.
Building on its reputation in the maritime market, SRH Marine’s Resilient 
Navigation solution “SecureNav+” is due to be launched by end of 2019. This 
new agnostic solution links a vessel’s Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) 
or Fleet Broadband (FBB), Electronic Chart Display and Information System 
(ECDIS) and Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver, allowing 
ship owners and operators to use the device as a data bridge to review and 
update ECDIS data. 
With the inclusion of Orolia Maritime’s M-SecureSync capabilities, this com-
bined solution will allow ships sailing paperless to analyse their GNSS source 
for jamming or spoofing interference, offering ship owners the combined 
enavigational security of GNSS signal integrity and chart accuracy.
“We are thrilled to be working with SRH Marine,” comments Chris Loizou, 
Vice President Maritime at Orolia. “This innovative collaboration builds on 
Orolia Maritime’s strengths in resilient GNSS solutions, offering both ves-
sel and shoreside management a unique enavigational security solution dur-
ing a period of increased concern over GNSS cyber safety.” SRH Marine 
Group Chief Operating Officer, Panayiotis Giannoulis, echoes Mr. Loizou’s 
sentiments, saying, “We’re pleased to be working with Orolia Maritime on 
this, building on our existing partnership. The SecureNav+ solution will bring 
more resilient navigation and ensure ship owners have access to the latest 
e-navigation information. The incorporation of  M-SecureSync capabilities will 
give our customers the peace of mind that they are protected by a multi-lay-
ered suite of cyber security resilience for threats to critical GNSS signals.”
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The team from Intellian explained how the NX 
Series has the capability to address a very big 
challenge for maritime satcom at the moment 
– should ship owners and operators defer their 
decision to upgrade connectivity and wait to see 
what new services based on Low Earth Orbit 
(LEO) and Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) can do 
for their business.
A core benefit of these expected, new satellite 
constellations and services is low-latency, which 
in effect means ships and shore offices can dra-
matically improve efficiency using real-time appli-
cations, giving that directly “plugged in experi-
ence”, with the 1st series of constellations fully 
commercially available at the end of 2021. 
The NX Series according to the Intellian team, is 
fully capable to maximize the GEO constellation 
for the NOW, using the NX capabilities to be EAS-
IER, FASTER and STRONGER and ready for the 
future. Intellian has designed its new range of VSAT 
systems for maximized operation on LEO, MEO 
and the current Geostationary satellites (GEO). 
The benefits are clear; customers can get the best 
performance on the satellite services available 
today but save money in the future by not hav-
ing to replace their antennas should they choose 
new LEO or MEO services when they are ready.
Intellian’s innovative design for the NX Series 
delivers significant lifecycle savings in many other 
areas too. Installation is simplified, for instance with 
a single cable between the antenna and below deck 
units and the modular design means that spare 
parts can be shared across the range. This reduces 
the amount of spare parts stock by 40%. 

Tototheo and Intellian introduce a new portfolio of cutting-edge 
satcom antennas to Greek customers

Tototheo Maritime is a true believer in the evolution of the maritime indus-
try. It has repeatedly demonstrated that technological advancement and 
increased connectivity on vessels can be regarded as an opportunity for 
further improvement and optimization, always keeping humans as a focal 
point. The key to successful implementation of digital tools is maintaining 
the respect toward what humans bring to the equation.  
Being a maritime technology company for 30+ years, allows Tototheo to have 
a deep understanding of our industry’s needs, a thorough knowledge of the 
requirements placed upon operators – regulatory, market etc. – and apply 
these, supporting their customers with their digital journey.  The ultimate goal 
is always to utilize technology in a responsible and sustainable way.
Tototheo Maritime’s Digital Control Room (DCR) encompasses all the 
above, allowing ship owners and managers to really be in control of the 
large amounts of data they aggregate daily. The DCR is an innovative Soft-
ware-as-a-Service platform developed keeping in mind the transition of the 
shipping industry into the digital era. Through the DCR, Tototheo Maritime 
addresses the need to keep up with the transformation of our industry in 
a smart and efficient way. It allows for powerful data management, flexibility 
to adapt to an everchanging environment and the vast capability of encom-
passing various aspects of the maritime ecosystem. 
Tototheo’s portfolio is rich in innovative solutions from advanced firewall, 
application hosting, connectivity, cyber security and much more, all specifi-
cally created for the maritime industry. For many years now, Tototheo Mari-
time has remained at the forefront of technological development in shipping, 
providing bespoke, scalable solutions to address the evolving needs of its 
customers and of the industry itself. 
Long-term maritime satellite communications partners Tototheo and Intel-
lian introduced a new portfolio of cutting-edge satcom antennas to Greek 
customers at a partner event in Athens on October 23rd. 
The event attracted a diverse audience, all keen to hear about Intellian’s 
new full range of VSAT systems and what they can do to make satcom 
easier and lower-cost. The launch of the Intellian NX Series – featuring Ku/
Ka-band VSAT and Global Xpress antennas from 85cm to 1.5metres – didn’t 
disappoint in both of these areas.

MARKET NEWS
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Servicing by the OEM saves money  
and secures asset value

By John Carnall, 
Senior Vice President, Global Lifecycle
Support, MacGregor

Effective, expert maintenance, provided as part of a longer-
term service commitment between OEM and customer, 
ensures optimum reliability, on-time responses, cost savings 
and effective risk management.

In the last ten years, reported shipping incidents have increased by 33%, with 
the same percentage caused by machinery damage or failure. In many cases, 
these incidents could have been avoided through periodic visual inspection, 
but the prolonged industry downturn has meant that maintenance budget 
cuts have run so deep that even these have been impacted.
Every equipment supplier in the market is aware of the difficulties facing 
the industry and recognises that cost control has become a main driver in 
the maintenance sector. However, saving money does not mean stopping 
maintenance activity; it means doing it right first time and avoiding costly 
repeat work.

With raised levels of cost-awareness, it is even 
more important that shipowners, charterers and 
fleet managers look to original equipment man-
ufacturers (OEMs), such as MacGregor, for their 
maintenance and technical support requirements.
Effective maintenance practices minimise failure 
and incident related risks, with insurance com-
panies better able to manage and substantiate a 
claim if they are able to demonstrate that proper 
maintenance had been undertaken.
It is generally accepted that effective mainte-
nance practices positively support commercial 
operations, so OEMs need to help customers 
with making the right service support choices in 
an environment of constrained budgets.

Close is good, even closer is better
Whilst good maintenance practices positively 
support business operations, you have to start 
by being close-by. My belief is that the closer you 
are to a customer, the better you support them.
One of the goals at MacGregor has been to 
strengthen our global footprint and we currently 
have 50 service offices in 32 countries. This is core 
to our service commitment and based on regional 
hubs which support the local offices. 
It is all about speed and responsiveness, as equip-
ment that is not working is not earning money. 
This is a key benefit of the hubs as they bring 
integrated support capabilities together in one 
location, enhancing the ability to better serve our 
customers.

The changing service landscape
Optimal equipment reliability and availability is 
the priority. To support effective dry-docking 
activities, we have developed a planning tool 
based on each vessel’s unique IMO number. All 
MacGregor customers are contacted up to 18 
months before the docking is due to arrange an 
advance equipment inspection, followed by the 
provision of a condition report and recommen-
dations. This enables parts to be ordered in suf-
ficient time and required work to be undertaken 
in alignment with the dry-docking schedule.

Effective service support relies on two-way 
communication
Saving costs does not mean cutting down on main-
tenance activities; it means being focused on doing 
it the right way. When we are able to have an effec-
tive dialogue with customers, jointly plan required 
work and then carry it out as agreed, we are the 
best at what we do and can deliver the world-class 
operational support that is expected of MacGregor.

MARKET NEWS
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Seaven Tanker Management becomes the first 
company worldwide under 10,000 DWT to be certified 
by Green Award Foundation

Seaven Tanker Management celebrated its induction into the 
Green Award Foundation, during a Ceremony at its new Train-
ing Center on the 4th of July 2019.
Seaven (Tanker Management Inc. & Dry Management Inc.) was 
established in 2003 under the name EVIA PETROL.
From the outset, the emphasis has been on modernity, quality 
and safe operations. To achieve this end, the founders recruited an 
experienced management team from the shipping industry. Seav-
en currently operates a fleet of seven small/ medium sized Hellen-
ic flagged modern oil/ chemical tankers and two cement carriers, 
able to discharge either pneumatic or mechanically.
Green Award was established in 1994 as a non-profit, inde-
pendent, international foundation, acting as a quality mark by 
auditing and certifying companies and vessels that go above 
and beyond industry standards in terms of safety, quality and 
environmental performance.
Seaven, sharing foundation’s core values, commenced the 
efforts to become certified, in 2017, when Green Award Foun-

dation tonnage threshold was above Seaven’s vessels DWT 
and the request had to be discussed at the board of experts.
At the end of 2017, Jan Fransen, Executive Director of the 

Green Award Founda-
tion, brought the good 
news. Green Award 
Board approved the 
proposal to lower the 
Green Award thresh-
old for tankers to 
2,000 DWT.
Details were discussed 
and Seaven’s applica-
tion followed a few 
days later. 2018 was 
for Seaven a year of 
tentative preparations, 
in order to identify 
gaps and rectify them. 
Seaven was preparing 
to become a worthy 
Green Award member. 
In November 2018, the 
Office Audit was mate-
rialized; a challenging 

audit with a positive outcome, for both parties. The first vessel, 
“EVIAPETROL V” was inspected, in March 2019, with a positive 
result.
Green Award was for Seaven a milestone, after having achieved 
to be certified for ISO 9001 & 18001, in 2017, while environmental 
sensitivity had already been awarded with ISO 14001, since 2005.
Another step on the course set for complete transformation. 
Seaven’s target is to transform into a great company, pio-
neer, benchmark and pilot for the other companies. A target 
achieved since Seaven is the first and only company in the 
world, with vessels under 10,000 DWT, certified by Green 
Award Foundation.
Jan Fransen, Executive Director of the Green Award Foun-
dation, formally handed over the Green Award plaque to the 
Principals of Seaven, Stratos and Nikolas Tsalamanios. 
Jan Fransen, Executive Director of Green Award Foundation 
said that: “Green Award is proud to welcome new companies 
motivated to make a step forward to go above and beyond 
the minimum required to set an example for safer and greener 
shipping. These small scale tankers of below 10,000 dwt par-
ticipating and aiming to become and remain frontrunners is 
a milestone for Green Award and it is our role to continue 
supporting and guiding them."
Stratos and Nikolas Tsalamanios said that “At Seaven, we 
aim to promote shipping sustainability, through our everyday 
Operations and we work together towards a safe and clean 
shipping where our vessels can safely and efficiently operate. 
The Green Award is a milestone for our company and, at the 
same time, it comes as a result of our marine and shore per-
sonnel striving for safety and excellence.”

MARKET NEWS
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This summer was one of the darkest for the envi-
ronment and climate change. It is estimated that 
the raging fires in Alaska, Greenland, and Siberia 
released more CO2 into the atmosphere in June 
than in the past eight Junes combined. On the 
other hand, one of the biggest environmental 
disasters in recent years, the fires in the Amazon 

rainforest, the 'natural lungs of the earth,' should 
cause great alarm. As French President Emma-
nuel Macron said characteristically, " Our house 
is burning. Literally. The Amazon rainforest - the 
lungs which produce 20% of our planet’s oxygen - 
is on fire. It is an international crisis."
The first Pan-Hellenic survey on this thorny issue 
that is critical for the planet and human surviv-
al was presented on Wednesday 18 September 
at the Bank of Greece General Assembly Hall, 
revealing some very interesting findings. The 
nation-wide survey on climate change adaptation 
is part of the EU's LIFE-IP AdaptInGR Integrated 
Project.
The conclusion drawn from this extensive opin-
ion survey is that the public views climate change 
as a major problem and is universally in favor of 
mitigation measures such as installing renewable 
energy sources in public buildings, banning dis-
posable plastics, eliminating emissions by 2050 
- European Union policy - and the mandatory 
adoption of bioclimatic architecture. The vast 
majority of the public accepts the proposals for 

The planet  
signals red alert

The issue of climate change is increasingly being raised at 
international fora and has become the subject of discussions 
between social partners and climate change-related 
organizations that agonize over the future of the generations 
to come. It is no coincidence that on Friday, September 20, 
hundreds of thousands of students flooded the streets of 
London, New York, Perth, Paris, and other cities across the 
world to express their anguish over the sustainability of the 
planet as they see catastrophe approaching.

CLIMATE CHANGE

By 
Giannis Theodoropoulos



a new tax policy that will redistribute burdens 
taking into account environmental impact. Finally, 
a smaller majority of large city residents are pos-
itive towards tolls to the city center.
A brief survey review shows that climate change 
seems to constitute the second most serious 
problem for Greek citizens, after the country's 
economic situation, indicating that they recog-
nize the environmental challenges of tomorrow. 
Another interesting element is the lack of infor-
mation on issues related to climate change, even 
though the majority of the participants in the 
Greek survey consider it a serious problem with 
far-reaching implications.
With regard to the 15-17-year age group - tomor-
row's driving force behind the Greek economy, 
and in this case, shipping - their responses indi-
cate there is definitely scope for enhancing the 
school's role in climate change awareness. How-
ever, what inspires optimism is the fact that vol-
unteering is the only area where young people 
aged 15-17 significantly outperform the entire 
survey sample, which shows that the young are 

not left untouched by the rapid climate change. It 
appears that despite their adverse effects, which 
are often reproduced by the media, the internet 
and social media play an essential role in moni-
toring climate change issues and thus in raising 
the awareness of Generation Z or the iGenera-
tion (as they are called due to their use of Apple 
technologies). 
The survey shows considerable geographical dif-
ferentiation, with some regions not sufficiently 
aware of the risks to which they are vulnerable. 
It is significant that the inhabitants of the North 
Aegean islands, which traditionally produce sea-
farers, consider the climate change taking place 
to be a major issue. It appears, therefore, that 
Greeks living close to the sea are more aware 
of the increasing impact of climate change, pos-
sibly because it is affecting their daily lives more 
than it does the lives of urban dwellers. If nothing 
else, this is a positive development as the future 
protagonists of Greek shipping will (in theory) be 
more aware of marine environment protection 
issues.
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Finally, as it emerges from the survey, this critical 
issue no longer has a political identity or signa-
ture. It is noteworthy that 41% of the participants 
refuse to position themselves ideologically or 
think there is no room for partisan politics when 
dealing with climate change. Of particular interest 
is the fact that the remaining 59% of Greeks place 
themselves ideologically almost evenly among the 
right, left and center.
However, what measures are people willing to 
take to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
help mitigate climate change? The most prevalent 
are recycling/re-use of objects and the energy 
efficiency upgrade of their homes.
At the survey presentation, Mrs. Lydia Carra, 
President of the HELLENIC SOCIETY for the 
Environment and Culture, commented that: "The 
results of the Pan-Hellenic Survey map current 
public attitudes by Region and age group, and will 
be a useful policymaking tool for the Ministry and 
every Municipality, Region or central government 
body involved in climate change adaptation. The 
Government is called upon to carry out the enor-
mous task of rebuilding the country's economy 
- something we all want - while also dealing with 
new Climate Change developments." 
In his address, Mr. Theodoros Mitrakos, Deputy 

Governor of the Bank of Greece, stated that: 
"The Bank of Greece is one of the first central 
banks to become actively involved in the issue of 
climate change, by setting up the Climate Change 
Impact Assessment Committee (CCISC) in 2009. 
Since then, the Bank of Greece has been active 
in addressing the critical issue of climate change 
adaptation, with the aim of strengthening the 
country's adaptation capacity by participating in 
the LIFE -IP program, which is currently the lead-
ing adaptation project in our country."
The presentation of the survey results ended 
with a speech by Mr. Kostis Hatzidakis, Minister 
of Environment and Energy, who emphasized 
that tackling climate change requires immediate 
action and cooperation between central and 
local government, the academic community, the 
market, and civil society. Mr. Hatzidakis pointed 
out that "we cannot adopt piecemeal measures 
nor move without coordination" and that "we 
are all in the same boat, and the enormity of the 
challenge ahead should unite us." Finally, the Min-
ister spoke about the four "green" priorities of 
the government, which are the issues of managing 
waste, reducing the use of plastic, delignification, 
and the " Save Energy at Home " program, which 
is broadly welcomed by Greek citizens.

CLIMATE CHANGE
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U.S. Energy Information Administration projects nearly 50% 
increase in world energy usage by 2050

In its International Energy Outlook 2019 (IEO2019), the U.S. Energy Infor-
mation Administration (EIA) projects that world energy consumption will 
grow by nearly 50% between 2018 and 2050. The EIA projects most of this 
growth will come from regions where the consumption of energy is driven 
by strong economic growth, particularly in non-OECD Asia. IEO2019 con-
tains energy consumption projections for 16 regions of the world.
“Energy consumption was greater in Asia than in any other region in 2018, 
and we project that consumption will almost double between 2018 and 
2050, making Asia both the largest and fastest-growing region in the world 
for energy consumption,” according to Linda Capuano, EIA Administrator. 
“This long-term trend of Asian energy consumption to support growing 
economies strongly influences the extraction, refining, and transport of oil, 
natural gas, and other fuels.”
According to the EIA’s IEO2019 projection, the industrial sector, which 
includes mining, manufacturing, agriculture, and construction, accounts for 
more than 50% of global end-use energy consumption between 2018 and 
2050. Economic activity for energy-intensive manufacturing, which includes 
the production of iron and steel, food, paper, refined oil products, non-me-
tallic minerals, aluminum, and basic chemicals, is increasingly concentrated in 
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fast-growing economies of Asia. The EIA projects 
India and China will account for more than half of 
global output from energy-intensive manufactur-
ing between 2018 and 2050.

Johan Sverdrup, the North Sea giant, 
is on stream

On 5 October Equinor and the Johan Sverdrup 
partnership consisting of Lundin Norway, Petoro, 
Aker BP and Total, started production from the 
giant field in the North Sea, more than two 
months ahead of and NOK 40 billion below the 
original estimates in the Plan for development 
and operation.
“Johan Sverdrup coming on stream is a momen-
tous occasion for Equinor, our partners and sup-
pliers. At peak, this field will account for around 
one-third of all oil production in Norway and 
deliver very valuable barrels with record low 
emissions. Johan Sverdrup is expected to gener-
ate income from production of more than NOK 
1400 billion, of which more than NOK 900 billion 
to the Norwegian state and society,” says Eldar 
Sætre, president and CEO of Equinor.
Johan Sverdrup has expected recoverable 
reserves of 2.7 billion barrels of oil equivalent, and 
the full field can produce up to 660,000 barrels of 
oil per day at peak. Powered with electricity from 
shore, the field has record-low CO2 emissions of 
well-below 1 kg per barrel. 

The break-even price for the full-field development is less than USD 20 
per barrel. After reaching plateau for the first phase, anticipated during the 
summer of 2020, expected operating costs are below USD 2 per barrel. 
The operator also expects cash flow from operations of around USD 50 
per barrel in 2020, based on a real oil price of USD 70 per barrel, partly as a 
result of the phasing of tax payments in the ramp-up phase.

Europe’s gas demand set to grow as Dutch giant folds

Europe’s energy landscape will change completely once the Dutch shut 
down the largest gas field on the continent years ahead of schedule, accord-
ing to Rystad Energy.
The Netherlands recently announced that production at Groningen – 
Europe’s largest gas field – will be halted in 2022, eight years earlier than 
initially planned. However, despite the ambitious target of decommissioning 
the field by 2022, Rystad Energy expects that there could be some residual 
production from Groningen up to 2030 as it is technically challenging to 
shut down production completely in such a short timeframe. 
The drastic drop in output from Groningen will redefine the European 
energy landscape. The field, which had a rebound in production at the start 
of this century, reaching 57 billion cubic meters (Bcm) in 2013, was for dec-
ades the central cog in northwest Europe’s gas system.

“The phase-out of this giant field will force Europe 
to expand its gas imports at an even quicker pace. 
We can already see this drastic shift taking place 
in the Netherlands, which is in the midst of the 
transition from being a net gas exporter to a net 
importer,” says Carlos Torres-Diaz, head of gas 
markets research at Rystad Energy.
In Europe, more supply from alternative sources 
will be needed as domestic production declines, 
and demand continues to increase. The continent 
has ambitious plans to decommission coal and 
nuclear power generation, and this could lead 
to higher gas demand, especially in the medium 
term. Renewable energy sources should replace 
some of the lost power capacity, but due to the 
low capacity factors of these technologies and 
their intermittency, the power system will rely 
strongly on gas power to provide security of sup-
ply. Consequently, Rystad Energy forecasts that 
gas-for-power demand in Europe will continue to 
increase until 2025 and then gradually decrease as 
renewables gain momentum.
The Netherlands has formally set an ambitious 
goal that 83% of total power generation is to 
be sourced from solar and wind by 2040. Such a 
transition to renewables means that the need for 
gas-power could reach a peak in 2020 and start a 
gradual decline earlier than in the rest of Europe. 
This will lead to a 32% drop in total gas demand 
in the country over the next two decades, from 
around 37 Bcm in 2019 to 25 Bcm by 2040.
“More pipeline and LNG imports will be needed 
in the Netherlands to replace declining produc-
tion from Groningen. Dutch exports to neigh-
boring countries are also expected to drop, mak-
ing the whole region more dependent on LNG 
imports to meet its demand,” Torres-Diaz added.

Chevron to Boost Production at St. Malo 
Field in the Gulf of Mexico

Chevron Corporation announced on September 
19th the sanction of a waterflood project in the 
St. Malo field. This application of enabling technol-
ogy is expected to increase recovery and advance 
Chevron’s strategy of maximizing the company’s 
existing resources in the Gulf of Mexico.
“The St. Malo field is a world-class asset that is 
positioned for highly economic brownfield devel-
opment,” said Steve Green, President of Chev-
ron North America Exploration and Production. 
“With our leading technology, experienced work-
force, and broad portfolio, we're delivering value 
in the Gulf of Mexico.”
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Rosneft Discovers New Field  
Offshore Sakhalin

As part of its exploration campaign, Rosneft Oil 
Company has successfully completed the drilling 
of the first prospecting and appraisal well at the 
Vostochno-Pribrezhny license block on the shelf 
of Sakhalin Island, resulting in the discovery of a 
new oil field. The well was drilled by Rosneft’s 
own drilling contractor RN-Burenie in accord-
ance with the planned dates and all safety and 
environmental protection standards.
As a result of drilling, the measured depth was 
3,047 metres; the vertical deviation was 1,450 
metres. A well design that provided for drilling 
two holes with S-shaped paths was developed 
for optimal discovery of all intended targets in 
the course of drilling in difficult geological con-
ditions. A set of geophysical studies in the open 
hole confirmed the oil saturation of productive 
formations. Preparations are now underway to 
test the well in casing. According to preliminary 
estimates, the reserves are up to 2 million tonnes 
of oil, which will be included in the State balance 
sheet in 2019.
In the course of further development of the pro-
ject, decisions will be made on the timing of the 
commissioning of the new field. The first well 
drilled in the licensed area at the moment con-
firms the forecast made earlier by the Company’s 
geologists for the resource potential of the entire 
area of 11 million tonnes of oil equivalent.
Rosneft Oil Company possesses licenses for the 
exploration of 55 offshore sites in Russia. The 
Okhotsk Sea shelf is a priority for the Compa-
ny. More than 20 years ago, Rosneft was the first 
company to start the development of the transit 
zone on Sakhalin Island with the use of an extend-
ed-reach well. The main oil and gas production 
projects of the Company on the Russian conti-
nental shelf are located here: Sakhalin-1 (as part 
of the international consortium), the Northern 
Tip of Chayvo license, the Odoptu-Sea field (the 
Northern Dome), and the Lebedinskoye field.

The waterflood project is Chevron’s first in 
the deepwater Wilcox trend and is expected 
to contribute an estimated ultimate recovery 
of more than 175 million barrels of oil equiva-
lent. It will include two new production wells, 
three new injector wells, and topsides injec-
tion equipment to the Jack/St. Malo floating 
production unit, allowing us to extend the life 
of the field.
Located approximately 280 miles south of 
New Orleans, La., the St. Malo field has an esti-
mated remaining production life of 30 years.

Total expands its strategic partnership 
with Adani to supply and market natural 
gas in India

As part of its strategy to develop new gas mar-
kets, Total, the world's second-largest LNG 
player, expands its partnership with the Adani 
Group, the largest energy and infrastructure 
conglomerate in India, to contribute to the 
development of the Indian natural gas market.
The Indian natural gas market represents a 
substantial growth perspective. It is currently 
only 7% of the energy consumption but has 
grown over the last three years by more than 
5% per annum, supported by an active policy of 
the Indian Government that aims to diversify 
its energy mix and develop domestic use of gas 
in cities and as fuel for vehicles. India has set 
the ambitious target of increasing the share of 
natural gas in its energy mix to 15% by 2030.
The partnership between Adani (50%) and 
Total (50%) includes several assets across 
the gas value chain, notably two imports and 
regasification LNG terminals: Dhamra in East 
India and potentially Mundra in the West, as 
well as Adani Gas Limited, one of the 4 main 
distributors of city gas in India of which Adani 
holds 74.8% and of which Total will acquire 
37.4%.
Adani Gas Limited aims to expand its distribu-
tion of gas in the next ten years through its 38 
concessions covering 7.5% of the Indian pop-
ulation, and market natural gas to industrial, 
commercial and domestic customers, targeting 
6 million homes as well as through 1,500 retail 
outlets of natural gas for vehicles. 
As part of this partnership, Total will bring its 
LNG and retail expertise and will supply LNG 
to Adani Gas Limited. Total and Adani will also 
establish a joint venture to market LNG in 
India and Bangladesh.
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New Routes out of Athens this winter

As of this winter, Air China will be increasing 
its direct services between Beijing and Athens 
from two to three per week in order to meet 
growing travel demand, especially from Chi-
na, as announced during a recent Press event 
co-organized on the occasion of the carrier’s 
second anniversary since the launch of direct 
flights between the two cities last September.
Cyprus Airways will be resuming the Paphos 
to Athens service. As of this December, the 
Cypriot airline will be the only carrier serving 
this route and will be operating direct flights 3 
times weekly on Airbus A319 aircraft.
Saudi Arabian Airlines will commence direct 
flights from the city- port of Jeddah to Athens 
as of this winter. The four new flights per week 
will replace flights from Riyadh to Athens.
Lauda and WizzAir are launching new daily 
services from Athens to Vienna. Lauda will be 
operating these flights using Airbus A320 air-
craft, while WizzAir will use Airbus A321neo 
aircraft.
Ethiopian Airlines is resuming its direct flights 

to Athens after an 18-year absence. The airline 
will be flying directly to Athens flights on 787 
Dreamliners three times per week. The new 
Ethiopian Airlines flights will also connect Ath-
ens to Moscow, Russia.

European Commission and European
Investment Bank launched the
“European Drone Investment - Advisory
Platform”

The European Commission and the Europe-
an Investment Bank (EIB) recently announced 
the launch of a “European Drone Investment - 
Advisory Platform” to support innovation and 
investment in drones. Drones – or unmanned 
aircraft - are widely regarded as having a major 
role to play in the future of aviation. The ini-
tiative aims to improve access to EU support 
in this field and to develop a better under-
standing of the market to improve investment 
beyond 2021.
Transport Commissioner Violeta Bulc said: 
“Drones offer huge potential for many eco-
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rent financial framework, notably via the Investment Plan for Europe, Horizon 
2020, and Connecting Europe Facility. The launch of the platform is followed 
by a study to be managed by the European Investment Advisory Hub (EIAH) 
that assesses the market potential and investment needs across the EU Mem-
ber States. The results will highlight the possible future mechanisms of sup-
port that may be integrated into future EU Multiannual Financial Framework 
(MFF) programmes.
The new EU rules on technical requirements for drones and drone opera-
tion constitute the foundation of one of the largest drone markets in the 
world. Further legislative works are underway, including so-called "Europe-
an standard scenarios" for drone operations that will facilitate commercial 
drone operations, without prior authorisations. The European Commission 
is also developing a framework for the provision of U-space services, which 
aims to enable complex drone operations with a high degree of automation. 
Finally, a systematic review of all existing EU aviation rules is progressing to 
identify the necessary changes to improve applicability to drone operations 
in the ‘certified’ category, similar to what exists in manned aviation.

Etihad and Air Arabia join hands to launch Abu Dhabi’s 
first low-cost carrier

Etihad Aviation Group and Air Arabia today announced on October 16 the 
signing of an agreement to launch ‘Air Arabia Abu Dhabi,’ the capital’s first 
low-cost carrier.
Etihad and Air Arabia will establish an independent joint venture company 
that will operate as a low-cost passenger airline with its hub in Abu Dhabi 
International Airport. The new carrier will complement Etihad Airways’ ser-
vices from Abu Dhabi and will cater to the growing low-cost travel market 
segment in the region.
Tony Douglas, Group Chief Executive Officer, Etihad Aviation Group, said: 
“Abu Dhabi is a thriving cultural hub with a clear economic vision built on 
sustainability and diversification. With the emirate’s diverse attractions and 
hospitality offerings, travel and tourism play a vital role in the economic 
growth of the capital and the UAE. By partnering with Air Arabia and launch-
ing Abu Dhabi’s first low-cost carrier, we are serving this long-term vision”.
Adel Al Ali, Group Chief Executive Officer, Air Arabia, said: “Home to the 
first low-cost carrier in the MENA region, the UAE has developed over the 
years to become a world-leading travel and tourism hub. We are thrilled to 
partner with Etihad to establish Air Arabia Abu Dhabi that will further serve 
the growing low-cost travel segment locally and regionally while capitalising 
on the expertise that Air Arabia and Etihad will be providing”.
Based in Abu Dhabi, the new company will adopt the low-cost business model. 
Its board of directors, consisting of members nominated by Etihad and Air 
Arabia, will steer the company’s independent strategy and business mandate.

Virgin Atlantic eyes Heathrow expansion

Virgin Atlantic is set to challenge IAG’s dominance at London Heathrow, as 
the airline unveiled plans to significantly increase its long-haul route net-
work and launch a new comprehensive network of domestic and European 
routes when the airport expands. The new route maps illustrate how the 
airline’s flying programme could grow to deliver a step-change in choice for 
customers, but only if the Government reforms the way new Heathrow 

nomic sectors. Based on the Commission’s ini-
tiative, the EU has recently established rules on 
requirements for drones and drone operations 
providing a stable legal framework. Now, togeth-
er with EIB, we want to go one step further by 
supporting additional investment and ensuring 
European leadership in innovative technology and 
smart applications at the service of people and 
business.”
“We are excited to support the European Com-
mission in this initiative. New clean, digital, and 
automated technologies, such as drones, are pro-
foundly changing transport as we know it,” said 
Mr. Vazil Hudák, Vice-President at the EIB. “The 
technology is developing at an incredibly fast 
pace. Nowadays, unmanned aircraft can monitor 
traffic, carry out infrastructure inspections, man-
age crowds, and offer smart mobility solutions, 
thus adding a new dimension to the way we cur-
rently live and travel.
The scope of the future investment may range 
from drones’ infrastructure including commercial 
drone activities, multimodal platforms for parcel 
delivery, to drones’ take-off/landing zones, and oth-
er Urban Air Mobility related projects. Existing EU 
financing options are already available in the cur-
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slots are allocated to enable the creation of a second flag carrier at the 
airport.
The plans represent a fourfold increase in Virgin Atlantic’s current interna-
tional network and include exciting unserved destinations such as Kolkata 
(India), Jakarta (Indonesia), and Panama City (Panama), where currently pas-
sengers cannot travel non-stop. In total, Virgin Atlantic plans to serve 103 
domestic, European and long-haul destinations, up from 19 long haul destina-
tions in 2020. Of the 84 new destinations planned:
• 12 are domestic, including Belfast, Glasgow, and Manchester, 
• 37 are European, including Barcelona, Dublin, and Madrid, and 
• 35 are global, including Buenos Aires, Tokyo, and Santiago. 
The Government’s Aviation Strategy Green Paper has set as its primary 
objective to facilitate effective competition between airlines through the 
allocation of additional Heathrow capacity, something that will benefit con-
sumers by providing them with more choice and lower fares. The rules 
governing the allocation of new slots are currently being reviewed by the 
Government. Virgin Atlantic warns that the new take-off and landing slots 
must be allocated in a way that enables the development of a second flag 
carrier with the necessary scale to compete effectively with IAG. Ministers 
are being urged to grasp this once in a generation opportunity to shake up 
the Heathrow market so that British passengers and trade can benefit from 
two flag carriers competing hard for their custom.
According to the Virgin Group, IAG currently dominates Heathrow Airport, 
controlling more than half of the total capacity. A new report published in 
early October found one in four passengers flying from the airport – 18.5 
million people – have no choice but to fly with that airline group. The report 
also concluded that these passengers may be paying up to 10% more in air 
fares as a consequence. Virgin Atlantic intends to compete on 25 routes 
where there is an IAG monopoly.
Shai Weiss, CEO Virgin Atlantic, commented: “Air passengers need a choice 
and Virgin Atlantic is ready to deliver when Heathrow expands. Heathrow has 
been dominated by one airline group for far too long. The third runway is a 
once in a lifetime opportunity to change the status quo and create a second 
flag carrier. This would lower fares and give a real choice to passengers, as well 
as giving Britain a real opportunity to boost its trade and investment links 
around the world. Changing the way take-off and landing slots are allocated 
for this unique and vital increase in capacity at the nation’s hub airport will 
create the right conditions for competition and innovation to thrive.”

Air France introduces new cadet pilot 
recruitment campaign

Air France is launching a new cadet pilot train-
ing campaign. Successful candidates will receive 
a comprehensive training programme entirely 
financed by the company.
The selected candidates will join the 200 or so 
cadets already undergoing training at one of 
three partner flight training schools – the French 
National School of Civil Aviation, the EPAG flight 
school, and the L3HARRIS Academy.
After completing a 24-month training course, 
they will join the group as first officers on Air 
France’s Airbus A320 or Transavia’s Boeing 737.
Admission to the cadet programme is subject 
to conditions: candidates must have bacca-
lauréat level qualifications but do not require 
any previous flight experience. The programme 
is designed to inspire candidates from all back-
grounds by promoting the career opportunities 
offered by the airline pilot profession. With 14% 
of female cadets in the previous year’s pro-
gramme versus 9% of female pilots at the com-
pany, the cadet programme encourages women 
to access technical professions and illustrates 
Air France’s commitment to equal employment 
opportunities.

Lufthansa to support Slovenian air traffic

After the collapse of Adria Airways, the Slovenian 
Flag Carrier, the Lufthansa Group has announced 
that Lufthansa Group Airlines will be connecting 
the Zurich, Munich, and Frankfurt hubs with the 
Slovenian capital Ljubljana. 
From its hub in Frankfurt, Lufthansa will oper-
ate twice a day, offering 14 weekly connections 
to Ljubljana, starting in the winter schedule. The 
Lufthansa hub in Munich will follow by providing 
daily connections beginning on 1 November.
SWISS will also be operating a daily connection 
with the start of the winter schedule.
Austrian Airlines will also offer its passengers up 
to three daily connections from Vienna to Klagen-
furt as an alternative to the termination of Adria 
Airways flight operations to Ljubljana.
With these new flights, the Lufthansa Group will 
connect passengers from all over the world to 
Slovenia and at the same time, open the gate-
way for travellers from the Slovenian capital to 
take advantage of the Lufthansa Group world-
wide network. Adria Airways was a member of 
Lufthansa’s Star Alliance.
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EVENTS

The event opened with moving renditions of the 
anthems of the United States and Greece by the 
Children’s Choir of the American community 
Schools in Athens. Peter Economides, renowned 
brand strategist, acted as Master of Ceremonies.
More than 1.100 guests, primarily from the ship-
ping industry, enjoyed the evening, honoring the 
shipping companies, their vessels and crews which 
represent Greece’s maritime heritage. An evening 
of entertainment, information and inspiration. An 
invitation for all to move forward, working for the 
future. The future of Greece after ten years of cri-
sis. The future of shipping as it faces new challenges
in a rapidly changing world. The future of educa-
tion as we prepare a new generation to take its 
place in this world. The future of safety at sea. 
The future of the planet in the face of increasing 
environmental threats. The future of our children.
The incoming President of the Propeller Club, 
Costis J. Frangoulis, honoured the outgoing Pres-
ident, and now Vice-President of the Internation-
al Propeller Club, Mr. George Xiradakis with the 
title of President Emeritus. Mr. Frangoulis talked 
about the future of the Club. He shared the 
vision of the new Board for a Propeller Club with 
even larger membership, with a presence in more 
Greek ports, with the ability to raise even more 
funds in order to give back to Greek society.
As he stated characteristically, “Together with 
this remarkable Board of Governors, we will 

The Amver Awards  
Ceremony
The Amver Awards Dinner, organized by The International 
Propeller Club of the United States, Port of Piraeus, in 
collaboration with the US Embassy in Greece and the United 
States Coast Guard, took place on Friday, November 1st, 
2019.



work intensively as a team, focused on the next 
day, working for the future.”
In his turn, the Ambassador of the United States 
to Greece and Honorary President of the Propel-
ler Club, Port of Piraeus, the Honorable Geoffrey 
R. Pyatt, thanked the previous and new Presidents 
of the Propeller Club. He emphasized that it was 
only with the support of the club and the shipping 
industry, that the Amver system could achieve 
global success. He also cited some new initiatives, 
such as the student exchange program between 
Suny State University of New York and the Hydra 
Merchant Marine Academy, just one of the many 
examples of the continuously  strengthened ties 
between the United States and Greece.
Peter Economides spoke about the need to work 
for the future with optimism, confidence, inspira-
tion, dedication and daring. He spoke about the 
need to move beyond Corporate Social Respon-
sibility, to embrace Corporate Social Leadership, 
to show society the way forward, to create the 
future. He also spoke about the importance of 
Greek shipping and his belief that Greece should 
become the thought leader for global shipping.

This year’s 
awards
AMVER AWARDS
This year's Amver Awards honored 217 Greek companies and their 2.009 
ships that volunteered for the Amver program for more than 128 days a year. 
It is worth noting that Greece, this year, achieved true distinction as the first 
country to earn more than 2.000 Amver Awards with a total of 2.009. An 
impressive success to be proud of, a true demonstration of Greece’s leading 
position in the global maritime community.

RESCUE AWARDS
This year six Greek vessels received the Special Rescue Award for rescue 
operations, saving lives at sea.

M / V FOXTROT  
Load Line Marine SA

M / V FRIO MOGAMI  
Laskaridis Shipping Co. Ltd.

M / V NESTOR  
Laskaridis Shipping Co. Ltd.

M / V SWAN CHACABUCO  
Chartworld Shipping Co.

C / V VENETIKO 
V.Ships

M / V VIRTUOUS STRIKER  
Enterprises Shipping & Trading SA

FIDELITY AWARDS
Three Greek companies with the most vessels on the Amver system during 
the past decade were honored with the Fidelity Awards.

Tsakos Group of Companies

Danaos Shipping Co. Ltd. 

Minerva Marine

The event was honored by the presence, among others, of the Ambassa-
dor of the United States of America to Greece, Mr. Geoffrey R. Pyatt, the 
General Secretary of the Ministry of Shipping and Islands Policy, Dr. Evan-
gelos Kyriazopoulos, the President of the Hellenic Chamber of Shipping 
Mr. George Pateras, the Chief of the  Hellenic Navy, Vice Admiral Nikolaos 
Tsounis, the Commandant of the Hellenic Coast Guard, Vice Admiral Theo-
doros Kliaris and the representative of the US Coast Guard, Rear Admiral 
Richard V. Timme.
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Greek-owned and Greek-controlled ship management compa-
nies continue to be at the top and to play a leading role in the 
international shipping arena. Since the 1960s, Athens, and most 
importantly, Piraeus have gradually become leading maritime 
centers, particularly in recent years. Although most ship man-
agement companies in the 1960s and 1970s were located around 
the Port of Piraeus, in the last 30 years the need for bigger office 
space and the traffic congestion around Greece's main port have 
led to a dispersion of companies in the north and south of the 
city and on centrally located highways. Τhe personal preferences 
of each shipowner, the opportunities offered by communica-
tion technologies, and other factors that each business consid-
ers to be important, undoubtedly play a vital role in this trend.  

Hence, although in the 20th century the main shipping activity cen-
tre was Piraeus, new areas and districts have attracted the interest 

of owners and entrepreneurs, thus creating a new maritime land-
scape across the Attica Basin. This research aims at recording the 
geographical allocation of ship-management companies in Attica 
today, and at providing certain data on their business activity.  

Although this is not the first or the only study on Greek ship-man-
agement companies, it is different in that it focuses on the some-
what newly-formed ‘shipping’ neighborhoods of the Attica region, 
and it aims to continue to review on a regular and periodic basis 
the geographical distribution of shipping and ship-management 
companies  in  Athens,  Piraeus, and their suburbs. 

This research is based on data derived from the 62nd Greek
Shipping Directory* and focuses exclusively on the geographical
allocation of shipping and ship-management companies and not
companies within the wider maritime cluster in Attica. 

* The 62nd Greek Shipping Directory essentially contains data on the activity of shipping companies in 2018. As a result, there may be some variation between 

the data obtained from the Directory and the data at the time of the survey.

Foreword - research identity
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MAPPING ATTICA'S SHIPPING SCENE

An up to date pathfinder’s 
map of Attica's shipping 
entrepreneurship

548 management-companies with ocean-going fleets are located in the Attica Basin, of which 41.97% 
(230/548) are located in Piraeus and 19.9% (109/548) in the Southern Suburbs (Glyfada, Voula, Vouliag-
meni, Helliniko, Varkiza, Ano Glyfada, Alimos, Argyroupoli, Vari, Paleo Faliro). 
The companies located in the Southern Suburbs manage a total of 1,115 ships, i.e., 22.3% of the total 
number of ships (1,115/4,989) managed by the companies in Attica. Although approximately 42%
(230) of the companies are concentrated in Piraeus, they manage 30.4% (1,571/4,989) of the total fleet,
as shown in Graph 2. 

Correspondingly, 13.5% (74/548) of the ship-management companies are located in the Northern Sub-
urbs (Kifissia, Marousi, Chalandri, Agia Paraskevi, Vrilissia, Nea Erythrea, Neo Psychiko, Lykovrisi) – this, 
however, does not take into account the Kifissias Avenue Axis, which is presented separately. 6.93% 
of the managing companies (i.e., 38 companies) are located on the Syngrou Avenue Axis, while the 
corresponding percentage for Kifissias Avenue reaches 9.49% (52 companies). It is noteworthy that 
the companies on these two axes operate 705 ships and 587 ships, respectively. Percentage-wise these 
numbers represent 14.1% and 11.7% of the managed ocean-going fleet, respectively. It seems, then, that 
the Syngrou Avenue Axis hosts mostly companies with larger fleets (in terms of vessel numbers).

12 companies are located along the banks of Kifissos and represent 2.19% of the total number of man-
aging companies, while the number of those located in the Greater Athens Area (Ampelokipoi, Kol-
onaki, Athens Centre) is 29, which represents 5.29% of the total. Finally, the percentage of ship-man-
agement companies in both Western (Elefsina, Magoula, Mandra, Aspropyrgos) and Eastern (Paiania, 
Koropi, Lavrio) Attica is 0.36% (2).



Graph 1. 

Geographical distribution of ship-management companies in Attica's districts 
and suburbs

Note: The absolute number of ship-manage-
ment companies that correspond to each 
percentage is in brackets
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Graph 2. 

Geographical distribution of the Greek and Greek-controlled fleet  
managed by ship-management companies in Attica's districts and suburbs

Where is the Greek and Greek-controlled fleet managed from?

Note:
The absolute number of vessels that correspond 
to each percentage is in brackets
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THE GREEK REGISTRY
Graph 3. 

Geographical distribution of the Greek-flagged fleet by management-company 
location in Attica

Where is the Greek-flagged fleet managed from?

Note:
The absolute number of vessels that corre-
spond to each percentage is in brackets
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ΤHE TANKER FLEET

Graph 4. 

Geographical distribution of the Greek and Greek controlled tanker fleet  
by management- company location in Attica

Where is the Greek and Greek controlled tanker fleet managed from?

Notes:
1. The absolute number of tankers that correspond to 
each percentage is in brackets
2. Tankers include crude oil tankers, oil/ chemical 
tankers, oil/product tankers, etc.
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION
OF SHIP-MANAGEMENT COMPANIES 
BASED ON:

The number of vessels managed
The vast majority of companies with ocean-going ships, namely 290 out of the 548 companies (53%), 
manage small fleets of 1 to 4 ships1, indicating that shipping companies with small fleets are the back-
bone of Greek shipping. Correspondingly, 171 companies (31%) manage fleets of 5 to 15 ships, while the 
remaining 16% (87 companies) manage large fleets of 16 or more ships.

1.  In the relevant literature, and in studies such as the Petrofin study, companies 
    that manage from 1 to 4 ships are considered small.
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Graph 5. 

Geographical distribution of large ship-management companies in Attica

Ιn which Attica district or suburb are the larger ship-management  
(in terms of vessel numbers) companies located? 

Note:
The absolute number of ship-manage-
ment companies that correspond to each 
percentage is in brackets
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Of the medium-sized companies (5-15 ships), which number 171 in total, 38.0% (65 companies) are in 
Piraeus, 18.2% (31 companies) in the Southern Suburbs, 15.2% (26 companies) in the Northern Suburbs, 
12.3% (21 companies) on the Kifissias Avenue Axis, 7.0% (12 companies) on the Syngrou Axis, 6.4% (11 
companies) in Central Athens and 2.9% (five companies) along Kifissos.

Graph 6. 

Geographical distribution of medium-sized ship-management  
companies in Attica

Ιn which Attica district or suburb are the medium-sized ship-management  
(in terms of vessel numbers) companies located?

Note: 
The absolute number of ship-management 
companies that correspond to each percent-
age is in brackets
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As for the small companies, 49.3% (143/290) are located in Piraeus, 20% (58/290) in the Southern Sub-
urbs, 11% (32/290) in the Northern Suburbs, 7.6% (22/290) on the Axis of Kifissias Avenue, 3.8% (11/290) 
on the Axis of Syngrou Avenue, 5.2% (15/290) in Central Athens, 1.7% (5/290) along the Kifissos Axis, 
while the remaining 1.4% (4/290) are located in East and West Attica.

Graph 7. 

Geographical distribution of small ship-management companies in Attica

Ιn which Attica district or suburb are the smaller ship-management 
(according to number of vessels) companies located?

Note: 
The absolute number of ship-manage-
ment companies that correspond to 
each percentage is in brackets

 

It is characteristic that as the analysis progresses from large to smaller companies (in terms of vessel numbers), it emerges that 
in Piraeus, there is a greater presence of smaller-sized companies. Indicatively, 25.3% (22) of the companies in Piraeus are large 
companies, whereas the number of medium-sized companies moves to 38% (65) and reaches 49.3% (143) for small companies. 
It can, therefore, be concluded that small companies seek to be close to their immediate partners (suppliers, etc.) in order to 
achieve external economies, which does not appear to be a priority for larger companies. 
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The fleet diversification in Attica
In their vast majority, Greek-owned shipping companies operate fleets with one type of ship. Τhis 
report focuses on management companies and not groups, as recorded in the Greek Shipping Direc-
tory. It is possible that in some cases companies with specialized fleet to be part of a shipowning 
group.However, for reasons of consistency, the research uses the taxonomy of the source in which 
it is based. More specifically, 80.4% (441/548) of them specialize in the management of one ship type. 
In contrast, 19.6% (107/548 companies) manage diversified fleets.
The majority of companies with diversified fleets, namely 40.2% of them (43/107), are based in Piraeus, 
while 24.3% (26/107) are located in the Southern Suburbs and 14% (15/107) in the Northern Suburbs, 
as shown in Graph 8. Of the 107 companies with diversified fleet, 10 are located on the Axis of Kifissias 
Avenue while five are located in the Greater Athens Area, and five on the Axis of Syngrou Avenue. 
Finally, three companies (2.8%) are dispersed between East Attica and the Kifissos River. 

Graph 8. 

Geographical distribution of ship-management companies  
with diversified fleets in Attica

Note:
The absolute number of ship-manage-
ment companies that correspond to each 
percentage is in brackets
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ΤΥPES OF VESSELS MANAGED  
BY COMPANIES IN ATTICA'S  
DISTRICTS AND SUBURBS
Graph 9. 

Types of ocean-going vessels managed by companies  
located in Piraeus

Notes:
1. The absolute number of ship-management 
companies that correspond to each percent-
age is in brackets
2. Tankers include crude oil tankers, oil/ 
chemical tankers, oil/product tankers, etc.

Graph 10. 

Types of ocean-going vessels managed by companies  
located in the Southern Suburbs

Notes:
1. The absolute number of ship-management 
companies that correspond to each percent-
age is in brackets
2. Tankers include crude oil tankers, oil/ 
chemical tankers, oil/product tankers, etc.
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Graph 11. 

Types of ocean-going vessels managed by companies  
located in the Northern Suburbs

Notes:
1. The absolute number of ship-management 
companies that correspond to each percent-
age is in brackets
2. Tankers include crude oil tankers, oil/ 
chemical tankers, oil/product tankers, etc.

Graph 12. 

Types of ocean-going vessels managed by companies  
located on Kifissias Avenue

Notes:
1. The absolute number of ship-management 
companies that correspond to each percent-
age is in brackets
2. Tankers include crude oil tankers, oil/
chemical tankers, oil/product tankers, etc.
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Graph 13. 

Types of ocean-going vessels managed by companies  
located on Syngrou Avenue

Notes:
1. The absolute number of ship-management 
companies that correspond to each percent-
age is in
brackets
2. Tankers include crude oil tankers, oil/
chemical tankers, oil/product tankers, etc.

Graph 14. 

Types of ocean-going vessels managed by companies  
located in the Greater Athens Area

Notes:
1. The absolute number of ship-management 
companies that correspond to each percent-
age is in brackets
2. Tankers include crude oil tankers, oil/
chemical tankers, oil/product tankers, etc.
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Graph 15. 

Types of ocean-going vessels managed by companies  
located along Kifissos 

Notes:
1. The absolute number of ship-manage-
ment companies that correspond to each 
percentage is in
brackets
2. Tankers include crude oil tankers, oil/
chemical tankers, oil/product tankers, etc.

As is reasonable, in all 7 geographical areas, the majority of ship-management companies choose to 
manage bulk carriers. More specifically, the highest preference rate for tankers (26.3%) among the 7 
geographical areas was observed on the Axis of Syngrou Avenue, followed by Piraeus (22.6%). Another 
interesting point is that the companies in the Southern Suburbs show a higher degree of managed fleet 
diversification than the companies in any other geographical area of Athens. 
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MAPPING ATTICA'S SHIPPING SCENE



IN PLACE 
OF A SUMMARY

From the preceding analysis, we can draw the fol-
lowing very important conclusions:

• As a municipality, Piraeus remains the back-
bone of ship-management in Greece, with 
a little under 1 in 2 management companies 
situated close to the country's largest port.

• A little less than one fifth (19.9%, or 109 com-
panies) of ship-management companies are 
located in the Southern Suburbs (mainly in 
Voula, Glyfada, and Vouliagmeni).

• On the Syngrou Avenue and the Kifissias Ave-
nue axes combined, there is a significant con-
centration of ship management companies, 
i.e. 90 companies representing 16.4% of the 
total number, and for this reason, they are 
analyzed separately.

• Although the number of ship-management 
companies located on the axis of Syngrou 
Avenue manage the fourth largest number of 
ships compared to other areas in the Attica 
Basin, these companies manage most of the 
ships flying the Greek flag.

• There is a relatively balanced dispersion of 
the tanker fleet managed by companies on 
the geographical axes of the Southern Sub-
urbs, Piraeus, and Syngrou Avenue. The man-
agement companies in the Southern Suburbs 
operate 408 tankers versus 403 in Piraeus 
and 357 in Syngrou Avenue. 

• Almost 1 in 2 companies (49.3%) operating 
from 1 to 4 ships are located in Piraeus. On 
the other hand, companies managing more 
than 15 ships present a more balanced pic-
ture: 25.3% of them are located in Piraeus, 
23% in the Southern Suburbs, 18.4% in the 
Northern Suburbs and 17.2% on the Syngrou 
Avenue axis.

An exclusive research 
by Naftika Chronika  
based on the data provided  
by the Greek Shipping  
Directory 2019
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